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ABSTRACT 
 
Implications of Contemporary Bluegrass Music Performance 
at and around a New York City Jam Session 
 
Jonathan Tobias King 
 
 Bluegrass as it is played in the United States today is not simply a resistant category 
of country music, but performs a particular and emergent view of past/present relations.  
More than a “micromusic” mediating between “supercultures” and “subcultures”  (in 
Mark Slobin’s terms [1993]), in fact bluegrass’s complex history resists simple top-down 
or bottom-up perspectives, articulating a distinct space of authenticity.  Active ‘genre-
tending’ in a jam setting poetically articulates emergent social relations, in a specific 
spatiotemporal frame, at New York City’s The Baggot Inn jam scene, a site of bluegrass 
performance at which the genre is employed creatively as a way of socializing and 
articulating contemporary presence.  Learning a genre on an individual level is an 
actively embodied linking of technique and feeling, and differing listening experiences 
may lead to differing ideas of what a musical text represents.  Expressive skill, executed 
through embodied musical gestures derived from specific pieces of music, may embed 
personal biography with social history and experience.  Successful co-performance of a 
genre (bluegrass, in this case) requires a dynamic performative flexibility.  This 
flexibility in turn can permanently affect both player and context, though different 
players may have to work to agree or disagree.  These live, face-to-face interactions 
which depend on local specifics, maintain the coherence of the wider musical genre that 
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Bluegrass’s Double History 
 
 
More than a Micromusic 
 Late in the evening, at a bluegrass jam at Jack Dempsey’s on New York’s Lower 
East Side, I found myself sitting at a small circle of exhausted players, each with a guitar, 
a banjo, or a mandolin, playing toward the middle, toward ourselves, as other patrons 
slowly drifted out the door towards home.  We were hanging on, trying to wring the last 
drops of performative pleasure from the evening by being the last jam-goers to remain.  
As it neared one o’clock in the morning, the jam was drawing to a close.  It wasn’t an 
early night for this group, but not a particularly late one either.  An hour earlier, we had 
left the larger mass of pickers deep within the sunken back room, and reformed into a 
smaller group seated in the front window of Dempsey’s, elevated within the bar, and 
visible from the street through a large picture window.   
 I’d been sitting in the shadow of my primary banjo mentor Tom Hanway, 
identifying tunes and techniques that I could practice, and attending to the social dynamic 
between players, which was by turns tightly focused and relaxedly casual.  The evening's 
material comprised well-known bluegrass standards selected primarily from the 1940s 
repertoire and recordings of genre patriarch Bill Monroe, and from the musical output of 
his “disciples” in the 1950s and 1960s; but there were also folky songs, bluesy numbers, 
and country-rock imports peppered throughout.   
 Tom was attempting to lead a tune that was played less frequently here: Bob 
Dylan’s Nashville Skyline Rag, as rearranged by bluegrass banjo legend Earl Scruggs.  
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When Dylan refashioned himself again in the late 1960s, he added this atmospheric, 
acoustic guitar song to his record Nashville Skyline.  Subsequently, Earl Scruggs had 
recorded it on one of the last Flatt & Scruggs albums in the early 1970s.  In the present 
context, the tune was thus an appropriation from the folk-rock scene, legitimized by 
Scruggs’ endorsement.  I was surprised by Tom’s choice, unfamiliar with it, and eager to 
learn some of the more uncommon banjo licks, so I was watching his hands carefully.  
The pleasant instrumental seems simple and unremarkable at first listen, but its rag-like, 
non-linear arpeggiations happen to fall nicely under a banjo-player’s fingers.  
 As Tom played it tonight, however, the tune was elusive and mysterious.  The 
unconventional chords of its second part had flummoxed the mandolinist, and he was 
squinting at the guitarist’s hands through the dark, trying on the fly to pick up the chords 
to the B section.  When the A section returned, even that had become uncertain, and the 
guitarist began calling out the accompanying chords in the Nashville number system: 
“One…Four….One…Four…One…Four…One-Five-One….” After a few times through, 
the B part (V I II V) remained inscrutable, and the tune fizzled out, as each 
instrumentalist shrugged and gave up.  The song disappeared into space, and the sound of 
the bustling staff and rustling late-night patrons encroached upon us.   
 My teacher Tom laughed out loud, over the top of his sparkling Stelling 5-string 
banjo.  “Jam-buster! Ha ha ha!”  He then upped the ante, kicking off an unconventional 
tune with a brash banjo introduction to a bluegrass version of the Beatles’ “Run for Your 
Life.”  The other musicians snapped back into action.  This was not canonical Scruggs or 
Monroe, to be sure, but they knew or were able to follow the chords, and a collective, 
cohesive energy seemed to take hold of the group.  As a guitarist confidently leaned 
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forward and took a solo after the second verse, Tom met my gaze and laughed with 
pleasure at my apparently quizzical expression.  I had personally been more interested in 
the Scruggs tune, which had featured some compelling banjo licks in the key of C that I 
had wanted to cop.  Why was this tune apparently working, when the Scruggs tune had 
failed?   
 When the song ended, the mandolinist seemed non-plussed, and said “Well, I 
wasn’t expecting that [i.e., a Beatles song]!”  Tom replied, “It’s a classic murder ballad!  
Listen!”  He recited a bit of what he’d just been singing: 
   
You better run for your life if you can, little girl;  
Hide your head in the sand, little girl;  
Catch you with another man; that's the end.  
 
 He justified his choice by aligning the lyrics with such jam standards as ‘Pretty 
Polly’: 
 
Polly, Pretty Polly, your guess is about right;  
I dug on your grave the biggest part of last night. 
 
Or, The Banks of the Ohio: 
 
I took her by her pretty white hand, 
I let her down that bank of sand;  
I pushed her in where she would drown,  
And watched her as she floated down… 
 
in which the primary female character meets a brutal and unjustified fate.   
 “It’s perfect!” he concluded, enjoying the overlap in lyrical tropes.  The mandolinist 
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shrugged, and the guitarist smiled in agreement.  I later found out that “Run for Your 
Life” had been included on a well-known but hard-to-find record by the Charles River 
Valley Boys, a Northeastern folk-revival associated band, but at this point, I remained 
perplexed.  Both of Tom’s choices lay both “inside” and “outside” some of the accepted 
genre rules of this jam, pushing the performance forward, delighting some, frustrating 
others.  What had happened at this “bluegrass” performance that we had just played, and 
heard?  More generally, what can a study, specifically, an ethnography of a bluegrass 
jam, reveal about a complicated genre of American vernacular music and its adherents?  
Finally, what can a study of musical genre reveal about cultural and social dynamics in 
New York, and the United States in the early years of the new millennium?  
 Since its earliest incarnations in the late 1930s and 1940s, bluegrass has persisted as 
a coherent subvariant of American country music.  One could be forgiven for thinking of 
it as a straightforward, unproblematic genre.  Its acoustic palate, its idiosyncratic 
instrumentation, its lyrical tropes, its song structures, and the song repertoire itself are 
instantly recognizable, even easily parodied.  Among musicians and fans there exists a 
conservative rhetoric of timelessness that inspires conformity to certain aesthetic tenets.  
These have been assiduously maintained for the past seventy years: a more-or-less stable 
canon of pieces, a bounded number of lyrical tropes, a graspable set of musical phrases 
and licks, and an acceptable level of variation therefrom.  It seems extremely 
aesthetically stable, posing few genre problems that don't resolve to issues of 
authenticity.  As a result, the genre ‘bluegrass’ has commonly been portrayed as static, 
aesthetically conservative, a ‘rear-guard’ action seeking to maintain and reproduce a 
stable “thing”: “authentic bluegrass”.   
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 What would such a stable music sound like?  A representative example of the 
classic sound is “Molly and Tenbrooks,” a reworking of a 19th-century ballad detailing a 
triumphant and tragic horse race, performed by the genre’s “patriarch”, Bill Monroe.  
Leading into a live performance of the song from 1946 (or very soon after), the emcee 
announced, “And their first number will be, by Bill, and Earl Scruggs with that fancy 
banjo, ‘Molly and Tenbrooks.’”  After the melody was brashly stated on Scruggs’ banjo, 
Monroe began to sing in his ‘high-lonesome” style, with banjo breaks separating the 
verses:   
 
Run ol' Molly run, run ol' Molly run  
Tenbrooks gonna beat you to the bright and shinin' sun. 
 
and concluding, tragically, at the race’s end: 
 
Go and catch old Tenbrooks and hitch him in the shade.  
We're gonna bury old Molly in a coffin ready made. 
 
 This song demonstrates the typical combination of nostalgic familiarity and high 
drama in a tense, tenor vocal tessitura and the arresting Scruggs banjo style, which 
surprised and thrilled audiences and musicians and gave the band a sonic signature that 
Monroe took as his own.  It is notable that the emcee introduced Scruggs before Monroe, 
as the identity of the ensemble sound already encompassed more than Monroe’s 
influence.  These aspects of the “bluegrass aesthetic”— particularly accompanied with 
this exciting ensemble texture of banjo, mandolin, fiddle, guitar and upright bass— have 
persisted for the better part of a century, due to the close attention of players and fans.   
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 Despite its initial appearance as a new sort of sophisticated country music 
(Monroe’s Blue Grass Boys all wore unconventionally formal attire), and its dependence 
on modern mass media for its dissemination and popularity (amplification and radio 
broadcast were integral to its success), one dependable aspect of bluegrass’s identity has 
been a sense of nostalgic authenticity, linked to “bygone” ideals of purity, 
straightforwardness, and honesty.  Implicit in “Molly and Tenbrooks” are the emphases 
that bluegrass players and fans place on the textural/timbral signature of the bluegrass 
ensemble, expressed in a canonical pedigree of repertoire, and closely associated with 
familiar tropes of lost or disappearing rurality.  
 Yet, quite significantly, the performance of bluegrass music commonly foregrounds 
a productive tension between this conformity to canonical tradition and a commitment to 
performative originality.  A rhetoric of timelessness and nostalgia exists in tension with a 
pervasive standard of individuality and creativity that undercuts any perception of 
stagnation.  As such, it can be seen as a complex aesthetic negotiation between types of 
rurality and urbanity, and between related discourses of tradition and modernity.  Rather 
than limiting the possibilities through confounding contradictions, these tensions allow 
the music a particular significance as a site of discursive experimentation in the minds of 
performers and many fans.  Bluegrass, which has been dominated by projects aimed at 
preserving authenticity, can therefore function as an intriguing case for a study of musical 
genre dynamics.   
 Aaron A. Fox's work investigates what it might mean for active musicians and fans 
to call something “country”.  He has posited country first as a set of overlapping 
“metanarratives of loss and desire” (1992), and subsequently, as a dynamic, emergent 
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genre that its performers use as a way of aligning space, time, and subjectivity (2004).  
Fox, through his ethnographic work on country music practice among working-class 
Texans, has suggested that music scholars bring the study of genre closer to practice and 
experience, and try to understand genre in social space, not just via music industry 
categories.   
 This dissertation makes a similar move for bluegrass.  My examination of the 
performance of the bluegrass genre frames it in terms of emergent musical discourse, as 
opposed to a recapitulation of received generic terms.  To adapt Louise Meintjes’ 
definition of South African mbaqanga (2003), I investigate bluegrass as a way of 
behaving.  As part of this, I attempt to understand the relationship between the people 
who band together to play (and appreciate) bluegrass, and the commodified cultural 
phenomenon called “bluegrass”.   
 Mark Slobin’s work on intercultural musical behavior posits a middle ground 
between regionally-based, so-called “traditional” musics — “subcultural” performance—  
and highly mediated and cosmopolitan musical activity— “supercultural” performance 
(Slobin 1993: 11ff.).  Slobin schematizes these “intercultures” as potentially occurring 
through both "band performance", and through the "bonding" of casual sociomusicality.  
“The variable ways in which superculture and subculture play out their own dance here is 
richly complicated by the clearly intercultural connections of both banding and bonding 
in many Euro-American contexts, most of which reference histories that stretch beyond 
the immediate scene or places imagined or reconstructed for the here and now” (ibid., 
108).  Slobin reminds us that although “it may be too easy to equate the neighborhood 
ensemble with the larger society...the energizing presence of a band in subcultural life 
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cries out for closer attention” (ibid.).  An important implication of Slobin’s work is the 
fact that the social behavior observed at these locales (local jam sessions and festivals) 
needs to be examined ethnographically, because these “intercultures” (ibid., 61) are 
generated in specific locales, each with their own history or biography.   
 Though my dissertation is an ethnographic portrait of this kind of "interculture," 
existing between Slobin’s two hypothetical extremes (super- and sub-cultures), it pushes 
the theoretical limits of this framework.  Its value is not fully explained as a mediation 
between an authentic subculture and a commodified superculture, neither "traditional" 
folk song, nor imitative “fakesong” (Harker 1985).  Bluegrass has been richly urban and 
cosmopolitan almost since its inception, and posits a kind of performative traditionality 
that is authentic on its face.  As Fox has argued, this alternate space of performative 
authenticity stands as a pillar of country music(s), and can't be threatened without 
threatening country, or American musical life more generally (2004, 319), perhaps 
because this is the liminal state of most contemporary vernacular music. 
 
Bluegrass’s Double History 
 As a historical, cultural phenomenon, this musical practice has its own “biography”, 
which has led to a particular constellation of sonic and social parameters known 
collectively as “bluegrass”.  Stemming from musical roots in the early hillbilly and race 
records of the 1930s, bluegrass became generically coherent via the wide dissemination 
of live radio performance in the 1940s, and remained coherent throughout its evolving 
association with ideologies of the “folk revival” in the 1950s, the bluegrass-picking 
community’s emergence as a subculture in the 1960s and 1970s, its institutionalization in 
the 1980s and 1990s, and its association with roots revivalism in the 1990s and 2000s 
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(Malone 1985 [1968], Cantwell 1984, Rosenberg 1985, Goldsmith 2004).   
 Today, due to its acoustic instrumentation, its extreme timbral palette (commonly 
employing high registers, tight harmonies and fast tempos), its emphases on instrumental 
technique and virtuosity, its widespread performance by passionate amateur musicians, 
and its highly-foregrounded adherence to its own aesthetic tenets, bluegrass has come to 
function as a vital marker of musical authenticity in the world of country music more 
generally.  This perceived authenticity is as much a part of bluegrass’s identity as any of 
these sonic features.  Tropes of purity are expressed lyrically, through themes that 
emphasize labor, family, nostalgia, pathos, regret, and grim prospects, and musically 
through the use of string instruments that do not require “modern” electricity (though the 
sounds of these acoustic instruments are commonly electrically amplified for 
performance and broadcast). This instrumentation typically includes the five-string banjo, 
mandolin, fiddle (violin), steel-string acoustic guitar, upright (double) bass, and often the 
resophonic guitar (Dobro).  Contemporary performance practice commonly employs the 
occasional pragmatic addition of light percussion or electric bass, depending on the 
requirements of particular musicians or venues.  This is often seen surprisingly as an 
acceptable bending of the genre’s rules, despite a common reputation of bluegrass 
musicians for adhening pedantically to immutable aesthetic principles. 
 Early studies of country-related musics assumed bluegrass to be a straightforward 
musical category, a conservative signifier of older traditions, albeit one that was 
commonly misunderstood.  Historian Bill C. Malone bracketed off bluegrass as the final 
chapter in early editions of his pathbreaking history of country music, rhetorically 
isolating it as a special case of country musics, and inscribing the historical basics in this 
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seminal early work of country scholarship (1985 [1968]).   
 In Malone’s narrative, and those soon to follow (such as Neil Rosenberg’s 
assiduous Bluegrass: A History [1985]), bluegrass became especially and inextricably 
linked to three bands of musicians living and performing in the Appalachian piedmont 
(i.e., not from “the mountains”) during the late 1930s.  Malone has noted that, despite 
stereotypes commonly associated with the genre “[b]luegrass is neither Appalachian [i.e., 
from the mountains,] nor very old” (2004, 125).  These groups played a common style 
that became an extremely popular genre in the 1940s and early 1950s, and they remain 
iconic of bluegrass authenticity today.  There are many other musicians included in these 
histories, but common generic shorthand foregrounds these three musical groups: Bill 
Monroe and his Blue Grass Boys, Flatt & Scruggs and the Foggy Mountain Boys, and the 
Stanley Brothers.  
 The mandolinist, singer and composer Bill Monroe is the most commonly cited of 
the genre’s founders, often even assumed to be the sole creator of the genre (Rinzler 
1963, Rooney, 1971).  Monroe and his older brothers had grown up playing so-called 
“hillbilly music”, and Bill and Charlie Monroe (on the mandolin and guitar) had toured 
professionally as the Monroe Brothers during the 1930s.  After they parted ways, Bill 
Monroe founded a new band, the Blue Grass Boys, named after his home state of 
Kentucky (the Blue Grass State), and the band soon held a regular position on Nashville’s 
Grand Ole Opry, one of country music’s most acclaimed radio shows (Malone 1968, 
Rosenberg 1985).  
 Monroe is widely described as the “Father of Bluegrass”. However, the genre has 
diverse antecedents in the Scots- Irish fiddle tradition, “old time” country music, country 
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blues, small-group jazz performance, stereotyped “barn-dance” radio entertainment, and 
vaudeville.  Monroe, with the help of the Blue Grass Boys, channeled and refined these 
influences into a tightly arranged, high-energy, radio performance genre, which was later 
termed “bluegrass” by fans, after the name of his band.   
 The sound of what came to be known as “classic bluegrass” crystallized in 1946 as 
the band’s repertoire and core roster stabilized. This group included Earl Scruggs, who 
immediately popularized an impressive new technique for the five-string banjo, in which 
chords are arpeggiated and ornamented extremely rapidly with three picking fingers 
(rather than strummed or played more lyrically, as with earlier players). The appearance 
of this new banjo style on the radio helped generate a wave of popular enthusiasm for the 
Blue Grass Boys across the Southeast and then nationally.  The Scruggs banjo style 
quickly became iconic of, and metonymic for, bluegrass in general (Rosenberg 1985, 
Shrubshall 1987, Dawidoff 1997). 
 Another group of widely acknowledged innovators were the Stanley Brothers, 
Ralph (b. 1927) and Carter (1925–1966), who initially imitated the sound of Monroe’s 
Blue Grass Boys, whom they had heard on the radio and on records. When the Stanley 
Brothers performed, recorded, and released Bill Monroe’s theretofore unrecorded 
arrangement of “Molly and Tenbrooks”, Monroe felt that his control over the significance 
of his style was slipping away, and immediately recorded the tune for the first time in 
1949, fixing it in the “voice” of his own ensemble.  In order to establish their own 
identity vis-à-vis Monroe’s band, the Stanley Brothers soon began to emphasize musical 
aspects shared with older musical traditions, such as mountain balladry, thus inscribing 
history and nostalgia as integral aspects of the bluegrass aesthetic (Rosenberg 1985, 
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Dawidoff 1997). 
  Flatt & Scruggs and the Foggy Mountain Boys—the third of the classic bluegrass 
triumvirate—were formed when Scruggs and vocalist/guitarist Lester Flatt (1914–1979) 
left Monroe’s band at the height of its popularity, citing fatigue, and soon formed their 
own touring group.  Trading on Scruggs’ vaunted virtuosity and Flatt’s smooth vocal 
style and engaging stage presence, Flatt and Scruggs quickly achieved widespread 
success, to Monroe’s irritation.  Once Flatt and Scruggs had left the band, the term 
“bluegrass” began to appear, as a way of referring to the style of which Monroe’s Blue 
Grass Boys were only one representative.  Grudgingly acknowledging the significance of 
the trademark Scruggs style, Monroe quickly hired another banjoist to play in the modern 
way.  And though Monroe considered them parasitic imitators or treacherous turncoats, 
the Stanleys and Flatt & Scruggs heralded the arrival of many groups who explicitly 
adopted Monroe’s group’s sonic template for their own performative use (Malone 1985 
[1968], Rosenberg 1985, Dawidoff 1997).   
 Bluegrass was initially performed as a modern, cosmopolitan performance of 
rurality, a response to contemporary hillbilly tropes common to many media portrayals 
(Peterson 1997).  Though it did harken back to pre-industrial times, particularly through 
repertoire and instrumental timbres, bluegrass was, even originally, an “invented 
tradition” (Hobsbawm 1983), based, almost by definition, on the aesthetics of the 1946 
incarnation of Bill Monroe’s Blue Grass Boys.  Monroe’s repertoire was, in many ways, 
a country music formed in response to the performance traditions of swing/jazz and the 
shrinking of the big country swing bands due to economic pressures.  As Mark Fenster 
has put it, “Developed by musicians who made their living as touring and recording 
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artists, and disseminated by radio broadcasts, bluegrass has always been produced and 
distributed within an industrial context, whether that context was the country music 
industry of the 1940s, or the contemporary bluegrass industry” (1995, 84).  
 For instance, despite the fact that the melodies and timbres of an older fiddle 
repertoire invoked older performance practices, the characteristic bluegrass fiddle style 
was seen at the time to be modern, even cosmopolitan.  Long bow strokes, bluesy 
inflections, and double stops were the result of stylistic diffusion, both from Western 
Swing fiddling traditions, and from idiosyncratic influences on Monroe, such as his oft-
cited (though ill-documented) relationship with the black fiddler Arnold Schultz.  And 
“twin fiddling” no longer indicated a performance of two players playing in unison, but a 
relatively intricate harmonized counterpoint to the proper tune.   
 But in the standard histories, as I have mentioned in the case of Bill Malone’s 
history of country music, bluegrass is bracketed in its own chapter as a nostalgic music of 
tradition, mounted against a world that is changing too fast:  
 
Although bluegrass is not an old time style and is in fact a dynamic and ever-
evolving form, it has nonetheless attracted a horde of fans and musicians with a 
traditional bent who have repaired to it as a refuge from the “progressive” and pop 
styles that have inundated mainstream country music” (1985[1968], 323-4).  
 
In so saying, Malone omits the cultural transmission that mediates between the social 
activity of musicians and what is understood to be "bluegrass”; it is presented as a 
cultural hide-out.  For instance, he doesn’t explicitly consider the larger industrial culture 
in which country music, including bluegrass, is situated and integrated.   
 This refined reframing of earlier, rustic styles mediated between the rural and the 
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newly-urban on WSM radio’s widely broadcast Grand Ole Opry, a popular radio program 
that also functioned as a savvy popular representation of supposed “country ways” during 
a time of widespread urban relocation.  Musicians, who were relatively upwardly mobile, 
initially decided to leave farm and factory jobs to become touring and radio musicians 
(Davidoff 1997, Huber 2008).  Audiences in the 1940s originally looked to these musical 
performances for a framed version of an imagined past in an emergent cosmopolitan 
present, as a way of mediating a perceived rural-urban distinction.  Fleeing factory jobs to 
perform in the entertainment industry was itself an upwardly mobile, cosmopolitan 
gesture.  This exemplifies the fact that the character of bluegrass describes not merely a 
longing, conservative look back towards a receding past, but an active assembling of 
contemporary tropes articulating a modern mode of musical expression, speaking to the 
present, and intended to persist into the future.  
 From this perspective could one, in 1946 or 1956, have looked forward three-
quarters of a century, imagining the contemporary cosmopolitan bluegrass practice that is 
partially described in this dissertation?  Perhaps one could have, since in many ways, the 
processes of assemblage which became canonized in later decades were always already 
embedded in the aesthetic.  “Molly and Tenbrooks” was already a contemporary, 
cosmopolitan rearticulation of a preexisting musical text from the 19th century; and it was 
already being again reframed by the Stanley Brothers before Bill Monroe even had had a 
chance to record it in 1949.  A modern, cosmopolitan reframing was undertaken rather 
explicitly by some of the urban folk revivalists in the 1950s, when “proper” bluegrass 
was less than a decade old.  The writings collected in the 1965 “Hillbilly Issue” of the 
Journal of American Folklore (Wilgus 1965) began to explicitly theorize the relationship 
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between folk and popular culture, between commercialism and authenticity.  
 Though bluegrass thrived commercially into the early 1950s, allowing performers 
the ability to tour widely between radio broadcasts, this performance pattern was soon 
hobbled during a dramatic dip in popularity, partially due to the emergence of rock and 
roll.  As bluegrass was subsequently encountered by a younger generation of folk 
musicians in the 1960s, it began to acquire an aura of vital traditionality, becoming 
associated with mythologies of resistance to an encroaching, corrupting urban modernity 
(e.g., Robert Cantwell’s essay “Believing in Bluegrass” [1972]).  Bluegrass began to 
experience periodic revivals, commonly functioning as a badge of rustic legitimacy at 
points of perceived overcommercialization or political uncertainty (e.g. Bernhardt 1999). 
 This symbolic work, closely aligned with bluegrass’s radical acousticity, has 
proven very powerful and resistant to change, even as the surrounding historical and 
social context transformed over the next few decades.  In the late 1950s, bluegrass began 
to connote, to certain Northeastern revivalists, the heart of rustic and authentic America, 
still beating underneath an intimidating exterior.  Revivalist tropes tended to have a 
principled ideological spin, becoming associated, on one hand, with radical populist 
movements (such as the so-called “folk scare” of the McCarthy era, or festival-following 
hippies in the 1970s), as well as with proud nationalism, traditionalism, and social 
conservatism on the other.  
 Malone’s and Rosenberg’s histories were early, influential examples of a common 
approach in popular music studies: the documentation of a lineage of influential 
musicians and recordings.  Requisite biographical sketches of Monroe, Flatt, Scruggs, the 
Stanley Brothers and many others, established a lineage sprouting from Bill Monroe, and 
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continuing through his musical progeny (Don Reno & Red Smiley, Jimmy Martin, Mac 
Wiseman, Jim & Jesse McReynolds,  the Osborne Brothers, and Bill Keith to name a few 
significant "descendants").  
 Grounding their histories in dates and places and objects (recordings), these authors 
marked the spatial and temporal locations of certain “important” events.  These heavily 
discographic and biographical works engendered a sense of historical legitimacy among 
players, fans, and scholars.  The appeal of this kind of historical detail to music historians 
and musicians has been inspiring, and more recent detailed biographies, anthologies and 
readers by enthusiastic authors continue to add to this sort of literature (Smith 2000; 
Goldsmith 2004; Ewing 2000).  Even historians who purport to tell "alternate histories" 
of bluegrass (e.g. Farmelo 2001) feel the need to cite the "original”, Monroe-centered 
tale. 
 As players commonly point out, partial truths or gross distortions abound in many 
commonly held assumptions about bluegrass1, so it may be unsurprising that many 
enthusiastic authors and fans commonly seek to “set the record straight.”  Seeking to 
disabuse the public of these types of contradictions and misconceptions came to be a 
common strategy of many authors in the 1980s and 1990s  (e.g. Wills 1989, Smith 1995, 
DePoy 1996, Ledgin 2004).  These authors have sought to concatenate, build upon, or 
amend the previous literature, adding significant anecdotes, histories, and biographies. At 
the same time as this master history gets told, corrected, and reinscribed, bluegrass jam 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1!For instance, the representations of bluegrass as rural backwardness in films like Bonnie 
and Clyde, Deliverance, and O Brother Where Art Thou? 
!
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aesthetics commonly privilege individuality and improvisation, implicitly emphasizing 
the importance of creative agency in the face of any accusation of slavish historical 
imitation, or of pessimistic, Adornian theories of musical commodification.  
 Bluegrass has several canonical narratives that demonstrate the productive tensions 
that have resulted when individual performers pushed against traditional performative 
norms.  In fact, stories embedded in bluegrass genealogies often describe the music 
becoming subtlety but steadily adapted, hybridized, or made “progressive”, as it has been 
rearticulated by younger musicians, especially in greater Washington D.C., New York, 
and Boston.  For example, the iconic and legendary Earl Scruggs turned his back on the 
traditional bluegrass template in the late 1960s to play rock-oriented material with his 
family band.  In the 1970s, “Hippie” Sam Bush played progressive “newgrass,” exciting 
young fans, but inspiring Bill Monroe himself to comment, “I hate that!”  In the 1980s, 
Béla Fleck’s virtuosic genre-blending banjo-rock fusions threatened to take away 
something perceived as simple (or at least straightforward).  Alison Krauss’s forays into 
more commercially successful pop markets have been watched excitedly, but warily, by 
curatorial fans, as the figure of the “iconoclast” consistently raises his or her head (e.g., 
Goldsmith 1987).  Wider public acceptance or rejection of musicians’ biographical 
narratives of traditionality or individuality shows that flexible or arbitrary generic models 
have demonstrable limits, and that the ideas and actions of musicians and fans have as 
much to say about the resultant generic historical narratives as the media or the music 
industry. 
 Much recent thoughtful and critical scholarship on bluegrass and related country 
music styles yields to over-romanticization or cynical quasi-Marxist critique.  These 
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approaches take genre categories of popular music as a priori functional frameworks, and 
link them to larger forms of aesthetics and ethics.  Scholars such as Tichi (1994) have 
sought to reinforce the links between country music and larger patterns of tropes of the 
“natural” and “pure” in American aesthetic culture, analogous to the paintings of Eakens 
or Benton.  Correspondingly, anxious critics have often dwelt critically upon lyrical 
tropes common in bluegrass: Tunnel (1991) notes the lyrical themes of sexism and 
violence.  Between the explicitly celebratory and anxious approaches, Sweet understands 
the nostalgic imagery and aesthetics of bluegrass as contributing to the cultural  “status 
quo, thereby leaving oppressive social relations intact” (1996: 37).   More cynically, 
Goddu worries that “bluegrass “gets away with” being “gothic [i.e., violent and 
misogynistic]… by virtue of its self-construction as a music securely located in the 
distant past” (1995, 71).  
 These contributions were felt to be a necessary, stabilizing corrective, in the face of 
many misunderstandings and false explanations that permeate the discourse about 
bluegrass.  And although some of these contemporary portraits, biographies, and memoirs 
actively work to deconstruct some of these master tropes of traditionality, they also 
acknowledge their persistent momentum. 
 
Top-Down and Bottom-Up Perspectives  
 Some recent historically-oriented critiques have complicated straightforward genre 
descriptions of country musics by emphasizing, documenting, and critiquing institutional 
histories of the wider constellation of country-related genres.  Rather than recapitulate a 
straightforward industrial-capitalist model of American popular music (in which 
particular genres such as bluegrass seem to exist sui generis) these scholars have 
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explicitly examined the active and contrived construction of country as a type of 
commercial media.  Some recent critiques of American musical practices have been 
executed as top-down institutional analyses (e.g. Negus 1999; Peterson 1997; Anand and 
Peterson, 2000) that demonstrate the complexities and contingencies of the music 
industries that mediate musical supercultures (Slobin 1993).  
 Keith Negus has explored how the tensions between the expectations of late 20th 
century corporate industry and the demands of the listening public belie any 
straightforward understanding of “tradition” or “authenticity” (1999).  Richard Peterson 
shows how the apparent authenticity of country music has been continually regenerated 
as its signifiers were appropriated (and re-appropriated) by different groups of media 
figures (1997).  Historian Diane Pecknold (2007) investigates country music by 
examining trade magazines and the advertising industry, asking how the institutionalized 
discourses of promotion negotiated the stories that fans, promoters, performers and 
scholars were able to tell about the history of country.  Through a sociology of this trade 
culture, she recovers data that were seemingly irrecoverable, rethinking the entire genre 
history from another newly-oblique perspective.   
   The complex relationship of bluegrass to the marketing industry has been 
considered by Mark Fenster who points to “the dualisms of traditional/commercial 
production, mass/folk culture, and authentic/manufactured art that have been so much a 
part of debate over the general cultural shift to modernity” (1995: 83).  “If the past 
described in bluegrass is available only through playing or listening to bluegrass music, 
then the work of the bluegrass industry is utterly crucial and completely contradictory: it 
must enable tradition and the experience of the past, but can do so only by selling it in the 
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present...” (ibid., 85).  Fenster’s approach highlights how tradition is negotiated in, and in 
discussions about, "the industry", and shows that new approaches that complicate and 
critique the concept are necessary.  Patrick Huber’s work on early hillbilly musicians 
(2008) builds on earlier historical representations, but approaches from the opposite 
direction, as it were, presenting the early days of hillbilly music—which eventually 
became the model for both early bluegrass and country musics—by documenting the 
everyday biographical details of the millhands from the Piedmont, who became the 
notable performing musicians of the day.  These approaches make plain that the 
“determining structures” of the music market do not have universal explanatory power 
when it comes to establishing the meaning or significance of a genre.  
 From outside the world of country music studies, British Cultural Studies scholar 
Simon Frith (1983, 1996) has described the problems of commodification “from below,” 
suggesting that the musical marketplace can constitute an arena of creative behavior for 
music consumers.  Through genre choices implicit in popular music consumption, Frith 
proposes a creative, self-definitional space for amateurs, fans, and enthusiasts that 
complicates the commonly assumed dependence of consumers on generic categories 
provided in advance by “the industry”.  Fans also play a significant part in the 
maintenance and propagation of genre: Negus advocates that fans “are not separate from 
any perceived processes of standardization and routinization.  We are part of this process 
and, as such, we might also be playing a part in the maintenance of generic codes and 
standard expectations” (Negus 1999: 110).  The inclusion of "creative listening" for 
example, allows for the generation of a particularly affective bond, a communitas (Turner 
1974: 273-4) that still allows for performativity and improvisatory virtuosity.  
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 A productive approach that complicates the issue of genre establishment and 
maintenance comes from Fabian Holt’s broad, cross-genre study that concentrates on 
examples of the “in between”.  Considering the suite of "roots-country" genres (including 
bluegrass) as a primary example in a larger argument about the complexities of genre-
overlap, he recommends studying genre at “many different levels and sites” without 
developing an “all encompassing master theory”, developing “plural narratives, 
and...small theories” (2007: 7-8).  Holt’s conception of genre boundaries emphasizes 
points of pressure existing at specific socio-historic moments:  this approach to genre 
emphasizes socio-historical particularism, not universalism.  Such a complex vision of 
the consumer market allows a space for creativity in the marketplace: the creative 
practices of listening and playing need to be included in analyses, as they exist at these 
complex, yet typically underemphasized, points of agency. 
 Aaron Fox has articulated and exemplified this approach in an ethnographically-
based exploration of how meanings of country are generated “on the ground”, by the 
performative action and interpretive strategies of working-class musicians and fans.  
 
[Rather than treat country music] as a field of popular consumption of a 
commercial product, in which the commercial product itself “speaks” for (or to) 
some segment of the field of the popular […] I treat country music primarily as 
working-class art, some of the resources for which circulate as musical 
commodities.  But my view of what “art” is entails embedding aesthetics in a 
nexus of social conduct, discourse, and ideology, rather than isolating canonical 
texts within a narrowly stylistic history or formalist analysis (2004, 30-1). 
 
One way to employ this model of an ideologically-associated, discursively-embedded 
approach to aesthetics is through a close look at how the music is actually played in 
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performance, while also listening to the way that players and others talk about it.  That is 
a primary aim of this dissertation on bluegrass. 
 
Authenticity and Revivalism 
 Musicians I interacted with were often quick to point out to me various 
contradictions, ironies and limitations, highlighting explicit "inauthenticities" of 
performance.  A very common rhetorical move for both the musicians and fans whom I 
encountered was to point out explicitly the “inauthentic” history of the music, while still 
shading themselves in the “acousticity” and “authenticity” of the sound.  In his relatively 
early history, Bill Malone commented, regarding bluegrass, that “almost everybody has 
heard of it, but not everyone knows what it is, or where it came from” (1985 [1968]: 
323).  But through the work of scholars like Malone and Neil Rosenberg, this situation 
began to change, as many players became quite familiar with the published histories.  
Some musician-scholars have even become the leading authorities on particular aspects 
of the musical history, as with Pestcoe’s definitive organological history of the African 
origins of the banjo (2007).  The location of my primary field research—a tavern called 
The Baggot Inn— located a block south of historic Washington Square Park in New York 
City’s Greenwich Village, seemed to ensure that many of the musicians I worked with 
were extremely well versed in often-juxtapsosed genres of vernacular musics (folk 
revival, blues, bluegrass, Irish, old time country, and klezmer, for instance) and the 
attendant contradictions involved in contemporary debates over authenticity. 
 Alongside the depth and range of their historical knowledge, my interlocutors did 
commonly describe a perceived irony about attending an event marked as "rural" in a 
hyper-urban setting, and further, that bluegrass—which was formed as, and understood to 
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be, an explicitly commercial genre— still seemed to maintain a powerful aura of purity 
and authenticity.  This irony belied the fact that an explicitly commercial genre of the 
1940s could, despite its demonstrable contrivance, generate such powerful and 
contemporary social enthusiasm and visceral pleasure.  Since players were quick to 
highlight the contradictions themselves, it seemed superfluous and offensive for me to 
ask after the "legitimacy" of "urban bluegrass”. 
 Because of this I do not find it necessary or compelling to attempt to reveal some 
hidden cosmopolitanism, or demonstrate that bluegrass is more complicated than its 
players may know.  Significantly, I found the performance of bluegrass not to be limited 
by its contradictions, but, in fact, to be activated by them.  The rapidity at which the topic 
arose in conversation was notable: the power of the authenticity trope itself was 
undeniable— even if it was brought up specifically to problematize it.  Discussing her 
experience with me, local fiddler Katy Cox clearly embraced both sides of the apparent 
paradox: 
 
When I was first trying to describe it to people, when I fell in love with it for the 
first time, was, "It's long ago, and far away; but right there, at the same time.  And 
it's sad, and really uplifting all at once."  And it is.  It’s modern.  It's a very 
modern music, and it's not old.  But it's drawing on old traditions.  And I really 
like it: it's a... a really successful system of rules. 
 
 The search for the “authentic” may be a wild goose chase; but to state this is not to 
argue that the “tradition”-centered aesthetics of bluegrass lack history or social 
momentum.  These rules are coded in terms of "old traditions”, but are actively 
assembled in order to articulate the present, and meant to persist into the future.  Kathleen 
Stewart has described one kind of actively emergent country nostalgia:   
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We are tourists who know we are tourists…The “country décor” in the cottage, 
for instance, is not meant to reproduce country life “as it really was” but to 
produce a world made out of signs: the living room is made “whole” and a 
“worldview” expressed through subtle distinctions in tints, nuance, and type; each 
“country” object refers with careful discrimination to its place within the system 
of signs of “country” things; every year the “country style” changes subtly so that 
things have to be added and removed.  The (interpretive) practice of the 
decoration calls attention to the status of these “country” objects as signs and the 
point is not just to “decorate” in itself but to signify the production, or at least the 
possibility, of meaning…What kind of meaning is another question” (Stewart 
1988: 231-234). 
 
The bluegrass version of Stewart’s "country decor" allows a space for the development of 
phenomenological, lived experience with a signifying vocabulary of “bluegrass things” 
and “bluegrass style”.  Its musical signature demonstrates an extreme version of 
"acousticity" that works efficiently to overdetermine a lived authenticity in the face of 
obvious contemporary contradiction and paradox.  
 The active, generative use of nostalgic authenticity’s emergent meanings has been 
documented by Kiri Miller, in the context of contemporary Sacred Harp shape-note 
singing, in which: 
 
[n]ostalgia is built into the rhetoric of vanishing traditions and cultural crisis… 
But while the politics of nostalgia deeply informs singers' ideologies and 
practices, there is more to this community than a collective rejection of or by 
modern society.  As Christopher Waterman has written, any kind of modernity 
has to “focus retrospectively, fix ideologically, and contour aesthetically a master 
tradition in terms of which its own pragmatic and up-to-date identity makes sense 
and appears inevitable” (Waterman 1990: 377).  I practice and write about Sacred 
Harp singing because so many Americans are bringing such diverse beliefs and 
powers to bear in this process of making sense of tradition and modernity (Miller 
2008: 19). 
 
Likewise, bluegrass musicians of many backgrounds, ideologies and interests use 
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bluegrass, with its suite of associated tropes and traditions, as a performative framework, 
to focus and articulate their socio-muscial lives, making sense of tradition and modernity, 
certainly, but also making tradition and modernity.  And a result of this activity is the 
focused, fixed, and aesthetically contoured tradition of bluegrass.   
  Amateur and semi-professional bluegrass performance, as I found it in New York 
and elsewhere across the Eastern U.S., does not exist as a caricature of rural old time 
ways, or a nostalgic re-presentation of an earlier musical form, but rather as a 
contemporary embodiment of an active, living vernacular music.  A significant aspect of 
my approach, one that bears emphasis given its scholarly history, is that bluegrass 
performance, constituted of embodied, microtheoretic performative action, is not a 
fossilized remnant, but in fact comprises a field of active creativity and innovation.  
 So, while refusing a fruitless search for true bluegrass "authenticity”, I adopt an 
“anti-anti-essentialist” stance, acknowledging the discursive and performative power of 
nostalgia and authenticity as a motivating, even crucial, social force. This is a potentially 
generalizable point about the performance of vernacular musics in nostalgic contexts 
beyond the limits of bluegrass proper.  Analogous roots music performance practices 
share a set of common practices:  primarily acoustic instrumentation, fealty to a more-or-
less standard canon, observably acceptable limits to variation, and an ideological 
grounding in amateur performance, without eschewing a manageable amount of 
commercialization.   
 Miller demonstrates how Sacred Harp singers articulate “a statement of affiliation, 
affinity, and at least partial authority.  In a tradition where authenticity of feeling is a 
paramount emblem of valid participation, nostalgia is a feeling that stakes claims and 
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creates relationships among singers” (2008: 19). Affinities between these kinds of music 
scenes has allowed them to transcend community boundaries, and articulate new 
communities within and across those boundaries.   
 Following this lead, I directed my analysis of bluegrass toward the players 
themselves, who very commonly emphasize the significance of individuality and 
performative agency in their own performance.  Musicians I met from Maine, New York, 
West Virginia, Kentucky, Indiana, and California were assiduous amateur (and in some 
cases, semi-professional) scholars of the genre, and were eager to share their knowledge, 
their experiences, and their concerns. 
 One reason that the reflexive musical understandings of contemporary players can 
be so significant in the present context is that bluegrass performance has existed in a state 
of "rearticulation" almost since its creation.  Flatt and Scruggs left Bill Monroe in 1948, 
resulting in the emergence of the term "bluegrass" for the first time.  Only a decade later, 
in the pages of Esquire magazine—hardly a marker of folk-authenticity— Alan Lomax 
documented a massive collegiate reincarnation of bluegrass, featuring illustrations of 
young “folkies” and “beatniks” performing bluegrass in Manhattan’s Washington Square 
Park (1959).  
 Diane Pecknold acknowledges the importance of rearticulation in a passage about 
“folknik” revivalism of bluegrass and other early hillbilly musics:  “The folkniks 
demonstrated that they could make commercial products the basis of a rejection of mass 
and consumer culture simply by appropriating those products for their own purposes and 
creating through their own performances a new authenticity for the music… [and] 
seemed to believe intuitively that commercialization did not determine the meaning of 
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cultural products” (Pecknold, 2007: 190).  For Pecknold, folk revivalists were already 
acknowledging the significance of their own interpretive agency.   
 Considering "folk revivals" more generally, Filene points out that the practice of 
nostalgic performance can be seen as continual and productive.  He notes that “most 
accounts tend to focus on two moments—the period of strong institutional support for 
folk music in the 1930s and the time of pop commercial success in the 1960s.  But the 
effort to preserve and popularize roots music constitutes one of the powerful underlying 
currents that runs through the century's culture and continues to flow today” (2000: 236).  
While he primarily considers professional performers, icons and celebrities, and widens 
his analytical scope to encompass “American culture”, his overall point is quite salient:  
“[T]he backward glance can be more than nostalgic—that memory can create American 
culture anew” (ibid.).  This perspective helpfully emphasizes the making of American 
tradition and modernity.2 
 In terms of bluegrass performance, Mark Fenster elaborates on its role in the 
production of American tradition and modernity, deemphasizing the fruitless tendency to 
search for "authentic traditions": 
 
Claims of "authenticity" of bluegrass are "false," and the dualisms on which they 
are based are specious.  Bluegrass was a new, commercial articulation of musical 
elements that were already in circulation, some with strong ties to traditional 
music, some without; "commerce" was neither imposed on Bill Monroe and his 
successors nor foreign to them, but was integral to their artistic goals and 
ambitions: and finally, the entire notion of "the folk" rests on a simplified, 
nostalgic vision of the culture and economic conditions of early twentieth-century 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
2!In later work however, Filene became concerned that folk culture appropriated at a 
distance, exemplified by post O, Brother revivalism, "becomes just one in a series of 
fashion products" (2004, 61), and is not given "fresh life through personally meaningful 
art" (ibid., 67-8).!
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Appalachia (1995: 84-85). 
 
He allows for a different kind of "authenticity in practice".  He proposes that: 
 
the "falsity" of such claims to authenticity in no way diminishes their 
significances relative to bluegrass; the traditions of bluegrass may be more the 
result of modern (as opposed to premodern) forces, but they are substantive 
traditions nonetheless, with bluegrass festival, recordings, and amateur jam 
sessions representing meaningful practices in people's lives … the reenactment of 
tradition in contemporary bluegrass music …constitut[es] its traditions as an 
authentic past and by basing this authenticity on the practice of bluegrass itself 
(ibid.).   
 
 Practice- and performance-based approaches deemphasize the fetishization of such 
“folk authenticity”.  Cultural Studies scholar Simon Frith has written that the significance 
of performance rituals is “not that social groups agree on values which are then expressed 
in their cultural activities, but that they only get to know themselves as groups (as 
particular organizations of individual and social interests, of sameness and difference) 
through cultural activity, through aesthetic judgment.  Making music isn't a way of 
expressing ideas; it is a way of living them” (1996: 111). 
 In the following pages, I examine how the genre "bluegrass" is suspended and 
propagated in actual sociomusical practice; with "performance" as the point of analysis.  
A genre-focused approach to bluegrass will take into account the poetic/performative 
approach that musical actors use to negotiate intertextuality and what Monson calls 
“intermusicality” (1996: 97ff.).  Rather than propose a sweeping statement about the 
nature of “bluegrass,” my work on The Baggot Inn bluegrass scene focuses on snapshots 
of a “scene” in flux. This approach seeks to capture the commonly-underemphasized fact 
that the genre of bluegrass isn’t fossilized, and that innovation still exists in and is crucial 
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to contemporary practice.  This is an important point for bluegrass scholarship, since the 
bulk of the literature has been folkloristic (Rosenberg 1985), historical (Goldsmith 2004), 
biographical (Smith 2000), literary (Cantwell 1972, 1984), or anecdotal (Piazza, 1999), 
rather than ethnographically concerned with poetics and performance.   
 My consideration of bluegrass performance in and around New York is a 
theorization of something which is variously called “Roots Music”, “Vernacular Music” 
or “People's Music” in a cosmopolitan context, that is, positioned outside of the music’s 
putative “traditional” location, neighborhood, genre, or class.  Local musician Trip 
Henderson, described The Baggot Inn, and the greater New York scene:  
 
What I love about being in New York these days is that it’s a great town, you’ve 
got so many different arenas where you can play this kind of music.  And if it’s 
old time music you want to do… like Tom Bailey: very versatile, but obviously 
right now he’s very interested in being an old time fiddle player.  He’s a great 
guitar player, he can play bluegrass music, he can play bass…  
 
So I think for people who play this kind of music, there’s definitely a kind of slot 
you need to fall into, but it’s a slot you fall into very naturally.  And it’s one of the 
great things about being an American musician, is that we have all these very 
diverse styles, which are all in many ways connected to, you know, either the 
Scotch-Irish tradition, as Bill Monroe would put it, or the African-American 
tradition, so we can just kind of graze.  So really it’s a great time to be a musician.  
‘Cause we can do any of that stuff and we can kind of fall into that bag…  
 
So, yeah, really it’s a great time to be in New York.  I often think, because my 
wife is a pop star in Taiwan, and she travels back and forth, that if I were to live 
in San Francisco, or if I were to live in LA, it would certainly be better for myself 
and my family, but the music is so damn good in New York right now, and there’s 
so many things that I can do.  I can play bluegrass with John Herald on Sunday 
night, I’ll be playing old time music with the Gowanas Canal Hotshots on Sunday 
afternoon, I’ll be playing Delta blues with Bob Guida down at Terra Blues on 
Wednesday night… Hog heaven!  All the things I like to do, at a really high level.  
It’s just a great time to be around here.   
  
 From this perspective, far from being some burlesque parody of rurality, the jam at 
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The Baggot Inn is a legitimate and vital expression of American vernacular music 
performance. This demonstrates the potential interest of this work to the blues, Balkan, 
Chicha, Irish, or Klezmer scholar, for instance.  Aaron A. Fox has proposed a meta-genre, 
“global country”, that articulates common patterns of practice shaped by common forms 
of social history both in North America and abroad (Fox and Yano, forthcoming).  This is 
not a process exclusive to country musics, but bluegrass is a fine exemplar of this 
metagenre.   
  Due to the persistence of bluegrass as a participatory subculture of vernacular 
country music in the United States (and increasingly worldwide (e.g. Bidgood 2010) this 
musical genre can be a particularly productive example of “genre” used as an organizing 
“cultural”, “conceptual”, and “communicative” tool, maintained and transformed in and 
through performance.  Each rearticulation of bluegrass reimagines its own sociomusical 
context, linking embodied poetics to ideologically imagined histories.  Ideological 
commitments are inchoate, embedded in the flow of the event.  Ideological constructions 
stand for or point to the sound structures at stake, actively linked to the genre parameters 
in play, which thereby become a locus for socially-generated memory. 
 
Chapter Summary 
 I use the dynamic of a particular jam session— and a few related satellite jams— to 
model the complex behavioral world of the bluegrass genre more generally.  I place 
myself between the curatorial and the deconstructive, in the manner of a musician playing 
where the principles of performance are in tension.  Here, the “commandments of 
bluegrass” are continually in a state of suspension, to be enforced or ignored as the 
performance warranted.  The context of the jam session, a microcosm of the genre-
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creation process, foregrounds the active processes of genre maintenance.  More than 
attempting to identify relevant musical genre features, I am primarily concerned with 
how musicians “do things with music” at specific performative moments.  By showing 
how musicians learn and perform bluegrass in this contemporary context, I demonstrate 
how genre-tending allows musicians to forge or sever links between music and ideology 
on a number of macro- and micro- levels. 
 In Chapter One, I have shown that bluegrass is not simply a resistant, residual 
category of country music, but performs a particular and emergent view of past/present 
relations.  In Chapter Two, I characterize the bluegrass jam at New York’s Baggot Inn, 
around the turn of the millennium, describing the social dynamic of performance, how 
"genre-tending" in a jam setting performs contemporary social relations.  An examination 
of recent genre-centered theory derived from linguistic anthropology proves valuable for 
connecting emergent musical form and active social behavior.  In Chapter Three, I 
demonstrate how attempts to acquire a performative bluegrass competence entails an 
socially-embodied linking of feeling and technique, for which ‘genre’ works as a 
interpretive and expressive template, which is demonstrably mutable.  Since bluegrass 
performance is often crucially connected to atypical or unmentioned musical or para-
musical parameters, I zoom even further in (particularly, in Chapter Three), asking how 
the small expressive gestures of musical performance become part of a social aesthetic, as 
it is embedded in other fields of practice.  Chapter Four considers bluegrass music 
performance discursively, showing how the successful co-performance of a genre 
requires a dynamic performative flexibility, the shared experience of which affects 
players and context.  Chapter Five considers the social management of these flexible, 
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porous genre boundaries, showing how the live negotiation of performative acceptability 








The Baggot Inn Jam Scene 
 Bluegrass is a compelling example of a musical genre that has maintained historical 
coherence through the adoption of a combination of rigidity and flexibility by musicians 
and fans, as they tend its genre boundaries through the effectively curatorial work of 
interactive social performance, and of how that curation happens on a number of 
discursive levels.  I examine the negotiation of the sustained reemergence of a 
sociomusical form ideologically grounded in amateur performance.  A principle forum 
for this genre-tending work is the jam session. I focused my ethnographic inquiry into 
this type of interaction around the weekly Wednesday bluegrass jam session at The 
Baggot Inn in lower Manhattan, hosted by Tom Hanway and Bob Seidenberg (“Sheriff 
Uncle Bob”).    
 In 2002, if you walked east down West 3rd Street in New York City, past the Blue 
Note jazz club, past the Village Underground, and past the Boston Comedy Club, you 
might easily have walked right by The Baggot Inn.  Coming back a half a block, you 
would have found the broad, wooden sign, painted black, with gold lettering: THE 
BAGGOT INN, indicating your destination, three feet below street level, under the 
comedy club.  If you walked down a few steps, reaching the narrow glass double doors, 
and peeked down to your left into in the front window, you would look out over a small, 
pulsating group of musicians.  The presence of these “old time country” players often 
served as a marker, confirming the right time and place: any Wednesday night in the 
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early 2000s, at Tom and the Sheriff’s “Bluegrass and Good Times Jam” at The Baggot 
Inn.   
 
Figure 2.1. Peeking in the front room, after having just entered The Baggot Inn: the old 
time players, seated (and standing) at the front window. 
 
 Early in the evening, a small handful of bluegrass players have slowly wandered in, 
headed back toward the stage area, and laid their instruments down. The Irish bartender 
may ask, rhetorically,  “Are we goin’ to hear some BLUEgrass tonight?”  Someone will 
rearrange a chair or two (“There are so many chairs that there’s no place to sit!”), or tune 
his or her instrument meditatively.  The sound of the moving chairs and the occasional 
plucked string is heard in relief against the ripple of easygoing small talk and the quiet 
music on the house PA.   
 Beginning around 9 or 10 PM, though, behind the bar’s double doors, the raucous 
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sound of fiddles and guitars spills up and out onto the sidewalk, revealing the presence of 
a mob scene.  Walk through the doors, and down onto the floor of The Baggot Inn, 
beneath the old dark tin ceiling stained by the now-banned cigarette smoke.  A few years 
ago, you would then marinate in cigarette smoke, which would follow you home, acrid, at 
3 AM, woven into your clothes, matted into in your hair, eventually to settle into your 
pillow, greeting you as you awoke the next morning at 8:00.   
 Past the coat area on your right, you drift by the old-timeys on the left, and down 
along the entire length of a long, wooden bar, the wall behind it overcrowded with 
bottles, and handwritten chalkboards indicating draught and bottled beer. The sound 
grows toward the back, somewhere between white noise and music, with the sound of a 
high tenor voice, or a small alto chorus occasionally emerging, a solo, or a group unison, 
or a polyphonic or homophonic harmony.  At the end of the bar usually stands a 
bartender—young, Irish, and recently immigrated—offering the first one on him.  
Continue walking a couple more yards, past the cramped but brightly lit bathrooms. 
There is small alcove on the right, the site of a couple chairs and tables.  Later tonight 
when the place is jumping, osmosis will force a few pickers into this corner— sometimes 
by physical necessity, sometimes from a desire for exclusivity.  
 Opposite that alcove, in a corner by the bar, is the soundboard, not a single LED 
illuminated: it’s strictly unamplified at the bluegrass jam, of course.  On other nights, and 
at the yearly bluegrass and folk festival held here, it’s a different story—musicians take 
advantage of amplification when an proper audience is present for a performance—but 
the more participatory jam is strictly “acoustic”. 
 A few feet further, and down a couple more steps into the sunken back room lies 
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the main picking area.  Perched atop those last two steps, one can take advantage of the 
small height differential, assessing who has arrived, or who is not here tonight, absorbing 









Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Building momentum: looking left and right, in the back room, in the 
early evening. 
 
 The architecture at The Baggot Inn conditioned a lot of seemingly spontaneous 
behavior.  In many ways, aspects of the performance were inherent in the physical 
aspects of the room itself.  Performative musicality was affected here by the sonically-
reflective tin ceiling, the sunken floor, the layout of the chairs and placement of tables, 
and by the narrow channel connecting the front and the back rooms through which the 
bar itself was threaded. 
 Up front, sitting on a small circle of benches just inside, and just below, the 
streetside window,  a handful of players were gathered into a smaller space, sitting on 
built-in benches around a knee-high table, with others crowded in around them, feeding 
off their energy.  Players crowded onto the benches, knees and thighs often in tight 
contact, reinforcing the aesthetic intimacy.  Correspondingly, there was a greater chance 
that the group of performers would be playing the communal, groove-oriented, old time 
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genre, rather than the more demonstrative and showy bluegrass.  Though the performance 
aesthetic differs sharply between these style, the two genres share some common 
repertoire, and frequently cross-fertilize.  Aspects of the space, in this case, affected the 
very repertoire performed.  The boominess of the large room was absent, the natural 
reverb more “dead”, and the playing often a bit quieter and more restrained.   
 The bluegrassers tended to congregate in the main room, toward the back.  When I 
would arrive at this scene, I’d evaluate both the visual and the sonic landscape before 
enthusiastically diving in.  One night, for instance, in the autumn of 2004, a smallish 
group of seven or eight sat and stood around an archipelago of tables in the center of the 
room.  The walls of the back room were already lined with instrument cases, a good sign.   
 The hosts of the evening, Tom and the Sheriff, had not yet arrived to help guide the 
events of the evening, each with their own distinctly personal style.  The musicians 
present were a haphazard bunch, with no "leader", just a bunch of pickers offering 
suggestions on what to play next.  On such a night the 5-string slung over my shoulder 
would fit into the mix better at some times than others, and whether there was room for 
me was a question that depended on many factors.  Too many banjos tonight?  Too few?  
Too good?  Too bad?  Am I friendly with any of these players already?  What keys are 
they playing in? 
 At this point, that evening, there were four flat-top guitars, a Dobro (resonator 
guitar), and a fiddle.  Unfortunately, no bassist had yet arrived to articulate the chord 
progressions, so the guitars were creating a muddy haze of backup...but it had certainly 
been worse.  There was room for a 5-string, anyway, so I took my picks from my pocket, 
and slid them onto my fingertips and thumb, rubbing them back and forth to increase the 
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friction that holds them in place.  Stepping down those last couple steps and joining the 
group, I shook a couple hands and watched for where people were setting their capos.  
The next one was in the key of A: a (formerly) Irish tune that suited the character of the 
bar nicely.  
 The fiddler kicked off the tune with 4 measures of anticipatory double-stops (often 
called “potatoes”) and played the first round of the melody fluidly, his fingers seeming to 
roll comfortably on and off of the fingerboard, while his bowing arm added syncopated 
vigor with a familiar bouncing, sawing motion that excited the crowd a bit.  He nodded to 
the first guitarist as the second B-part of the tune wound to a close, but the guitarist shook 
his head.  Quickly, the fiddler scanned the group for eyes, skipping the second guitarist, 
who was looking down, concentrating on his running bass lines.  The third guitarist, a 
jam mainstay, leaned forward confidently and grabbed the A-section as it started to go 
by.  Melodies on an acoustic guitar don’t carry very well in mob-type jams such as these, 
so the attentive group quieted their accompaniment a bit to allow the sound of the guitar 
some room.  The melody wasn’t quite as naturally suited to the tuning of the guitar as to 
the fiddle, so there was a little more effort visible in his fretting hand, sliding to different 
fingering positions briefly to grab a necessary note or two; his picking hand seemed 
simply to rock back and forth, effortlessly alternating up- and down-picking.   
 As the Dobro player stepped forward to take his turn, the accompaniment 
intensified again, and, the crowd perked up a bit at the relatively unusual image of a 
guitar played lap-style, with a shiny steel, or bar, cupped with the left hand over the 
instrument’s neck.  Its rich, nasal timbre often intrigues the uninitiated.  The instrument’s 
open tuning often results in a simplified version of the melody, but this player seemed to 
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know this tune well, taking advantage of open strings, and dropping the bar in just the 
right places, hammering out a percussive version of the tune that seemed at odds to the 
lyrically-vocal way that blues guitarist often use their slide.   
 When it came to me, I play a relatively straight-forward version of the melody.  A 
moment ago, I had been playing a simple, chordal backup style on the backbeat, so when 
the bright, rippling sixteenth notes began to rise above the broader timbres of the guitars, 
people turned toward me, looked at the banjo with its iconic, white, circular body, and its 
long, black, narrow neck, and the group seemed happy to have the distinctive sound of 
the banjo foregrounded.  I was focused on the playing, only dimly aware of their 
attention.  
 Partway through my break, I saw in my peripheral vision an instrument case with a 
bright blue bumper sticker announcing, in white block lettering, “If it ain’t got a banjo, it 
ain’t bluegrass.” I realized another banjo player had arrived.  The fact that another banjo 
player might be assessing my playing encouraged me to push the tempo of the B-part of 
the tune a little bit, tightening the closely-controlled swing that gives the banjo its 
confident fluidity.  The other players were already nodding to the second banjo player, 
welcoming him, and not, to my chagrin, noting my altered phrasing.  Oh well.  After the 
fourth guitarist played, the fiddler took the tune again and closed it out straightforwardly. 
I tagged it with a clichéd shave-and-a-haircut variant that, as I once heard the musician 
John Hartford say, “could stop a freight train, if necessary.” 
 The new player proposed “Clinch Mountain Backstep” as the next tune.  It’s a fun 
one for banjos, and I sat up in anticipation, tugging on my shoulder strap to adjust the 
weight of the heavy instrument hanging on my body.  I noted that one of the guitarists 
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didn’t seem to know the song.  He probably wouldn’t know about the extra beat in the B-
section, but I didn’t mention it.  One rogue guitarist wouldn’t throw everyone off—and I 
didn’t want to come across as pedantic.   
 The other banjo kicked off the tune, and the “modal” sound of “Clinch Mountain 
Backstep” (with its ambiguous third scale degree and its bVII dominant substitution), and 
the prominent role of the jangling banjo melody added a “mountain” feeling to the sound 
of the jam—what a lot of people expect a bluegrass jam to sound like. The spectators 
applauded generously.  When the B-part of the tune arrived, it turned out that my guess 
was correct: the guitarist didn’t know the tune, and I watch his eyebrows knit, at every 
extra 5–beat measure as he realized something was screwy, and kept his playing down to 
try and assimilate.  At the end of the tune, he looked around as though he might be 
slightly crazy, and said “What was going on there?”  The fiddler explained, and 
generously ran him through the B-part a couple of times.  
 Meanwhile, a spectator leaned into the circle and asked me, “This happens here 
every week?  Every Wednesday?  I just LOVE this music.  This is so GREAT.” “Do you 
play?” I ask.  “No, I don’t really know anything about it, but I LOVE it!  It’s just so pure 
and…organic…I have to tell my friends about this.”  
 “Glad you’re enjoying it,” I replied, remarking to myself about his assignment of 
qualities of “purity” and organicism.  There are a lot of confounding assumptions here.  
There are a couple of harmonicas, even an accordion here, tonight—not standard 
bluegrass instruments— but didn’t you know that Bill Monroe featured Sally Ann 
Forrester’s accordion on Blue Grass Special, back in 1945?  There was a historical 
precedent, here, and most of the players knew it. 
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Contemporary Places of Performance 
 The jam at the Baggot had weekly ebbs and flows, seasonal dry spells, cloudbursts 
of enthusiasm, droughts of inattention, and storms of media coverage, to which the hosts 
and musicians responded gamely and dynamically.  Certain sociomusical patterns 
emerged to provide consistency, despite the ever-changing circumstances.  Musicians and 
their performances at this jam were constitutive of the practice of bluegrass as I came to 
understand it.  How is such a place—a metaphor simultaneously both spatial and 
conceptual—created and maintained?  This question draws on Ching and Creed’s 
inflections of Raymond Williams’s theory of place.  “We argue…for a theoretical middle 
ground in which "place" can be metaphoric yet still refer to a particular physical 
environment and its associated socio-cultural qualities.  In this view, place becomes a 
grounded metaphor” (1997: 7).  The implications of this place of performance space are 
complex, in ways that are easily taken for granted: a jam session, a performance, a 
campsite: all have their characteristics.  The two concepts of "space" and "place" are 
mutually, even inversely, dependent: one way to interrogate the relationship between 
space and place is phenomenologically (Casey 1996: 21-24), noting the “crucial 
interaction between body, place, and motion… staying in a place…, moving within a 
place…, and moving between places (ibid., 23). 
 Stokes underlines the importance of turning from the notion of music in a place to 
look at the ways in which place is evoked through music.  “Music does not then simply 
provide a marker in a prestructured social space, but the means by which this space can 
be transformed” (1994: 4).  Simon Frith examined how the rites of performance can work 
to effect such transformations.  He describes the performance of musical genres in the 
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modern aesthetic universes of pop, art and folk musics.  The bluegrass jam fits under his 
“folk” schema, in which performance rituals mark off the musical experience from 
everyday life, through “[t]he most developed and important folk rituals…the club and the 
festival,” rather than “rituals of bourgeois transcendence,” as in art music performance 
(Frith 1996: 41).  
 A number of places and senses of place host and complement the jam session in the 
process of bluegrass cultural production. While the most financially successful bluegrass 
groups may mount their own tours throughout the year, most professional bluegrass 
performance is executed on summer tours, supported by an informal network of locally 
organized festivals which specialize in bluegrass (though other closely-related genres 
may be represented).  These festivals also function as nexuses of smaller-scale bluegrass 
communities.  Local groups are typically given earlier slots on festival schedules, sharing 
the stage with “bigger” acts.  Participating professional and amateur musicians commonly 
congregate and play together before and after performances.   
 Festivals also thereby function as places for amateur and semi-professional players 
and bands to commingle and cross-pollinate. The emergence of affiliation groups in an 
early sort of "virtual community" was empirically demonstrated as early as the early 
1970s by Carney, who showed, through a geographical study, how bluegrass had widely 
spread as a “diffusion of outdoor festivals and indoor facilities featuring bluegrass...to all 
sections of the United States...in both rural and urban environments from South to North 
and East to West” (1974: 54).  Casual campsite or parking-lot picking on festival grounds 
has become one of the most important aspects of these events, as a venue for local 
amateur and semi-professional musicians.  During the "off-seasons" of autumn, winter 
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and spring, when festivals are fewer, amateur performance is widely sustained through 
casual  “pickin’ parties”, and informally organized (but highly regular) jam sessions.   
 Fan- and musician- driven bluegrass associations and newsletters date back 
decades.  Fred Bartenstein reported on the growing community criss-crossing the United 
States, forming what he called “a statistical rather than a geographic community,” which 
“led to festivals and a specialized press…an extension of the consumer movement…” 
(Bartenstein 1974: 74).  This type of virtual community (to use an anachronistic term) 
was instrumental in “considerably raising and broadening the base of bluegrass 
competency” (Rosenberg 1985: 343).   
 When the internet began to be widely used by the general public in the 1990s, the 
bluegrass community was as ready as any to take to it: virtual social networks such as 
banjo-l, mando-l, and other listservs, wikis and blogs seemed to immediately populate the 
‘net.  This musical community immediately embraced the internet.  Knowing exactly how 
to respond to such a phenomenon of modern hyper-communication couldn’t possibly be 
explained by nostalgic impulse to preserve the past. 
 I recently referred to the website nycbluegrass.com, looking to see if there had been 
any changes to the local jam schedules.  This useful reference site was founded by a 
frequent jam attendee who was just learning to play himself.  He figured that maintaining 
an online calendar of events in the city would be a way to contribute to the larger scene.  
However, during the time of most of my fieldwork, this resource did not yet exist.  An 
online presence, while very helpful, has not changed much about the nature of the scene.  
 In some sense, bluegrass practice anticipated a lot of the social change that was to 
come through the virtual communities formed through the internet.  The deepest channels 
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had already been long worn in.  The bluegrass community has had a very communicative 
crowd, who long ago established “virtual” communities based on the circulation of 
newsletters, mailing lists, and small-scale festival circuits.   
 This careful management of community was, and is, to be found at the Bean 
Blossom bluegrass festivals, at the Colorado “newgrass” festivals, at the Louisville jams, 
and in the New York taverns. The bluegrass community might be seen to have 
anticipated what seemed novel in the early 21st century.  Jacques Attali suggested that 
music, in its rich and emergent liminality, may anticipate impending social forms that 
remain obscure in everyday social discourse (1985: 5).  Is it possible that bluegrass, as a 
genre of vernacular music, has something to share with the larger world of music 
scholars?  What untold stories might be latent, burgeoning, or imminent?   
 In the 1980s and 1990s, scholars began to characterize the strong associations with 
interactive performativity at festivals and jams, and note their importance to the 
maintenance of these contemporary social affiliation groups.  Michele Kisliuk claimed 
that “Understanding how jammers manage the subtle flow of interaction may open up an 
area of research, helping us to understand the social bases of ensemble performances 
more generally and consequently gain insight into the many modes of cooperation-based 
social life” (1988: 155).   
 Celebratory accounts of jam and festival scenes emphasize the “a strong valuing of 
family, family themes, and family inclusiveness, none of which has been reported in the 
literature on other types of popular musicians” (Tunnell 1998: 72), an inspiring if dubious 
claim!  From a more anxious perspective, Thomas and Enders (2000) documented how 
unfortunate prejudices and interpersonal conflicts both contribute to, and break down, a 
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cooperation-based social life in some bluegrass communities.  Mark Fenster (1995) has 
written of the growing pains suffered by the bluegrass communities of fans and musicians 
as they negotiate even small degrees of commercial success.  These studies have 
demonstrated the rich complexities and possibilities of the discursive generation of 
bluegrass through local, small-scale, vernacular bluegrass performance.   
 The growing interest in, and focus on, musicians’ performative agency in and 
through musical discourse— not merely in the declamation of particular aesthetic, 
nostalgic or political musical or lyrical content— has circumscribed a productive zone of 
musical meaning that rewards examination.  And because bluegrass is a genre with a 
peculiar double-sense of its own genre history (as described in the previous chapter), it 
offers a special opportunity to examine ethnographically of the concept of genre as an 
organizing conceptual principle.  After this aside into abstraction, I return now to the 
empirically ethnographic, back to the Baggot, in order to depict a bit of this sort of 
performative agency.   
 
A Circle of Performers 
 At the beginning of an evening, the first musician to arrive would leave his or her 
instrument case at the edge of the room, sidestep between the rows of tables, and rotate a 
few chairs and slide tables from their once-orderly parallel rows, forming a rough circle.  
This process of spinning rotation would continue over the course of the night, until every 
table and chair had seemingly been reoriented, forming a set of concentric, inward facing 
rings.  Non-playing patrons sat around on the periphery, watching, drinking, and talking 
with each other.  In the center of that space, a group could begin to sprawl into a 
spreading galaxy of performers, thrilling and vibrant, but who might begin to have 
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difficulty hearing each other over the growing racket.   
 It often began with a lone guitarist, strumming quietly to himself, a single node, 
waiting for someone to join him.  Older jam regulars would often confidently start off the 
evening with some "deeper cuts", rather than "crowd favorites”, demonstrating a quiet, 
confident, curatorial expertise.  Guitarist Bob Passante, for instance, seemed to have an 
inexhaustible well of Don Reno vocal tunes that he would draw upon during those early 
moments.  I learned “I Know You’re Married, but I Love You Still” from him during one 
of these early evenings, and learned a banjo break (containing chordal playing and jazzy 
major-6 chords characteristic of Reno) as homework, deliberately to impress Bob in those 
early hours.   
 These songs were often lyrically driven, rather than instrumental barn-burners.  It 
was easier for singers, accompanists, and any listeners who might have come early to 
concentrate on lyrics at this point in the evening, before the room became more packed 
and noisy.  Between songs, during these formative moments, there would perhaps be a 
couple of minutes between songs for friendly discussion or negotiation of the next tune. 
As a certain amount of performance cohesion was generated, musicians would step (or 
lean) forward and nominate a tune, which they would lead. 
 This would continue, casually, with no perceptible hierarchical division. There was 
an attitude of polite deference toward anyone who wanted to temporarily take the lead 
and call a tune. This would generally be executed in an easy, gently swung triple or duple 
time, without overt competition or intensity.  There was a healthy tolerance for new 
faces, strangers, and rank amateurs, as long as they didn’t misinterpret the slow pace as 
aimlessness and attempt to "run the show”, thereby interrupting the loose egalitarianism.  
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This performative style could go on for twenty minutes, or even a couple of hours.  On 
less remarkable August evenings, when the town had emptied out, when the hotter 
pickers were out spinning in the orbits of festivals, it might remain like this all evening, 
eventually winding down and breaking up around 11:00 P.M.   
 But more typically, sooner or later, Hanway would arrive.  After striding around the 
group to the back of the room, pacing the perimeter, he would unpack his banjo—the 
Stelling SwallowTail—and leaving its silver, insulated, reinforced hardshell case against 
the outer wall, he would continue his trajectory around the group and then sit directly into 
the middle, often joining a song already in progress.   
 The addition of this new instrumental sound would radiate outward, affecting 
listeners like the sound of a jackhammer.  Patrons sat up, and bartenders turned their 
gazes left, smiling down the length of the bar, impressed by the change in energy in the 
back room.  The increase in overall volume could make one wonder: had anyone had 
even been playing before?  A similarly powerful presence could be commanded by a 
tenor singing in the piercing bluegrass style (such as Greg Garing on many a night, or 
Ward Verity, as described in Chapter Three), but Tom could do it without opening his 
mouth.  Tom had, in fact, helped Geoff Stelling design and name that particular model, 
the SwallowTail, and he was proud of its sonic power.  Tom played the deluxe model, of 
course, featuring rich engraving and chrome plating on the metal, so it glittered and shone 
as brightly as it rang.  In fact, his powerful banjo playing may have been a proxy for his 
voice, which was rather soft and raspy, a cultivated homage to a hero of his, the Grateful 
Dead bandleader and bluegrass enthusiast Jerry Garcia.   
 With this new addition the music would transform from quiet and folky to fiery … 
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bluegrass!  Most of the players who initially scattered, as the new dynamic stabilized, 
would slowly percolate back to the center of the back room, drawn in centripetally by the 
infectious energy.  Rather than explicitly pressing people to attend the jam, Tom radiated 
confidence and coherence, drawing people in. 
 The assumption of this prerogative could be off-putting to some, who found the 
standards to be arbitrary.  Banjoist Sandy Israel, member of the local band Citigrass, 
resisted.  When I met Sandy, he was sitting at the bar, having come from another gig, and 
refused to take his banjo from its case, saying, “That’s not why I come to a bluegrass jam.  
To be told what to do or how to play.”  Mediating these tensions was Bob Seidenberg, 
“Sheriff Uncle Bob”.  “The jam session we do together,” he explained.  “I was kind of the 
person that everybody can get along with.  So I said, alright, I'll start the jam. So…it's the 
Uncle Bob jam; the only rule is, ‘Everybody gotta smile, have a good time, and drink a 
lot, and not tell other people how to play their music.’” As the co-host, Bob would often 
tend the shaggy edges of the group with his Dobro, gradually drawing toward the center 
as the evening’s momentum grew.   
 This genre-tending action was an interpretive and fluid performance.  For instance, 
transgressors could be shunned or shouted down if they tried to play a washtub bass, or 
an Irish bodhrán.  On the other hand, there were not one, but two regular harmonica 
players who were jam mainstays, always warmly welcomed.  Tom and the others at the 
Baggot jam session regularly welcomed Jody, a flutist—certainly an unorthodox addition 
to any bluegrass jam.  Most frequently, however, genre policing went unstated, subtlely 
directed toward those who were neither complete strangers, nor hosts, honorary leaders or 
longtime regulars.   
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 Once, I asked Tom, quite open-endedly, how he thought the bluegrass jam had been 
going: 
 
It’s going well, we’ve got a lot of new faces.  I’m just trying to get people to stop 
posing and concentrate on the music, ‘cause I really feel, I mean it’s good to go 
out and play with a room full of people, there are beautiful girls there, there are 
beautiful guys there, and it’s like a “performance” for some people.   
 
I see a few people who are good musicians, nice folks, and they’re standing up 
and they’re playing and they’re coming out of solos, and they’re celebrating the 
music, and they’re digging it, but I find it sometimes to be…a distraction from the 
playing of bluegrass music.  People see it as their own personal stage, and it 
provides that, and I think it’s really great that people get a chance to play in front 
on an audience without the pressure of having a gig. 
 
I interrupted: “ ’Cause I was going to say, that you also treat it as your personal stage a 
bit too…”  Tom continued, with growing concern: 
 
Well, but I’ve done my homework!  At home! [laughter]  And people are going to 
the jams, thinking, hey! I’m playing bluegrass!  But they haven’t learned how to 
play bluegrass at festivals, or listened to the recordings, so they think by virtue of 
coming to the bluegrass jam, standing up and banging out a song… this is the 
impression I am getting…that it’s the real thing, and it’s not.   
 
Bluegrass is full of dilettantes.  I'm not talking about the professional bands, I'm 
talking about people on the periphery that haven't done the homework.  They 
really need...the thing is, they've gotten enough to realize that they love the music 
and they want to play it, want to learn more about it. But then they get stuck. They 
learn a couple of things, and the ego takes over… 
 
I always wanted the music to be great, so that… say [well-known mandolinist] 
Ronnie McCoury is playing in town, I want to feel good about saying, “Come on 
down to the jam!,” you know?  That it’s not just a bunch of hacks. 
 
Tom took his role as a point of custodial pride: he wanted to establish the legitimacy of 
the bluegrass performance inside in the social space of The Baggot Inn. 
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 This legitimacy could be achieved, in Tom’s conception, with a solid background 
of “homework” put confidently and dynamically in play at the jam. The social dynamics 
in these contexts are as complicated as any musical improvisation—indeed, they are 
themselves improvisation, and should be analyzed as such.  The contemporary bluegrass 
jam and festival milieu need an appropriate analytic apparatus to account for this, so I 
will draw on some traditions—particularly, on theories of performance and on the poetics 
of genre— from the ethnomusicologically-centered sociolinguistic literature.  
 
Performance 
 Much of the early work on bluegrass was produced by scholars in the field of 
Folklore Studies (for instance, L. Mayne Smith’s treatment of bluegrass in the Journal of 
American Folklore [1965]).  Soon a massive, discipline-wide, generational turn directed 
folklorists’ analytical attention toward "performance”, as opposed to Smith’s essentially 
descriptive approach.  This turn is exemplified by Richard Bauman, who harnessed 
Raymond Williams “emergent culture” in which “new meanings and values, new 
practices, new significances and experiences are continually being created” (Williams 
1973: 11), and who posited performance as “the cornerstone of a new folkloristics, 
liberated from its backward-facing perspective” (Bauman 1977: 48).  “Performance” 
came to be seen as a way of grounding communicative competence in the non-idealised 
“real world”. 
 Neil Rosenberg, a bluegrass scholar studying folklore and ethnomusicology at 
Indiana University, was able to benefit from and participate in this "new folklore”.  He 
had begun documenting this history of bluegrass in 1967, in publications of varying 
scope, some of which (e.g., 1967, 1974) eventually became part of his exhaustive 
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Bluegrass: A History (1985), an essentially discographically-based work.  But 
anticipating and participating in this turn, even in the earliest of these publications, he 
perceptively noted the active construction of the bluegrass concept (“Into Bluegrass: The 
History of a Word”[1974]) , and that the genre involved a complex overlap of cultural 
signifiers, including costumery (“A Brief Survey of Bluegrass Haberdashery” [1968]). 
 Another important early bluegrass scholar is Thomas A. Adler, who took an 
explicitly discursive approach in his dissertation (also in folklore at Indiana University 
[1979]), considering improvisation in terms of competence-acquisition.  His subsequent 
work added analytical complexity to discourse analyses, treating the more oblique use of 
irony, parody, sarcasm and humor, and he explicitly demonstrated musicians’ 
sophisticated reflexive awareness of musical history.  Whereas earlier folkloristic and 
ethnomusicological studies of country fiddling that had commonly centered around 
detailed discussions of musical form had treated musical variation (both improvisational 
and regional) in close detail (Kolinski 1968; Burman 1975, 1984), Adler posited a 
different analytical framework.  In a work subtitled  “Overt and Covert Competition in 
Amateur Bluegrass Performance” (1985), Adler described relevant significant behaviors 
that would be covert, or only partially observable. He pointed out potential interpretive 
perils, worrying that "non-participant observers of group musics, even if aware of 
competition, may be more immediately struck by and interested in the cooperative 
aspects of a band than the competitive ones” (Adler 1985: 9).   
 Alexander Dent has argued for the importance for popular music studies of the 
developing association between poetics and pragmatic contexts, vis-a-vis an “audience” 
of participants:  
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[A]ttention to the way in which poetics focuses on the message for its own sake 
risks losing sight of a crucial feature of this musical communicative practice:  that 
it is oriented toward an audience of some kind which is in some position to 
evaluate the effectiveness of the very attention to the message (Dent 2009, 43). 
 
 This attention to the effectiveness of a communicative gesture can be referred to as 
a “meta-pragmatic” analytic perspective (articulated in Silverstein and Urban [1996], and 
employed in Bauman and Briggs [1990; 1992]).  Such an approach emphasizes the 
performativity and the poetics implicated in any communicative act (linguistic, musical 
or otherwise), and takes as a starting point the fact that any expressed conceptual “map” 
alternately diverges from and converges with a socially-expressed “territory”. It suggests 
that the performative moments where there is intersubjective pressure among participants 
for the many intertextual “maps” to align are especially fertile points for analysis.  These 
moments may occur during ritualized performance, when particular performative 
moments are assessed as successful or not, for a particular genre.  A metapragmatic 
approach considers the strategic linking of a particular (poetic) utterance to an emergent 
social context, which thereby transforms both text and context, both lick and player, both 
tune and genre.  
 
Genre and Poetics 
 From such a discursive, performative perspective, "genre" becomes compelling as 
an interpretive, performative schema.  Understanding bluegrass as a “musical genre”— as 
genre is commonly thought of in terms of the field of commercial popular music—is 
surely important: indeed, this approach has been well represented, as noted in the 
previous chapter.  But there is a contrasting performative and poetic understanding of 
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“genre”, one that draws upon these specific understandings of textuality and poetics, 
derived from linguistic anthropology.  Bluegrass can, from this perspective, be thought of 
as a tool for imaginative and strategic creativity, in which expressive and performative 
agency is complicit in the curation and maintenance of genre, and is used in certain 
ritualized discursive settings (Bell 1992).  As such, genre is used pragmatically as an 
organizing principle for the naturalization of individual habits and actions and the 
negotiation of intersubjective behavior, in a context of local socially-organized events.  
The frames of these events, performances and practices reveal a complexity that, in 
earlier studies, has often been abstracted and separated from the actual activity of playing 
music.  
 Fabian Holt has noted that genres are at once “conventions of codes, values and 
practices” as well as “social and discursive networks” (2007: 20-22).  Rather than treat 
musical genres as commercial fields determined by commodity exchange (as has been 
deeply naturalized by classic, canonical, and many contemporary accounts) this approach 
considers "genre" to be a conceptual precipitate of the way people communicate 
discursively, via rituals of interaction (some of which may or may not be constrained by 
commodity exchange). 
 And because genres only exist by virtue of their exemplars, each rearticulation of 
each of these features adds to the genre's biography, reinforcing and/or dissolving its 
crystalline structure.  However, genre is also linked to conscious doings, as a form of 
ideologically oriented activity.  Genre, thus, forms part of the “horizon” of shared 
practices (Hanks 1996: 259-65) that participants consciously and unconsciously use to 
direct their activities across various domains of social life” (Dent 2009: 113-4). 
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  “Genres” are used dynamically to organize interpretive and performative behavior 
on a number of levels.  In a pair of well-known papers, Bauman and Briggs (1990, 1992) 
approach genre from a discursive poetics of action, demonstrating that, in contrast to 
formally-based approaches to genre analysis, “genre cannot fruitfully be characterized as 
a facet of the immanent properties of particular texts or performances…[G]enre is 
quintessentially intertextual” (1992: 147).  This intertextuality is particularly fluid in 
music, with its rich multivalence and non-referential significance.  Despite the fact that 
their insights prove quite powerful in musical contexts, Baumann and Briggs don’t 
explicitly consider music in their consideration of genre.  To redress this lacuna, Ingrid 
Monson, inspired in part by Hanks, Silverstein, and Bauman and Briggs, explicitly 
applied a metapragmatic, genre-centered framework to sociomusical improvisation in 
jazz.  In so doing, she sought to demonstrate the achievement of social structure through 
musical practice, thus linking the musical and the ideological, without needing to reduce 
them to having a deterministic or dependent relationship on each other (1996).   
 Any utterance or communicative gesture—linguistic, musical, or otherwise—is 
“textual”, in the discursive sense summarized by William Hanks: “an unbounded process 
of interaction among reader, text, and author” (1988: 100).  Michael Silverstein and his 
colleagues at the University of Chicago have theorized this "process of interaction" by 
taking into account “two different views of ‘text’” as a structure of discourse…versus 
something formal… in which a text is seen as a larger-than-sentence-level output 
conformable to something like a grammar” (Silverstein 1996, 15).  In fact, Silverstein 
channels a broad definition of “utterance” derived from the work of literary theorist 
Mihail Bakhtin (1986) in order to widen his interpretive scope and emphasize the 
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diversity of domains of communicative practice with which poetics engages.   
 A poetic approach focuses on the form of “the message” for its own sake, rather 
than in terms of other communicative aspects (to employ the terminology of linguist 
Roman Jakobson [1990: 69-79]) such as reference, or expressivity.  So, any given 
communicative utterance is not necessarily either poetic or otherwise (as with the 
distinction between "poetry" and "prose"); but all uttered texts can be described as more 
or less "poetic"—emphasizing their own form.  This is a particularly important 
perspective when considering musical communication, which has less dependence on 
reference, and more on form.  In fact, most musical analysis privileges this formal aspect 
above all others.   
 Poetics becomes more pragmatically significant when “form” becomes associated 
with emergent social contexts.  Interpretative and expressive performance implicitly 
proposes something about the performative context.  As Roman Jakobson has put it:  
 
Poetics in the wider sense of the word deals with the poetic function not only in 
poetry, where this function is superimposed upon the other functions of language, 
but also outside of poetry, when some other function is superimposed upon the 
poetic function (Jakobson 1990: 79).   
 
The poetic aspects of musical performance are quite salient, especially due to its largely 
non-lexical modes of communicative significance.  Monson elaborates, showing how the 
concept of “intertextuality” might be adapted for use for the non-lexical, poetic aspects of 
music.  
 
In jazz improvisation aural references are conveyed through primarily 
instrumental means, that is, without words. While it is possible to speak of these 
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references as the intertextual aspect of music, I prefer to call them intermusical 
relationships to draw attention to a communication process that occurs primarily 
through musical sound itself rather than through words. The word intermusical is 
best reserved for aurally perceptible musical relationships that are heard in the 
context of particular musical traditions. … While the more generalized usage of 
the term intertextual in literary studies can include music as a specific mode of 
textuality (Hanks 1989), it seems that musical scholars have had sufficient 
difficulty distinguishing cultural meaning conveyed by text, music in its written 
aspect, and music in its aural aspect, so that a specifically musical term would be 
useful. The intertextual aspects of music are in this sense more complicated than 
those in the realm of language (1996: 127-8). 
 
Monson discussed these ideas in the context of jazz performance,3 in which a large 
portion of musical significance is contingent upon improvisatory performance; the 
relevant insights apply as well to a bluegrass jam.  In the present case, as articulated in a 
bluegrass jam context, there is an intertextual or intermusical gap between what 
“bluegrass” is understood to be, and what any particular bluegrass “performance” is.  
 In this context, “performance” becomes a crucial term to reconsider.  Linguistic 
anthropologists in the 1970s considered these kinds of deeply contextual, dialogic, 
emergent situations throughout a series of “ethnographies of communication”.  Charles 
Briggs reconsidered the Chomskian duality of ideal competence in, as opposed to the 
everyday performance of, a language, and he employed a new understanding of 
“competence in performance”,  shifting the analytical emphasis away from abstraction, 
grounding communicative competence ethnographically in the non-idealised “real world” 
(1988).   
 Genres, from this perspective, are more than simply collections of aesthetic, formal 






"generic performances" become re-entextualized, themselves becoming templates for 
further discursive action.  Performance can “interpret the social interaction, thus opening 
up the possibility of transforming its very nature” (Briggs 1988: 15). It offers a way to 
think about genre in a processual mode.  Genre can be thought of, in this context, as 
poetic social forms that are achieved via performance.  
 In developing the insights of Briggs and his colleagues, ethnomusicologists and 
anthropologists have attempted to locate musical genres in small, discursive, 
performative contexts.  Many of these insights were first articulated in an 
ethnomusicological context by Steven Feld, who described musical communication as “a 
socially interactive and subjective process of reality construction through message 
making and interpretation.”  Warning against the common musicological fallacy of sonic 
autonomy, he described musical sound structure as a precipitate of feelingful and 
thoughtful action, accompanied by reflective metacommentary: “speech about music” 
(1984: 15).   
 Feld’s work inspired a generation of practice-based ethnomusicologists (e.g., 
Meintjes 2003, Fox 2004, Samuels 2006, Dent 2009), all of whom emphasized the 
multivalent co-construction of emergent musical meanings, adhering to a “discourse-
centered approach to culture” (Urban 1991; Farnell and Graham 1998).  All of these 
scholars foregrounded poetics, the intertextuality of musical utterances, and the poetic 
and performative mediation of musical “texts” that must occur during any particular 
musical encounter.   
 Through their specific performances, communicative actors may simultaneously 
reinforce some genre norms (gravitationally accreting) and challenge others (chaotically 
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spinning apart) through different aspects of the performance: “aspects that affirm the 
general category, and those that are highly particular to the moment” (Monson 1996: 99).  
In order to interrogate this metaphor, I draw on a metaphor that the literary theorist 
Mikhail Bakhtin uses to describe the intersubjective nature of language, and which 
Monson uses to describe the dialogic nature of significance in jazz performance.  This 
terminology describes two conceptual poles Bakhtin called the “centripetal” and 
“centrifugal” forces of language (1981: 269-272), concepts Monson adopted to explicitly 
address the problem of blurry genre-boundaries in jazz improvisation: 
 
“[M]usicians and listeners draw upon knowledge of many different types of music 
in interpreting and perceiving performances…Mikhail Bakhtin developed a theory 
to talk about similar situations in the sphere of language.  The diversity of 
language style he called heteroglossia, and the tensions between an overarching 
category (music, in our case) and the particularity of social styles… he called 
respectively the centripetal and centrifugal forces of language…  On the 
centripetal side are forces of centralization; on the centrifugal are those of 
decentralization, disunity, and competition among multiple social voices.  Bakhtin 
sees these forces intersecting in any particular speech utterance, which has aspects 
that affirm the general category, and those that are highly particular to the 
moment...(1996, 98-9). 
 
 The centripetal aspects are curated, sustained, and transformed through practice and 
performance, not just in ideological stances.  Formal genre features exist on many levels, 
from the tiniest gestures to the broadest style choices.  Such a metapragmatic, genre-
centered critique can demonstrate the links between micro- and macro- structures.  
Genres are shifting categories that must be actively maintained by social actors as they 
are entextualized through performance.  The larger point here is that while bluegrass as a 
genre seems so stable, it's the typically underemphasized, “weakly” generic practices that 
do the work of entextualization.  The smallest gestures often do the most convincing 
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work.  The centripetal exists where the centrifugal is managed.   
 As a guitarist and beginning banjo player, I had noticed that some of the most 
compelling aspects of bluegrass performance were happening in the blink of an eye: a 
covert but virtuosic lick, or a subtlety in vocal timbre.  In order to understand how this 
genre management worked on such a microlevel would require what Hanway referred to 
as “homework,” but what might also be called the acquisition of a musically 
communicative “competence in performance” (Briggs 1988).  The next chapter will  





Learning New Texts / Tunes 
 
Two Hearings of Varying Competence 
 At a late-night session at The Baggot Inn, I was sitting playing in the small side 
alcove with two fiddlers and a guitarist.  One of the fiddlers called the tune “Gold Rush”, 
and when my turn came, I began to play a particular version of the melody.  I’d learned 
this particular version of “Gold Rush” a few years prior, by transcribing a field recording 
of a performance by Tom Hanway, my primary banjo teacher.   
 As it happened, Tom was present that evening, though he was not playing in our 
small group at the moment.  He sat nearby, perched on a stool, engaged in an animated 
conversation with someone unknown to me.  As I made my way through the solo, I saw 
Tom cock his head, and perhaps sit up a bit straighter.  When the jam was breaking up 
later in the evening, Tom came up to me. “I heard somebody playing banjo, and I 
thought, ‘Wow, I used to play like that,’ and I looked over, and it was you!  Isn’t that 
cool?” he said. At this moment of intermusicality (in the sense described in the previous 
chapter), Tom had immediately recognized a fusion of tune, melodic variation, 
physically-played gestures,  musical ‘quotes’, personal style, genre conventions, our own 
intersecting biographies, and local history—a rich intersection of different modes of 
significance.   
 By way of extreme contrast, early on in my fieldwork, before I was able to re-
imagine musical discourse as comprising so many overlapping signifying gestures, I was 
often stymied by a lack of ability to make even the grossest of distinctions in the 
repertoire I was purporting to study.  I'd bought dozens of CDs, and I had been listening 
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to them assiduously, as teachers had instructed in print and in person.  However, when I 
listened to a banjo medley—“Sally Ann/Sally Goodin” by proto-bluegrass legend Snuffy 
Smith, recorded as an instrumental without vocals, for instance—a flurry of banjo notes 
passed right by my ear. I found it difficult to hear what was core melody, what was 
variation, even what criteria made one tune distinct from the other.  I didn’t know yet 
what to listen for, and the music passed by in an undifferentiated flow of sound.   
 On one of those early nights at the jam, I stood at the edge of the circle of 
performers.  My banjo was with me, but it was stashed in the corner, and I was paying 
close attention to the group in the center of the main room, toward the back.  That group 
of fifteen commanded the attention of the room: players, listeners—everyone except the 
waitresses who were hustling back and forth, delivering drinks and water, accepting cash 
and making change.  Some banjoist had kicked off a tune at blazing speed. Fiddles roared 
in droning harmonies, mandolins chopped aggressively, and just ahead of the backbeat, 
guitarists did their best to be heard as they added melodic bass lines. The percussive 
upright bass was thumping on an alternating open fifth.  The chords seemed 
straightforward enough:  I wasn't sure if the mandolinists articulating the backbeat ever 
even moved away from an A chord.   
 The banjo melody, however, leapt immediately out at me.  It seemed simple: a brief 
fifteen-second tune in an ABBA melodic form, on which each soloing musician took two 
cracks before passing it on.  But some aspect of it— beyond my ability to articulate— 
thrilled my ear.  Before I could spend any more time trying to isolate what it was that 
made it distinctive to me, the banjoist who had started the tune was playing it again; and 
as soon as the melody finished he capped the tune with an elaborate, chromatic run which 
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inspired cheers from the rapt crowd.  I was left excited and speechless.  I leaned into the 
circle and tapped the shoulder of a banjo player with whom I'd become friendly.  I spoke 
loudly, to be heard over the sound of the crowd, which was coming down off the 
adrenaline rush.   
 “Irv, hi!  What was the name of that song?”  I leaned in closely to hear his response.   
 “Oh, hey, Toby!” he said, with a welcoming smile.   
 I shook my head in admiration.  “That’s a great one!” I enthused, still seeking the 
name.  He nodded in agreement, a firm nod that required his back to flex back and forth 
as he sat.  “Yeah, it is.”  Pausing to reflect, he made eye contact with a smile and said, 
“You said that last week, too!  That was ‘Pike County Breakdown.’”   
 I paused and frowned, frustrated at my inability to recognize the tune.  Last week?  
“Really?”  I had been unable to recognize some (or any) crucial, identifying features, 
even on a very coarse level:  the poetics of the musical discourse were opaque to me.  I 
lacked access to that rich nexus of musical significance. 
 Looking back at “Pike County Breakdown”, I can hypothesize what it was that 
drew me to the tune, though I didn’t have the ability to articulate it at the time.  In the 
second and third phrases of the banjo-led melody, there is a pair of descending phrases 
(fig. 3.1), leading to the root of the V-chord. These paired phrases are articulated using a 
the ‘single-string’ technique, often associated with the lesser-acknowledged 1940s banjo 
master Don Reno.  The moment is a paired linear sequence (i.e., not a more typical 
arpeggiated finger-picking pattern).  This “single-string”-style moment is distinctive, 
because the tune was originally performed by the iconic Earl Scruggs, whose familiar 
arpeggiated “three-finger” style is one of the hallmarks of the bluegrass aesthetic, inviting 
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a cross-artist comparison.  This change in technique is felt viscerally both in the right 
hand, which must abandon the more comfortable arpeggiated patterns and adopt a tightly 
constrained “flatpick”-like technique, and in the left hand, which leaves its more typical 
‘chordal’ shapes, in order to fret linearly, on a single string.  The contrast, then, is also 
audible not only in the non-arpeggiated nature, but also due to the temporarily deadened, 
percussive timbre that results from rapid, stepwise fretting.  This suspends the resonant 
ringiness of the Scruggs style for a moment, as the paired phrases fly percussively by the 





Figure. 3.1. “Pike County Breakdown”: banjo transcription of the descending phrase. 
 
 Much later, I mentioned this multilayered hypothesis to a superb banjo player, 
Jonah Bruno, and he confirmed, “Yeah. Then it becomes ‘a lick,’ not just part of a 
melody.”  But upon my first hearing of that foregrounded lick, I had not comprehended 
the co-mingling of melody, timbre, technique, biography, and history, and I had been left 
speechless, unable to grasp what made the piece remarkable. I still needed, at that time, to 
develop an “interpretive template” through which to begin to read these musical texts.   
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Genre, on its simplest level, may be thought of as a kind of template for making 
and understanding a "text," musical or otherwise.  In this sense, a genre is "a 
constellation of systemically related, co-occurrent formal features and structures 
that serves as a conventionalized orienting framework for the production and 
reception of discourse” (Dent 2009: 79, citing Bauman [2001]).   
 
 These two examples of genre-sensitive hearing, Tom’s of “Gold Rush” and mine of 
“Pike County Breakdown”, demonstrate how one approaches an entextualized musical 
utterance in its generic context, mediated by a socially conventionalized interpretive 
frame (Feld 1988).  As this interpretive process occurs, it simultaneously reinforces the 
genre norms and generating new resonances—centripetally and centrifugally, as 
discussed in Chapter Two.  A genre-sensitive listener may become better able to draw 
upon such emergent “conventionalized orienting frameworks”, further developing (or 
otherwise transforming) his/her perceptual sensitivities, and thereby potentially 
developing his/her performative competence.  
 
Two Musical Texts 
 One Wednesday, in late 1999, when the jam was really hopping, I had asked Joel, a 
grey-haired, mustachioed banjoist, if he had a moment to talk about his own experience 
playing in the local bluegrass scene.  The jams offered sites for players to perform 
musical “extextualizations” of various types, and I sought insight into the gestural texts 
these players were putting into action.  Joel was one of a number of musicians who had 
played bluegrass in New York since the 1950s and 1960s.  Rather than engage me at the 
moment, he proposed that I come to the Sunday bluegrass jam hosted at a venue called 
9C, where a musician named Ward Verity would likely be singing. “Ward’s great,” he 
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loudly enthused, over the din of the jam.  “He’s the real thing.  He doesn’t like to come 
here, because it’s not quiet enough.  People don’t pay close enough attention.  We could 
talk then, and you could hear Ward sing!”  Joel seemed to want to demonstrate 
something, rather than explain it. 
  9C was located more “remotely”, over on Manhattan’s Lower East Side, in what is 
often called “Alphabet City”, after the Avenues A, B, and C, which run longitudinally 
through it.  Monday nights at 9C had become the site of Greg Garing’s “Alphabet City 
Opry”, which had recently been written up in the New York Times (Applebome 1998).  
Greg adopted the name “Opry” from the venerable Nashville venue “The Grand Ole 
Opry” (at which bluegrass’s Bill Monroe had played for decades), in order to legitimize 
this country revival scene in New York.  As the primary organizer, Greg emphasized a 
harder “honky tonk” country aesthetic at these Monday night events, not exclusively or 
primarily bluegrass.   
 However, the concomitant bluegrass jams benefited, riding on the coattails of the 
“classic” country musicians showcased on Monday nights.  For instance, Trip Henderson 
had recently found a photo of himself on the front page of the New York Times’ arts 
section, for simply doing what he did every week: showing up at the bluegrass jam, ready 
to play.  Trip later noted, wryly, that the New York Times seemed to incredulously 
rediscover bluegrass in New York every eight years or so, a pattern which has continued 
since.  As a result of the publicity, the more-loosely organized jams had recently been 
given a bit of a boost, and musicians arrived seeming particularly engaged and 
committed, performing to the best of their abilities. There was a sense of excitement 
animating the jams these days, and Greg’s “Opry” at 9C was a catalyst. 
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 So, that Sunday I got off the L-train at 1st Avenue and lugged my heavy banjo case 
up the concrete stairs, emerged onto 14th Street, cloudy and grey, and trudged away from 
the convenience of public transportation into the East Village.  The sense of being on an 
urban periphery (since absorbed) seemed to map, symbolically, onto the urban/rustic 
binary commonly reinforced in a country-music aesthetic, and 9C’s country and 
bluegrass scene stood as an ambiguous symbol of these tensions.   
 This wasn’t the wild Monday night Opry, however: it was early on a quiet Sunday 
afternoon. The room was brightly lit with natural daylight, and was almost void of 
patrons, save a handful of musicians, many of whom were not regulars at the Alphabet 
City Opry.  As far as bluegrass instrumentation went, mandolin, guitar, and banjo were 
represented, but there was no bass or fiddle as yet, locating the group in a timbrally-
ambiguous middle-range, with neither the anchoring low-end of the doghouse bass, nor 
the lyrical, high lines of the violin.  There was a lot of middle-range strumming, brighter 
backbeat chops, and percolating syncopation on the five-string.  It wasn’t a bad sonic bed 
to support a singing voice, but no one was singing just yet.  Not atypically, musicians 
were playing mostly for themselves and each other.   
 “Sing something, Ward!” hollered Roger, the 9C bartender and de facto host.  A 
stout guitarist in a checkered shirt with short, wispy grey hair looked nonplussed at the 
request, even a bit resistant.  But he acquiesced, and began to play a beautifully resonant 
Martin D18 guitar. He played the opening chords to “Sitting Alone in the Moonlight”, a 
bluegrass standard from the heart of the bluegrass canon, the repertoire of Bill Monroe.  
As the chord changes cycled around to the beginning, he began to sing in a piercing 
tenor, and the straightforward melody nearly disappeared into virtuosic micro-inflections, 
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a tightly-pinched nasal timbre, stylized cry-breaks, and sweeping glissandos. 
 
Sitting alone in the moonlight, thinking of the days gone by; 
Wondering about my darling: I can still hear her saying goodbye.   
 
The performance drew enthusiastic applause from the few people in the room, including 
Joel and me, sitting on the sidelines.  Joel nodded at me and raised his eyebrows 
knowingly, a confident endorsement of the performance.  He had let his banjo slide to his 
side as he sat next to me.  He was taking a break from playing and had stepped down off 
of the slightly elevated “stage” portion of the room, leaving Ward to sing and play guitar.  
Joel had been a great help to me during my early field experiences: friendly, generous, 
and informative.  Now I was here in part for an interview, and he was ready to chat. 
 As a way of opening the conversation, I asked Joel how long he’d been coming to 
the jams, fully expecting to move into another mode of talking.  But Joel leapt 
immediately and comfortably into a narrative role, putting himself in historical context 
and establishing the bona fides of a banjo player with a thick Brooklyn accent.  “Since 
the early sixties and prior, maybe 1959 to about… to now!  But I took a vacation for 
about twenty-five years not coming around, to raise a family.  I still played— Ward’d 
come over, we’d jam together.  We played in bands earlier— I mean, early—for many 
years.”  Joel referred to bands such as the Suffolk County Bluegrass Band, Grass Ring, 
and Frank Wakefield’s Country Classics.  “Matter of fact, this guitar…” He hesitated 
empty-handed, and then pointed to the guitar that Ward was strumming, happy to have a 
stable referent, and then continued:   
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That’s my guitar that Ward’s playing—I forgot.  I bought that guitar brand new in 
1960.  It’s a D18 Martin, a very good guitar, I bought it brand new, and I played a 
gig with my band at the Café Wha?, which is in the Village… right near 
Washington Square Park.  Anyway, we did our gig.  It was “talent night” at the 
Café Wha?.  It was, I think, every Monday night…or Sunday night.  
 
So there was a couple guys standing around, we did our gig: we played.  And then 
one of the guys walked over to my guitar player (‘cause he played my guitar), and 
asked if he could borrow his guitar while he does his set. So my guitar player said, 
‘It’s not my guitar, it’s the banjo-player’s guitar; wyncha ask him? It’s his new 
guitar.’   
 
So the guy came over to me, and he said, “Would you mind if I played your 
guitar, because I’m doing the next set.”  And he had a beat-up old, whatever; I 
don’t know what he had.  And you never say no to a musician, but… I was 
thinking fast: should I, or should I not…?  It [my guitar] was like one month old, 
there wasn’t a scratch on it…  
 
So I said, ‘Sure you can.’  I gave him the guitar, he did his set with another guy…  
I didn’t even hear what he did, I didn’t even listen— I was listening to my own 
band, talking. When he finished his set, he came off the set and he came over and 
he shook my hand, and said, “Thanks very much, your guitar sounds great. My 
name is Bob Dylan.”   
 
Joel met my gaze and smiled confidently at the punch line.   “No kidding!” I laughed.   
 
Yep! We became friends- this is the early sixties… we used to play bluegrass 
downstairs, at Gerde’s Folk City and jam before we went on.  So he did play 
[some] bluegrass for a while, but he wasn’t a bluegrass guy.   
 
And [so] that’s a famous guitar.  It’s great. A nice story. It’s true.  
  
He certainly needn’t have underscored it three times for me to agree.  Rather than simply 
reporting details from the past, Joel had deployed this “nice story” strategically, in the 
context of an interview, in order to try to write his history into mine.  This story was a 
narration of how and why Joel considered himself part of the scene.   
 In so doing, he affirmed the pride that musicians that gathered in this part of town 
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took in being associated with the orbit of the circular fountain that functioned as a 
bandstand for the Washington Square folk revival scene in the 1950s and 1960s.  Name-
checking his brief friendship with Dylan was a proud badge of legitimacy.  And assigning 
the honorific “famous” onto his guitar made his legitimacy concrete and portable.  It was 
a way of inscribing (or reinscribing) himself into a potentially significant narrative text.    
 “Oh, ‘Back in the good ol’ days,’”  Joel continued, smiling broadly.  As he invoked 
this clichéd, but resonant phrase, he seemed to acknowledge the codified and self-
contained nature of these stories.  He continued:   
 
Well we [Dylan and I] played together…At a jam like here: but in the 
[Washington] Square! Not very often— he wasn’t into bluegrass, and I was only 
[i.e., exclusively into] bluegrass… I played shows: in the sixties they had a 
“round-up” of talent at a place called the Polish National Hall, and Hampstead, 
and the Sons of Norway Center in Brooklyn. They had 12 shows—10 or 12 
shows.  My band was hired to be the backup band when [touring musicians] came 
up and played.   
 
I played shows with Grandpa Jones, George Jones, Lefty Frizzell, Jim and Jesse. I 
have the posters, and I was billed separately- I was billed Joel Watstein, 5-string 
banjo. … I should have brought you one of the flyers.  [Also,] they were big—like 
the ones hanging up here on Roger’s wall: “The Grand Ole Opry,” like that.  But I 
never saved them…Someone’s got ‘em, [I presume].  So I did the show, and… 
Oh, it was nice.  I was a kid then. I was a young whippersnapper.   
 
And that’s it! 
 
 With that, he sat back in his chair,  having apparently wrapped up a snapshot “bio” 
of salient information. His conclusory phrase (“that’s it!”) seemed to indicate that Joel 
had told me everything he thought I would want to know.  The well-worn story captured 
a version of himself that placed him in a proper context, establishing an acceptable 
amount of legitimacy.  While I was certainly impressed and surprised at the depth of his 
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experience, I had anticipated discussing his current performative activity, and pressed 
him as to what separated his “whippersnapper” days from today.  As a reply, Joel 
distinguished the difference between playing for a living and playing for personal 
satisfaction.   
 
You can’t make any money playing bluegrass music.  Fuggedaboutit. There’s 
nothing to be made on all of it.  I may [earn enough to] have a couple drinks, 
that’s about it. But that’s why people don’t play bluegrass.  Because it’s not easy 
to make a living playing bluegrass.  And as a full time profession: they quit… It’s 
a limited audience, see.  Not everybody knows about it.   
  
 Joel indicated that he wasn’t able “make a living” at it, something that hardly made 
him unique in the wider bluegrass performance scene.  But despite Joel’s premature 
declaration— “That’s it!”—that hadn’t quite been “it” for Joel.  As with many of the 
musicians I met in New York, professional bluegrass musicianship was not a viable 
career choice, but instead became a way of pursuing a certain kind of significance in 
one’s life.  After his kids had left the house, word of the latest downtown scene reached 
him, and he began to play again.  
 
About 4 years ago, 5 years ago, I started pickin’ again, playin’ again.  I had more 
time…  I played in a band up until a few months ago: James Reams and the 
Barnstormers. We toured around, played festivals.  But I can’t tour—I can’t do it. 
I like the jams.  Coming here to fool around for a few hours with my friends. It’s 
fun…  
 
I got back into the scene here a few years ago, because my friends played down 
here, and I heard about it, and they asked me to come down, and I’ve been 
playing ever since—[at] jams… I have some people that jam here, tellin’ me — 
from Maryland… Virginia— who were playing with big-time professionals, and 
they jammed here, and they said that it’s amazing how people don’t know what 
they’re missing by not coming down here, in a city, you know.  They don’t know 
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about it: people who live in the area, who could come here, but don’t know.  
Because it’s such a great scene here!” 
 
 Getting caught up in his own expository enthusiasm, obviously itching to return to 
the circle of musicians, Joel lifted his banjo up.  Promising to continue our conversation 
later, he stepped back up onto the raised area and sat comfortably in the circle next to 
Ward and began to play.   
 Joel had alternated depictions of his performative role in the scene with enthusiastic 
descriptions of the friendships and relationships that abided through the scene, regardless 
of financial renumeration, or the limited audience.  He’d left me with his biographical 
tale, but without a point of performative access into the musical workings of his playing.  
He’d embedded his “musical text” into mine; but how, I still wondered, did he play 
himself, musically, into an actual performance of bluegrass?  I would have to look 
elsewhere for these insights. 
 Later that same afternoon, I sought to identify some specific expressive techniques 
that I might attempt to harness and test out for myself.  When Ward took a moment away 
from his remarkable singing, I asked him if he played much lead guitar, as opposed to the 
resonant “boom-chick boom-chick” alternating plucked-bass and strummed-chord 
accompaniment that was a fundamental part of the basic bluegrass sound.  Ward 
responded obliquely, emphasizing his own vocal performance over his guitar playing.   
 
 
Well, I consider myself a bluegrass song stylist, really.  A vocalist? Yes: lead 
singer, or tenor harmony.  And guitar: bluegrass guitar? Absolutely: backup.  But 
I don’t play lead much.  Very little…  When I say stylist, I am talking about a 
song stylist, the way a vocalist handles the lyrics. You can take, well, even some 
pop songs and you can deliver them so they sound ’grassy and exciting, and put 
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’em to the right beat: you can do this.   
 
But, of course, you know bluegrass.  You know right away exactly what I mean 
right away…  
 
 To suggest that if you “know bluegrass,” you “know right away exactly what I 
mean” approaches the genre from a different tack to Joel’s.  Rather than explaining his 
approach to bluegrass, Ward assumes that familiarity with a style or genre will yield 
immediate recognition of significant bluegrass gestures.  This was an deliberately 
nonspecific rhetorical moment indexing a richly-nuanced, internalized style.  Steven Feld 
provides a useful gloss on “style” as it mediates between “form” and “significance,” 
between the social and the personal:  
 
 Style is itself the accomplishment, the crystallization of personal and social 
participation; it is the way performance and engagement endows humanly 
meaningful shape upon sonic form.  Style is an emergence, the means by which 
newly creative knowledge is developed from playful, rote, or ordinary 
participatory experience.  Style is the way an internalization and naturalization of 
felt thoughts and thought feelings guides experience” (Feld 1988: 107). 
 
 I asked Ward to try to explain some of those things that made them “grassy and 
exciting,” as he put it. Ward helpfully tried to articulate the continuum between “knowing 
that” and “knowing how” that his style mediated successfully: 
 
You take the beats, and you take the offbeat on the mandolin or the fiddle, or a 
banjo, getting the chop in there.  And you take the lyrics, and you jump octaves, 
and you turn words, and you slur them a certain way, and sometimes you use 
archaic ways of pronouncing words, even: for flavor, you see, for the artistic 
flavor.  And you can make a song what we musicians call “hairy”:  [which] 
means, it’s exciting.  It can be so exciting when you hit certain chords and 
harmonies that it gives you goosebumps on your arms, you know.  It really does. 
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That’s what a stylist can do…You can take a song, a type of song, sort of a ho-
hum song, a put-you-to-sleep song, you know?  There’s nothing particularly 
interesting about it.  But you jack it up a little bit, make it a little bit faster, and 
you give it the accents in the right way, and you do some banjo breaks, you tear 
into it, you know, and you make it dynamic, you make it exciting, and you can 
sense the off-beat, you can hear it coming, you know?   
 
Mm-CHK  mm-CHK  mm-CHK”, instead of “Bom—  bom—  bom—  bom— ,” 
it’s a “Mm-CHK  mm-CHK  mm-CHK,” and it really gets you; but you have to 
sort of listen to it a while, and you pick up on it.  And most people that listen to 
bluegrass eventually end up playing it… 
 
 Looking for concrete examples of how the music could “really get you”, to use 
Ward’s phrase, I tried to ask about how these musical gestures affected the 
communicative process: “So you add those qualities to the song, and they give it a certain 
energy.  Which inspires other people to play.” 
 “It’s transmitted, yes….” 
 I emphasized a specific moment: “I noticed you added a couple… you broke up 
into falsetto for a couple spots.” 
 “Yes, I jumped the octave, yep. That’s right.” 
 “Did you use any of those other techniques?” 
 And instead of continuing to explain, he began to sing, rather sweetly.  “Well, 
instead of ‘Sitting… alone… in the moon—light…’ That’s blah, right?”   
 I nodded.  Then, a radical transformation occurred, as he re-performed the line with 
a jagged melodic contour, dipthongized vowels, tripping rhythmic phrasing, a yodeled 
octave leap, dissonant ornaments, implied harmonies, and his sharp nasal timbre, all but 
obliterating the earlier incarnation: “Sittiiiiiing al-OH-hone ih-hin the MOONlight…” Of 
course, the difference was night and day.  Ward had quickly found it much more 
expedient to simply show that the vocal effects worked to transmit a kind of energy, 
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rather than explain how this might work.  He soon returned to playing with the other 
musicians. 
 Ward’s implicit acknowledgement of the limits of trying to explain about music 
indicated that there were a lot of significant micro-inflections at work, through which one 
could quite efficiently transform the effect and meaning of a song.  In this case, in 
addition to melodies, harmonies, and song structures (AABA, or Verse-Verse-Chorus-
Verse), form can be articulated through even the tiniest of musical gestures, which are 
commonly overlooked.  These micro-techniques might be considered bluegrass 
“signatures”, stylized bits of music-text (slurs, or syncopations, for example) that, when 
deployed, reinflect a melody, resulting in a properly bluegrassy song.  Compared to Joel’s 
narrative “text,” this tightly-contstrained utterance was a richly-nuanced “micro-text” that 
told a whole different kind of tale.   
 Ward’s initial comments suggested that he thought he didn’t need to explain the 
power of bluegrass to me, because “of course, you know bluegrass.”  “Knowledge of” the 
genre, or the style, obviates the need for an explanation of “how” it works: it is self-
evident in its practice.  When I seemed to need more explanation, his comments 
suggested that he realized that the process of “learning how” took time and effort to learn 
how to respond appropriately:  “it really gets you, but you have to sort of listen to it a 
while…” 
 
Practicing, and Theories of Practice 
 Ward, Joel, and the others began to play another set.  Soon they were picking out an 
instrumental that I found rather affecting.  At the same time as it struck me, the musicians 
seemed to generate a communal warmth, leaning in towards each other, confidently 
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passing the melody from player to player.  Parallel to Joel’s historically-situated self-
portrait, the music was compelling to me on an immediate, musical and discursive level.  
Quite distinct from the breakneck, lick-based “Pike County Breakdown” and other banjo-
led songs that had been making an impression on me, this lyrical, stepwise melody stood 




Figure 3.2: “St. Anne’s Reel” melody 
 
After the song had ended, I leaned in and tapped Joel on the shoulder, seeking a source 
for this engendered feeling.  True to form, he smiled generously and told me it was “St. 
Anne’s Reel.”  “That’s a great one.  You should learn that one.”  I aimed to do just that, 
accepting this implicit invitation to link the elusive poignance with the communal 
understanding these players seemed to share.  This suggestion from Joel was an 
exhortation toward concrete practical action that I could take.  That is, in addition to the 
story embedding Joel into history, and the demonstration of Ward’s internalized style, 
they had given me something to “practice”. 
 A few days later, seeking to follow Joel’s suggestion for practical action, I was 
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arranging a banjo lesson with Tom Hanway over the phone. I mentioned that I wanted to 
work on “St. Anne’s Reel”. He said that he’d included a version in his own book and that 
we could start by working with that arrangement. “What have you been practicing?” he 
asked.  I emphasized a specialized technique, saying, “Up-the-neck melodics.”  The 
phrase “up-the-neck” refers to the higher positions of the left-hand on the fretboard, while 
“melodic”-style (also called, Keith-style, or arpa style) involves contrived and often 
counterintuitive right-hand picking patterns in which consecutive scalar notes are played 
on adjacent strings rather than in a row on a single string.  It is a crucial technique in 
some arrangement styles and completely trivial or irrelevant in others, but it can be a 
special challenge for a 5-string banjoist.   
 “Up-the-neck melodics.  Oh, that's good.  I never do that,” he said, in a 
confounding combination of endorsement and dismissal.  I tried to assess whether I’d 
been working in a non- or counter-productive direction.   
 I stammered, “Well, what do you do?”  
 “I play tunes,” he said, simply. 
 
 The term “practice” is implicated in this moment in a few ways.  Practice— as in 
“human practice”— is an abstract description of what people do, socially.  Practice— as 
in “daily practice”— may, on the other hand, describe individual action.  To a musician, 
practice— as a pedagogical task (practicing your instrument)— describes the act of 
systematically altering one’s individual expressive behavior to conform to a greater or 
lesser extent to extra-individual musical formations and norms, a mediation between 
individual freedom and social constraint.  But this mediation can be also partially 
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modeled using the literature of  “practice theory”, as articulated by Bourdieu (1990) 
elaborated in a tradition outlined by, for example, Sherry Ortner (1996), Marshall Sahlins 
(1981), and Anthony Giddens (1979).   
 Tom once described his first lesson with banjo virtuoso Tony Trischka to me, and 
emphasized his changing practice as the negotiation between his own action and his 
growing understanding of the socially-structured genre norms:   
 
Tony said, ‘Okay, well play me something.  You know, [asking,] ‘What level are 
you at?’  I played “Old Joe Clark,” and I remember pulling-off [my fretting 
fingers], ring-to-middle finger, playing it.  And he goes, ‘That’s good.  Listen… 
when you do this lick, don’t use ring-to-middle, go middle-to-index.’  And I said, 
‘Nah, I’m…I’m comfortable going ring-to-middle.  What difference does it 
make?  So what?’  
 
He looks at me.  And he scolded me with his eyes.  He goes, ‘No.  You just do it 
that way.”’ And I kinda thought, ‘You’re an asshole! Who the hell are you to be 
tellin’ me, just to do it that way.’  But I looked in his eyes, and I knew he was 
sincere.  And I knew, this is my master, right here.  This is my master telling me, 
‘No. Do it that way. Don’t argue with me, just do it that way.’  He said it kindly, 
but in his eyes I saw that anger, and I said, I better listen to him, ‘cause he’s being 
really nice about it.  But he’s really pissed off at me for saying, ‘What difference 
does it make?  I’ll just do it the way I do it!’  ‘No. Just do it this way.’   
 
And at that moment, I said, ‘Okay, I get it.’ 
 
  Tom continued to describe his growing awareness of the discipline of “practice” as 
a productive negotiation of what Ortner described as “structurally embedded agency and 
intention-filled structures” (1996:12).  
 
There’s a discipline. There’s something about this, it’s some arcane art that I 
don’t understand, and this guy is telling me to ‘Do it this way,’ which is why I am 
here.  And I heard him play the banjo… I heard him play and I’m like, holy cow!  
And because he could play, the proof was in the pudding.  Because he could play 
I had respect for him… 
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‘Do it this way, and it’ll make sense later.’  And I thought, okay, I’m just going to 
do what he says.  And I could have questioned.  But I am not going to take the 
attitude: ‘I just play it the way I do it…’  And once I had, once I’d gone to the 
Tony Trischka school of banjo,  it changed my life.  Tony Trischka.  He molded 
me.  ‘You want to play bluegrass banjo?  Do these things.’ 
 
 Notable, here, is the exhortation to “do these things,” rather than, say “learn these 
things.”  Rather than imparting information, the lesson is to do work:  this kind of 




Hearing and Feeling History and Biography 
 
 As Dent has usefully explained: “[G]enre is frequently inculcated below the level of 
consciousness, forming an aspect of what Bourdieu calls "habitus": a durable body of 
dispositions that shapes and is shaped by participants without their having to think much 
about  it (2009: 114).   And the concept of the habitus has been discussed in a musical 
context by the bluegrass scholar Robert Cantwell, in a provocative essay entitled 
“Habitus, Ethnomimesis: A Note on the Logic of Practice” (1999).  Within the wider 
concept of “practice theory”, Bourdieu’s conception of the habitus is, “most simply, the 
set of habitual dispositions through which people “give shape and form to social 
conventions… Practice theory, in [one] formulation, continuously translates from action 
to structure and structure to action” (Bell 1992, 79).  A significant element of this concept 
is “practical sense”, the embodied nature of the habitus, which Bell describes as:  
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an awkward but explicit formulation of the real insight within Bourdieu’s work on 
practice, namely, the need “to confront the act itself.”  … It is possible to confront 
the act itself in this way, he writes, only by addressing the socially informed body, 
with its tastes and distaste, its compulsions and repulsions, with, in a word, all its 
senses”  (79). 
 
 
 It is important to note explicitly the embodied nature of these expressive and 
interpretive acts.  There is more than a the appropriate musical sound, there is also 
associated physical gesture that creates, or is heard to create, it.  The conditioning 
physicality of repetitive action (alongside and even above repetitive conceptualization) 
allows the body to function as a vessel, so to speak, for:  
 
deferred thoughts that can be triggered off at a distance in space and time by the 
simple effect of re-placing the body in an overall posture which recalls the 
associated thoughts and feelings, in one of the inductive states of the body which, 
as actors know, give rise to states of mind (Bourdieu 1980, 73).   
 
 The physical act of learning was cited by other musicians I encountered.  In a 
discussion with fiddler Harris Wulfson, I mentioned that I had recently reviewed a field 
recording of mine, on which he had played without me knowing it at the time.  He had 
been sitting in as a temporary fiddler with the rising young band King Wilkie at the Grey 
Fox festival in Ancramdale, NY, and I had been in attendance.  “I’m sorry!” he laughed, 
modestly criticizing his own performance.  When I asked him to elaborate, he said, “I 
hadn't absorbed the bluegrass fiddle style, I was nervous, and I was sloppy: I hadn't been 
practicing.”  Though he was an extremely talented violinist in other genres, there were 
things he felt he had been missing as he refashioned himself into a rootsy country and 
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bluegrass fiddler.   
 I asked what those “missing things” were.  If he had had to work his way towards 
more competent performance, I wondered if he would use similar language as Ward had.  
Instead he took a different analytical tack, emphasizing the embodied nature of the 
physical action and the resultant conception:  
 
[When] I saw old time fiddling for the first time: that bowing motion...if I had 
[only] heard it I wouldn't have understood the physical gestures.  Those are things 
I learned by watching people like [local musicians] Thomas Bailey or Sarah 
Alden.  A certain looseness, a way to rock the bow...that circular motion.”   
 
 Ethnomusicologists, music theorists, and cognitive scientists have long been 
interested in gestural performance.  The learning of a musical instrument is an explicit 
example of a cognitively-embodied experience. The work of embodiment-oriented 
cognitive psychologists (such as George Lakoff and Mark Johnson [1999]) concerning 
cognitive image schemas has been applied to musicology by Janna Saslaw.  Related 
themes of embodiment have also been treated in jazz studies from the early work of 
David Sudnow (1978), to Paul Berliner’s Thinking in Jazz (1994).  These studies consider 
the importance of physical motion and embodied concepts in musical performance and 
conceptualization. 
 
Copying choreography integral to a performance also facilitates the assimilation 
of an artist’s precise style.  [For instance, o]nly after imitating his teacher’s 
posture and movement at the piano could David Sudnow re-create such salient 




 The physicality of banjo playing has likewise been treated from both a didactic and a 
scholarly perspective.  Instructional books emphasize hand positions, and Adler’s 1974 
dissertation examined fingering patterns and gestures.  Similarly, John Baily and Peter 
Driver have examined folk-blues guitar technique from a spatio-cognitive motor 
perspective (1992) .  These studies reveal, more or less explicitly, the importance of 
physical motion and embodied concepts in musical performance and conceptualization.   
 For example, the left hand of a banjo player has many different ways of 
approaching the fretboard.  Comparison of a musical gesture from banjoist Bill Keith 
versus a similar one from Bobby Thompson demonstrates distinct physical gestures of 
left-hand fretting technique.  In the former lick, the fingers of the left hand gracefully 
dance across the fingerboard, from the first to the fourth string, whereas in the latter, a 
single chordal hand position is held, and slightly manipulated to achieve a similar effect.  
Both individual musical gestures have their own embodied qualities and kinesthetic 
















Figure 3.3. Two gesturally distinct ways of playing similar melodies, one with fretting 
hand in motion, the other holding it steady (After Trischka 1976: 32; 54). 
 
 The physicality, or the embodiment, of musical gestures, and their links to memory 
and identity are extremely significant to players, who often model their playing after the 
playing idiosyncrasies of specific admired and influential players, and describe their 
playing using these terms. Different ways of playing similar pitches have different 
historical and biographical associations, summonable by minute changes in physical 
position.  
 Musical utterances are heavily conditioned by the tools through which they are 
communicated: different instrumentalists come to know music in different ways.  When I 
spent a weekend at mandolinist Frank Wakefield’s house, at an extended lesson, he 
taught me a lick and said, “You’ll like this one, because you are a banjo picker.”  He 
imagined (correctly) that I would appreciate a particularly syncopated mandolin phrase 
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played with the “cross-picking” technique, which had been propagated heavily by Jesse 
McReynolds, emulating certain aspects of banjo playing on the mandolin. He was 
adapting the gestures of the banjo-player, through the different physical architecture of 
the mandolin.  
 The leaping back and forth of the mandolin’s single flatpick was imitative of the 3-
finger picking style of the banjo.  Implicit in Wakefield’s comment is the assumption that 
the gestural lexicon of the banjo is different, though not necessarily distinct, from that of 
the mandolin, and collections of expressive gestures will themselves have come to have 
some “family resemblances”. 
 A good contrast can be seen in comparing a mandolinist’s and banjoist’s 
approaches to the seemingly endless sequences of the fiddle tune “Blackberry Blossom”.  
The mandolinist’s fretting fingers run in linear patterns, while the banjoist’s fingers take 
advantage of the “up-the-neck melodics” mentioned above, jumping back and forth 
across the fretboard, producing nearly the exact same melodic patterns.   
 Distinct as they are, both of these melodic roles are distinct from the experience of 
the rhythm guitarist, who cycles through nearly the entire catalogue of open-position 
chords.  I heard Doc Watson once say at a guitar clinic, “If you want to learn to play 
bluegrass [rhythm] guitar, just learn the chords to “Blackberry Blossom”.  This works as 
a justification of Tom’s working strategy to simply “play tunes”, as tunes may encompass 
many of these micro-texts in longer textual units.   
 Similarly, it’s often said that if you want to learn to play bluegrass banjo, you need 
to learn “Foggy Mountain Breakdown”.  A first-rate example of an apparently tiny, yet 
extremely salient kinesthetic gesture is the so-called “Foggy Mountain [banjo] roll”, 
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named after the initial fingering pattern in “Foggy Mountain Breakdown”, one of the 
most famous bluegrass tunes.  All bluegrass banjo players must negotiate the physicality 
of this gesture.  The tiny phrase carries a wealth of historical baggage for a banjoist, 
particularly in its right hand picking patterns (rather than left hand fretting patterns), and 
it connects the gestures to historically contingent information—namely the banjoists who 
are known to have played in identifiably distinct fashions, Earl Scruggs, Ralph Stanley, 




Figure 3.4. Three ways of playing the “Foggy Mountain roll”. 
 
The example in figure 3.6 shows the beginning of the tune’s melody in Scruggs, Stanley, 
and Reno styles.  The pitch content is identical in all three examples, yet the sensation of 
playing them is radically different.  Picking choices, ones that may seem to make little 
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aesthetic difference from a melodic or harmonic point of view may have dramatic and 
distinguishing effects on sound and style.  Even picking decisions with little audible 
distinction, may instantly bring different embodied traditions to the mind of the 
experienced player, thus putting him/her in a different stylistic frame of mind.   
 Does a slightly different body positioning like this indicate a different habitus?  
Bourdieu-ian “practice theory” is useful in that it links “action” to “structure”, but it is 
limited in its approach to a dynamic and changing habitus, which intuition and experience 
indicates is possible, with directed effort (i.e., “practicing”).  The next section considers 
such a mutable interpretive frame.   
 
 
“St. Anne’s Reel” as Musical Text, Musical Practice 
 Acknowledging the stylistic significance of even the tiniest fingering changes, I 
return to the practical advice from Joel to learn “St. Anne’s Reel”. as a text, preparation 
for a potential discursive act.  This example is representative of the development of a 
practical repertoire.   
 A player’s personal repertoire of tunes is more complicated than simply the set of 
songs he/she likes to play or sing.  The relevant bluegrass canon is a commonly-critiqued 
phenomenon in any community of players.  On one hand, it demonstrates what kind of 
musician one considers oneself to be.  It establishes what melody and/or lyrics to deliver, 
but also offers a musician a performative stance vis-a-vis the larger genre category of 
bluegrass, a claim to be a part of, or apart from, a group of players.  This stance may even 
be assumed by a fan calling out a request, as well: a claim to “know” the canon.   
 A common approach of casual players, of course, is to build one’s repertoire based 
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on the tunes that show up repeatedly at one’s chosen jam, as I was doing by adding “Pike 
County Breakdown”, “St. Anne’s Reel”, and even “Run for Your Life” to my list of tunes 
to learn.  If one adopts this acquisitional strategy, one can also draw on other resources to 
find appropriate arrangements.  There are many favorite recordings that work as tutors, or 
quasi-songbooks from which to draw.  Interpersonal exchange of media can function as a 
conduit for song selection as well.Tom Hanway spoke nostalgically of the time after his 
early lessons with Tony Trischka, when he would raid Tony’s bluegrass record 
collection: 
 
[I’d go t]wice a week for an hour lesson.  And sometimes Tony would have other 
students, and he might even let me go to another room and just hang out and 
maybe make a recording, you know.  I used to hang out, and used to make…He 
used to say, “Here: Jim and Jesse and the Virginia Boys,” and I’d come over with 
cassettes, and he’s put on an old scratchy Jim and Jesse album, and I’d sit and I’d 
have my tape, and I’d record both sides of it, and then maybe I’d record 2 
albums…I’d do this…at least once a week, sometimes twice a week.  And I just 
soaked it up. 
 
 There are also many commonly used anthologies of melodies that one can turn to, 
from Pete Wernick’s Bluegrass Songbook (1977) to Steve Kaufman’s Four Hour 
Bluegrass Workout (1997).  There is a cottage industry of instructional material designed 
to allow access at a variety of skill levels from small companies, like Happy Traum’s 
Homespun or John Lawless’ Acutab.  I was counseled by harmonica virtuoso Trip 
Henderson: “If you want to fit in quickly at the bluegrass jam, go pick up Steve 
Kaufman’s book, and learn those forty tunes.”   
 One of the most useful pieces of advice I received was based on a kind of media 
exchange, mixed with the acquisition of a performative skill.  Lincoln Meyers, the 
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guitarist from the New England Bluegrass Band, counseled that, in order to really learn 
bluegrass harmony singing, one should buy the album on which guitarist Tony Rice and 
mandolinist Ricky Skaggs sing and play in the brother-duet style.  Tony Rice generally 
sings the melody unadorned, and Skaggs hops back and forth between a tenor and a 
baritone part.  As they sing, you are charged with singing the (non-present) third part, 
switching your part when Skaggs does.  One acquires the tunes, while also having the 
opportunity to build a new performative skill, intuitive bluegrass vocal harmonizing.  
 So the result of tune acquisition can be more than simply the memorization of a 
number of self-contained melodies and chords.  Working through a corpus of material 
allows a player to acquire an assemblage of enough practically-useful components and 
enough coherent melodies to make a functional framework on which to hang one’s 
musical expression in improvisatory performance.  This is why Tom’s seemingly simple 
approach (“I play tunes”) can work as a more-universal practice strategy, if the tunes are 
chosen deliberately.  As I worked through it, “St. Anne’s Reel” proved to carry a number 
of types of significances.   
 The largely stepwise melody of “St. Anne’s Reel” uses repeated scalar patterns and 
sequences to lead two-bar phrases alternately toward, and from, notes of tonic resolution.  
Rhythmically, the closure caused by the repeated quarter-note pitches at the end of each 
phrase indicates a legacy of dance-steps, and the category of “reel” links it to Scottish and 
Irish music and dance traditions, though this reel’s melody is often reported to be 
Canadian in origin.   
 The implied harmonies seemed straightforward: tonic, dominant and subdominant 
accompaniment (or at least they had appeared that way to me when I heard them at 9C).  
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Nothing so radical as a secondary dominant, or a “modal”-sounding flat-VII chord, had 
leapt out at me.  This was in accord with the first notated version that I had consulted, 
which offered only the I, IV, and V chords as potential accompaniment.   
 In comparing different arrangements, I figured out a way through the melody, and 
then began to learn some variations in melody and technique.  For instance, an 
arrangement of “St. Anne’s Reel” in Hanway’s own book of banjo tunes was heavy on 
“Reno” and “melodic” technique, which subdued the percussive “swing” and facilitated 
“straight-eighths”.4 
 But try as I might over the next couple of weeks, I couldn’t recreate the effect that 
had struck me as so animated, yet poignant.  The melody seemed coherent, as I practiced 
at home, in a stately, moderate tempo: but in fact, it seemed quite unfamiliar to me.  I 
hadn’t made a field recording that day: perhaps I’d misremembered it?  Could it be that 
Joel had told me the wrong name? This was clearly not the same music I had heard, and I 
found myself quite frustrated at an apparently simple problem. 
 Learning “St. Anne’s Reel” should have been, it seemed to me, simply a matter of 
learning to render a simple melody.  When unexpectedly I heard the melody at the jam, a 
few weeks later, I felt the vague poignancy of the melody again.  I rapidly confirmed that 
it was indeed “St. Anne’s Reel”, and scanned everyone’s instrument, seeking the source.  
I noticed that some of the accompanying instruments were substituting in some relative 
minor chords during the B-section of the song.  Figure 3.5 shows another arrangement 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
4!“Straight-eighths” are eighth-note sequences that are played with equal rhythmic 
emphasis, and not played with asymmetric, “swung” rhythm (which is common to 
much early jazz and old time). 
!
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Figure 3.5. “St. Anne’s Reel” arrangement, featuring accompanying chord substitutions.  
 
 Was the answer to my affective riddle as simple as melodic and harmonic syntax, 
just the effect of relative minor substitutions?  I soon made a point of asking Tom about 
those accompanying chords, in a phone conversation between lessons.  The arrangement 
transcription I had found in his own book (figure 3.8) had not indicated any suggested 
harmonies at all, just a rendering of the banjo melody.  He told me that, in transcribing 
his arrangements, he had resisted the inclusion of accompanying chords. “I don’t want to 
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limit what chords a player might use.  A lot of different chords might work in that 
situation.”  In his transcribed melody, he intentionally left these performance variables 
undetermined.  The minor substitutions that are frequently performed in “St. Anne’s 
Reel” are straightforward harmonic accompaniments that are nevertheless not explicit in 
the melody alone.  In fact, it has been—and is still commonly— performed without them.  
So the chords are flexible, allowing for contextual alteration.  Without them, the melody 
is rather straightforward, as I had found it in my practicing.  
 
Like music and art historians and somewhat in distinction to literary theorists, 
anthropologists and linguists have defined style more in terms of shared 
conventions of form than of deviations…(Feld 1988, 75). 
 
Recalling the use of the term “practice” that emphasizes conformity to larger socially 
determined norms, there is also the ‘practice’ that emphasizes individual action.  The 
harmonic substitutions in “St. Anne’s Reel” are a coarse-grained example of expressive 
practice.  On a finer-grained level, we might consider how hard the 8th-notes are “swung” 
(combined with the choice of tempo), which will present a tune like St. Anne’s as either 
more “bluegrassy” or more “old timey”.  Charles Keil (1966, and subsequently) famously 
argued that Meyer's (1956) emphasis on syntactically recoverable dimensions of music as 
the basis for a theory of musical meaning leaves out an entire dimension of performance 
dynamics.  Keil and others have theorized how rhythmic (and melodic) discrepancies 
(particularly in improvised, spontaneous, or non-notated musics) are deeply linked to 
expressive and emotive feelings and responses on the part of the listener.  He and others 
have used the term “participatory discrepancies” (coined, “PD”s) to describe the micro-
variations in tone and timing that may add to the communicative valences of expressivity 
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(Keil 1987).  The humanized expressivity communicated by these PDs draws attention to 
the musical connection generated between players, a point foregrounded by Keil.  Allen 
Farmelo summarizes Keil’s approach as an attempt to:  
 
pinpoint the sources of groove … His stated purpose [in 1987] was basically the 
same as in 1966, to overturn the dominant syntactical paradigm and replace it 
with a processual one. A participatory discrepancy is ‘a slight human 
inconsistency’ in the way that a musician executes rhythm, pitch and timbre… 
Keil demands that playing “slightly 'out of time' and 'out of tune' is the way to 
play powerful music” (Farmelo 1997). 
 
So by examining processual aspects of variable rhythm and tempo, we can examine how 
playing “slightly out of time” might affect the interpretation of the music by others, for 
example in “St Anne’s Reel”.  
 Variations in these kinds of syntactic meaning (both melodic and harmonic) can 
certainly be quite significant: fun aesthetic puzzles for musicians to tease apart and 
playfully alter, and for historians to document and trace.  However, melodic and 
harmonic syntax comprise only a part (and often a small part) of a piece of music’s 
“form”, and only a part of its larger emergent “poetic” significance.   
 For instance, consider the physical aspects of the instrument that articulates such a 
melody. One aspect that made the melody seem so enigmatic to me at 9C was the lack of 
an actual violin to articulate the “violin-ness” of the melody.  That liquid, lyrical bowing 
of bluegrass fiddle, sitting comfortably in the vocal range, adds an appealing, singing 
quality that seems to invite empathy or entrainment.   
 Further, the physical geometry of the instrument can also be a crucial aspect of a 
performance’s significance.  A fiddler would drape the melody over the unfingered 
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adjacent A and/or D strings, creating an accompanying drone, thereby adding a tell-tale 
signature of a fiddle tune in D, of which there are many.  The opening phrase of “St. 
Anne’s Reel” can thus be easily led into many different commonly-played melodies, such 
as “Over the Waterfall” or “Whiskey Before Breakfast” (a fact which commonly 
facilitates D-tune medley-making).  
 The tempo of a performance of “St. Anne’s Reel” can also completely alter the 
effect of the chord substitutions described above.  For instance, when “St. Anne’s Reel” 
is played slowly, the minor chords can give a rather maudlin effect, rather than the touch 
of poignance they contribute when the tune is played more briskly.   
 I still don’t have certainty as to what affected me so strongly at that first hearing of 
“St. Anne’s Reel”, though some suspicions are explored above.  I made no field 
recording that day, to assist my speculative memory.  Through my many playings and 
hearings of the tune since, the tune itself is transformed, a completely different 
intensional object than it used to be.  I, myself, have changed, thanks to the altered 
interpretive frames I have employed to hear and play it.  My reaction is no longer a 
dependable replica of that first one, nor are present contexts analogous to that day at 9C.  
However, this new “I” still loves to play it anew, at each new time and place. 
 
Imitation and Expression 
 The rich diversity of microgestures and multivalent musical effects are put into 
play in licks, breaks (solos), and arrangements, with different levels of formality or 
forethought.  In an earlier discussion, Tom Hanway had dwelt upon the idea of expressive 
flexibility critical to his conception of bluegrass performance:   
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If you play a piece of music as if it's a “composition” and you have to play it like 
it’s a classical piece of music, well, that's not bluegrass.  The best bluegrass artists 
always have been able to play on their feet. They might play it a certain way, and 
somebody might transcribe it a certain way, and they'll go up and play that same 
tune again: and there's gonna be something different about it. And if you get 
multiple breaks in a tune, you're not going to play the same thing twice. 
 
In bluegrass I think you really have to boil it down— and I think this is true of 
jazz too—you have to boil it down to the particular musician.  Musicians try and 
sound like other musicians, but you can't be anybody else, ultimately.  You’re 
going to sound like yourself. Even if you try to sound like someone else, you're 
never going to sound exactly like that person.  
 
You could extend that and say, you're never going to sound exactly the same. You 
could play the same tune, but that doesn't mean you're going to play it exactly the 
same way. And that is a mistake ...to try and match, and play everything exactly 
the same.  
 
Tom continued, characterizing an expressive flexibility in terms of a musical actor 
adjusting his expression through experimentation and variation within certain parameters.   
 
You have to allow for a little bit of on the spot adjustments.  Maybe, if you make 
a little mistake and you are playing a certain roll you have to get out of it.  So you 
have to be fluid, you have to be willing to...you have to be able to play on your 
feet when you play bluegrass. You can't just play the same solo.  Doesn't mean 
that it's not a worthy goal to have a particular solo that you're going to play, but 
you might add a little rhythmic twist here, or add a triplet here or do a little bit of 
syncopation in another spot.  And you have to do that to keep yourself interested 
in the music.  If you play the same thing every time you're gonna get bored with 
it.    
  
 After hearing this paean to rugged musical individualism, I asked him how to begin 
this expressive process, since these certain parameters referred to all the extra-individual 
apparatus of genre and style, not to mention pedagogy.  Tom’s suggestion appeared to fly 
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in the face of his description of the individuality of performance: “Start by transcribing 
the breaks of other banjo players.”  Indeed, at lessons, Tom often supplied me with his 
own transcriptions of classic solos of Earl Scruggs, J.D. Crowe, or Bobby Thompson, 
some recent, some written when he was a student of Tony Trischka.  Between the 
transcribed, the imitated and the ruggedly individualistic, expression remained a 
mysterious gulf.  This bring me back to a moment discussed at the beginning of this 
chapter, Tom’s hearing of my performance of “Gold Rush”.  
 I hoped to try to cross this gulf, and took Tom’s practically useful advice.  I had 
filmed a recent performance of Tom playing at the Big Apple Bluegrass festival, sitting 
in with Kenny Kosek’s band Angelwood.  I had admired his playing on “Gold Rush”, so I 
transcribed it from the video, and occasionally began to use certain phrases derived from 
it my own practice and performance.  
 The two breaks contain snippets of banjo styles associated with banjo icons Earl 
Scruggs, Bill Keith and Don Reno, as well as demonstrating the influence of his teacher 
Tony Trischka, and Celtic-style ornamentations added by Tom.  I want to give one 
moment explicit attention. 
 
   Fig. 3.6. Banjo lick from Tom’s second solo on Gold Rush 
 A  deadened descending lick in m. 7 of his second break is an interesting moment 
because it would have been an easy lick to finger more cleanly in the Keith style: in fact, 
I almost “corrected” it by instinct. However, Tom plays it a more difficult way, as a 
series of pull-offs, on a single string.  This seems to be because Kenny Kosek, the fiddle 
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player, had featured two such rapid licks in his previous solo leading up to Tom’s, and he 
is responding to that physical pull-off gesture rather than an abstract melody.  When I 
asked Tom about that lick, he said enthusiastically, “Oh yeah, that’s Byron Berline!” a 
well-known bluegrass fiddler who is often given co-composer credit for the tune, and 
whom both Kenny and Tom had apparently been indexing. This mutual recognition 
suggests the presence of another level of referential communication, not merely a 
gesture’s physicality. 
 In this example, we see choices based on needs of the melodic and harmonic 
structure, obviously—i.e. genre-based rules about dissonance.  But other gestures are 
perhaps even more significant.  Tom’s use of Keith-style licks is a nod to banjo innovator 
Bill Keith, who, significantly, was sitting in the audience that evening.  His reference to 
Kenny Kosek’s fiddle lick is a gesture of performative solidarity (as opposed to 
competition), and a confirmation of an encyclopedic knowledge of fiddle licks.  His use 
of Scruggs- and Reno-style techniques establishes links to the early traditional players, 
without which he would lose credibility among audience members.  His Trischka-like 
scalar work and Celtic ornaments are his own “stamp of identity” that actively link him to 
the material.  This break comprises his own biography, points at history, and engages in 
the present through these meaningful microgestures, embedded, for the moment, in a 
grander utterance, this articulation of “Gold Rush”.  
 I had learned Tom’s rich, multivalent, and dialogic utterance as a single composed 
unit, and had used as part of a practice regime.  It, to me, was not an overlapping set of 
signifiers, but a single expressive gesture, a palimpsest of its earlier incarnation, each 
component slowly losing its individuality.  But since we hadn’t been playing together, 
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there had been no intermusical discourse to speak of. 
 When he told me “I used to play like that,”   I asked, perhaps a bit overeagerly, 
“What did you hear?”  I wanted a handle, a place from which I could begin to ask how 
one moved within this grey area of conceptualization, between the improvised and the 
prepared, where a musician is articulating and rearticulating phrases and gestures.  But 
Tom shrugged, and laughed off the question.  I asked whether there was anything in 
particular that he noticed (thinking of the micro-syntax that I had transcribed) but to no 
result.  I asked in a few different ways, but Tom still demurred, not feeling moved or able 
to elaborate on how he happened to hear his own playing re-articulated in mine.   I had 
asked and asked, but, it seemed, if you have to ask, you’ll never know.  Being familiar 
and analytical with the micropoetics, though useful and expressively satisfying to me, 
was of limited intermusical value, if there was no discursive exchange, no mutual 










 The previous chapter on practice and the acquisition of competence emphasized 
hearing and expressive utterance, somewhat artificially bracketed from actual 
performance.  Though this process did (in my case) necessitate a lot of time spent alone, 
practicing banjo, guitar, mandolin and other instruments, the process of developing these 
expressive resources was not executed in isolation.  These resources were, as I described, 
determined and developed in dialogue with other musicians in lessons and through close 
attention to musical behavior.  The dialogue and discourse that occur in lessons, in which 
the student subdues certain expressive behavior, in order to efficiently learn from a 
trusted teacher, are a special case of musical discourse in performance more generally.   
 This chapter is about the dynamic learning that occurs in dialogue and performance.  
Here, I zoom back out, setting the practice back in a more casual, “naturally occurring” 
social dynamic, in which the genre of bluegrass comprises a fluid space of negotiation.  
Here, the significance is mediated in the sociomusical domain, where bluegrass is the 
effect of—and productive of— social community.   
 Fox describes a convenient, if "shopworn" anthropological trope: a "spiraling 
motion modeled as a descent from the heights of abstraction to the intimate, microscopic 
oral/aural world of the concrete, the particular, the storied, the dialogic” (Fox 2004, 81).  
In this chapter, I begin to invert that spiral, beginning with the subjective interior, placing 




One Wednesday at the Baggot, as the jam was starting to gain momentum, Michael 
Rosenthal, a guitarist who considered himself primarily a singer began to sing 
“Handsome Molly”.   
 
I wish I was in London, or some other seaport town;  
I'd set my foot in a steamboat and sail the ocean round.   
 
A song that begins with such a lyric reveals its roots in European balladry; yet the 
agony of heartbreak and betrayal of Molly's "rovin' eye" resonate solidly with the stark 
aesthetic that often is read as "Appalachian”, far indeed from some “seaport town”.   
 When the chorus came around, a wash of human voices filled the room as 
everyone joined in to sing: 
 
Sailing round the ocean, sailing round the sea.   
I think of Handsome Molly, wherever she may be. 
 
 Songs that invite group singing on the choruses often did the work, early in an 
evening, of establishing a coherent social dynamic.  As each chorus flowed, eyes fixed on 
an imagined horizon, heads slowly bobbed and swayed, buoylike, and brows furrowed 
slightly; and as it ebbed, eye contact, stability, and smiles returned.  
 When I asked Michael how he chose his repertoire, he didn't mention the pedigree 
of the song, recorded by Henry Whitter in 1923, impressed into the bluegrass canon by 
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the aesthetically conservative Stanley Brothers in 1956, reinforced within the bluegrass 
canon in the early 1960s by the progressive Country Gentlemen, and also into the modern 
folk tradition by Bob Dylan (who performed it at the Gaslight, just a few doors down 
from where we were then playing).  By contrast, he indicated that he'd thought about it 
long and hard by fixing my gaze and saying, steadily and clearly, "I like songs that feel 
good in my mouth."   
While “Handsome Molly” could be performed as a folky sing-along, a particular 
timbral and rhythmic balance marks the performance more specifically as “bluegrass”.  
The melody ascends from a fifth below the root to a fifth above it, over the first three 
lines, while assymetrically falling only over the fourth.  This major-pentatonic line is 
commonly coupled with a deliberately strident and oblique upper harmony line.  It is 
accompanied by a single harmonic progression from the I to the V over the first two 
lines, and from the V to the I over the next two, a harmonic darkening and brightening at 
half the rate. This is underlain by a steady duple 'boom-chick boom-chick’ heartbeat in 
the accompaniment.   
The first lines shift the vowel sounds from the open “a” of “sailing”, through the 
“ow” of “ ’round”,  into the darker “oh” of “ocean”, while the second line brightens up 
the timbre, ending on the “ee” of sea.  The third and forth line make a similar darkening 
and brightening gesture, with “oh-cean” and “Moh-lly” in the ‘dark’ position at the end 
of the first and third lines.  This pair of trips back and forth across through the spectrum 
of vowel sounds are propelled by the aspirated “s”-es and “sh”-es of “sail”, “ocean”, 
“sea”, “-some”, and “she”.   
The variety of sensations that occur as the duple-rhythm of the accompanying 
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instruments, the harmonic structure, and the melodic arc all moving at different rates 
around it, do indeed “feel good in your mouth.” Michael was likely not parsing all this 
out, assessing it in order to determine whether he liked to sing Handsome Molly.  But 
these aspects are viscerally sensed in the vocal architecture, effecting a powerful 
significance occurring “where poetics meets performance, namely, in the voice”  (Feld, et 
al. 2004, 323).   
When people have these embodied sensations in tandem, it can create a performative 
solidarity (Filmer 2003).  That pleasure of this was manifested as a perceptible feeling of 
group cohesion, as the musicians filled the space under the low tin ceiling with "the 
coordination of sustained, collective, vocal action" (Filmer 2003, 92).  Through the 
simultaneously sensed pleasures of singing together, they began to “get into a groove”, a 
process elaborated upon by Steven Feld (1988).   
When the mix of tunes, textures, rhythms and timbres is perceived to be “flowing”— 
to be balanced and in sync— a similar feeling of cohesion as during a successful sing-
along may emerge.  The implications of live, face-to-face musical coperformance for the 
larger social relationships were described by Alfred Schütz as a “mutual tuning-in”, as he 
elaborated in his classic essay “Making Music Together.”   
 
It appears that all communication presupposes a mutual tuning-in relationship 
between the communicator and the addressee of the communication.  This 
relationship is established by the reciprocal sharing of the other's flux of 
experiences in inner time, by living through a vivid present together, by 
experiencing this togetherness as a "We”. Only within this does the other's 
conduct become meaningful to the partner tuned in on him--that is, the other's 
body and its movements can be and are interpreted as a field of expression of 
events within his inner life. Yet not everything interpreted by the partner as an 
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expression of an event in the other's inner life is meant by the other to express—
that is, to communicate to the partner such an event. Facial expressions, gait, 
posture, ways of handling tools and instruments, without communicative intent, 
are examples of such a situation (1951, 96-7).  
 
When singing homophonically together, singers obviously exert the same 
musculature at the same times, so this perforative solidarity is relatively easy to achieve.  
Of course, in a song without the “muscular bonding” of these group vocals — in pieces 
driven by a single vocalist (or a tight duo, trio or quartet), or in an instrumental tune in 
which musicians switch in turn out of their back-up roles to play lead— there can still be 
the bonding sense of embodied collective interactivity derived from the musicians’ roles 
as instrumental accompanists.   
While accompanying (rather than playing the melody), each instrument carries a 
different percussive role, and layer of metrical structure.  Monson intriguingly treats a 
successful jazz drum performance as a microcosm of entire jazz combo (1996: 69-70); in 
bluegrass, this relationship is inverted:  there is no drum kit, but the band itself forms a 
kind of hyper-drum set.  The upright bass plays the role of the bass drum on the 
downbeats, the mandolin’s backbeat chops play the role of the snare, the banjo plays the 
syncopated 16th  notes of the high hat, the rhythm guitar reinforces these rhythmic roles 
while filling in the middle-range timbres of a floor tom.  The fiddle can knit all these 
percussive tones together with a drone on a double-stop, it can imitate a mandolin’s 
chops using percussive bowing techniques, or it can syncopate swung-eighths with a 
shuffle-bow technique.  So, bluegrass instrumentalists (as compared to vocalists) often 
seek to cohere in a complementary polyphony, rather than an imitative heterophony or a 
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harmonious homophony.  
Though the fiddle is quite versatile in the way it can assume the rhythmic roles of the 
other instruments, it is not unique in this way.  The other accompanying instruments may 
assume other roles as well, filling in the sonic lacunae left by the instrumental creativity 
and expressivity of others.  If a mandolinist decides to abandon the backbeat and begins 
rhythmically cross-picking (see previous chapter, figure 3.4), the banjo player may feel a 
bit claustrophobic (due to overlap of playing similar notes at similar times) and so he or 
she may play some more lyrical up-the-neck melodic lines.  If the fiddler then hears the 
banjo playing melodically, he or she may tune in to the missing mandolin chops, and fill 
in on the backbeat.  Or if the relatively quiet guitarist is playing lead for the moment, the 
other mid-range instruments may decide to “get out of the way”, and play only lower bass 
runs or higher melodic ornaments that won’t obscure the guitar’s more subtle timbres.  
Some beginners may sit on the edges, playing to themselves, occasionally shaking off an 
invitation to play a lead solo.  One player may drop out momentarily to monitor the 
playing of another, perhaps stealing a lick or two for later use.  
This makes the range of possible interpretive frames complex, multivalent and 
overlapping, and it, as Tom Turino suggests, may increase the possibility for social 
cohesion:   
 
“The frequently mentioned “mysterious,” “untalkable” quality of music (its lack 
of domestication by symbols), allows for a heightened looseness of reference, and 
personal and group appropriation.  Music has a great multiplicity of potentially 
meaningful parameters sounding simultaneously, and its status as a potential 
collective activity helps explain its particular power to create affect and group 
identities” (Turino 1999: 249; see also Turino 2008). 
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Of course, this celebratory account neglects the fact than disharmonious conflicts 
often occur, socially and musically.  Trip Henderson recounted a moment when he had 
been with a smaller group playing a fiddle tune up front, and a musician had walked in 
and opened a saxophone case.  Joining the group mid-song, his turn for a break arrived.  
“He nailed it.  Just nailed it,” said Trip.  “And we said to him, “That doesn’t fit with what 
we’re doing.  He said, ‘Are you telling me I can’t play with you guys?’ and we said, 
‘Yeah, that’s what we’re telling you.’  Of course it turns out that he was a hot session 
musician from Nashville. [laughter].”  But to Trip, the lesson was clear: an awareness of, 
and sensitivity to, critical social feedback is necessary, if you are jumping into an 
unfamiliar place.   
 
Coordinating Embodiment 
 In a jam setting, interactivity and attention to flow and balance can even be 
outside the fuzzy boundary of the group of players.  Without deference to a conventional 
“listening audience”, players may step out of their performing role for a few songs, 
allowing musical activity to continue without them, perhaps drifting into conversations 
related (in varying degrees) to the music.  Spectators may borrow an instrument in order 
to play along for a few tunes.  This overlapping mode of performance, existing between 
the presentational and the participatory, is quite distinct from a typical concert setting.  
The lines between performer and spectator are blurry, and it is not possible to locate a 
single point of musical production and/or consumption.  
  If, however, the jam builds to a certain mass, the required level of attention and 
balance may become impossible, and any performative flow may be stanched.  Rather 
than group cohesion or disharmony, a performative mitosis may occur, with some players 
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splitting off to join the old time players up front, or to a middle-ground on small alcove 
between the front room and the back, where a small group of three to five people may sit 
close enough to hear each other over the two larger groups. These smaller groups, then, 
begin the process anew. 
 This mitosis had happened the first time I played with Harris Wulfson.  Late in 
the evening, the group had grown large and unmanageable, and people who weren’t 
toward the center of the group were just mechanically “going through the motions”, 
without the feelings of allied engagement.  Between tunes, I detached from the group, 
and moved back near the balcony area, hoping to wait out the mob, or to lure one or more 
pickers away.   
Ensconcing myself in the balcony, I saw Harris, walking in the opposite direction, 
with fiddle in one hand and bow in the other.  He was moving away from the old time 
players, back toward the bluegrassers.  As he passed me, he heard me noodling on the 
opening lick to “Salt Creek”. He hooked the leg of a nearby chair with his foot and pulled 
it over.  “Was that “Salt Creek”?  Let’s play it!”  He sat down and raised his fiddle to his 
chin.   
Harris was a classically trained, klezmer-playing violinist, who had an early passion 
for bluegrass as a boy, and who had reaccessed that enthusiasm when he found the 
Baggot Inn jam.  He told me later, “...I wanted [the bluegrass scene] to be more of a 
social outlet....  I had been so busy with work, and I was trying to get away from the kind 
of 'mercenary', you know, ‘working stiff’ role of the musician…”  I had already 
completed a few years of fieldwork when Harris had walked in for the first time.  I 
recognized him with surprise: we had spent overlapping years as undergraduates at 
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Amherst College.  Harris often pointed out to me with pleasure that Amherst was also the 
alma mater of banjo legend Bill Keith, reinforcing the specific links that bluegrass has 
had to collegiate incarnations of folk revivalism for decades.   
In order to kick off the tune, I played the four measures of percussive, prefatory 
“potatoes” and started into the melody.  I played the tune as straight as I could (as one 
should on the first time through), trying to swing it just right with the elusive "bluegrass 
timing" that seems mimetic of the rocking right arm of a fiddle player.  At the same time, 
I was trying to play with enough right-hand picking power to draw the most tone out of 
my instrument without losing the time. This can be made easier by moving your hand 
down to the bridge where the strings are more taut; but then the tone can become tinny 
and empty.  You need to continually monitor the pressure of your picking, and the 
distance from the bridge, with the amount of volume demanded by a particular situation, 
"always hunting that sweet spot," as John Hartford counseled (1991).  In an exciting jam, 
when you hear more of the sound of others than even yourself, the action of your 
fingerpicks against the strings feels a little bit like sticking your fingers into a fan, a kind 
of rapid, percussive, bouncing resistance.  It seemed that my entire consciousness was 
being drawn into my thumb and first two fingers, popping in alternating sequences.  
However, I was also trying to balance against the presence of his fiddle, and to push back 
with my own presence.   
 “Salt Creek” has a straightforward AABB structure, and as the second B-part 
came around I became aware of my turn to take the melody again.  I grabbed it as it went 
by, and as I continued into the second A part, I intentionally added a variation: I started 
second-half of the A part a half a measure early, planning to hop back to the melody after 
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this intentional syncopation.  Harris took my variation to indicate that I had played the 
tune incorrectly, and politely tried to shift his accompaniment a half a measure to 
compensate.  When he realized that I was back in the right place, and he was off, he said, 
over the top of his fiddle, "You got me!" a wide grin breaking across his face.   
 This melodic variation within— and against— the syntax caused confusion, then 
delight for both Harris and me. This kind of small syntactical musical play, common in 
casual bluegrass performance, is also a kind of meta-communication, working to explore 
the limits of improvisational possibilities between players. If the frames can be sensed as 
“cohering”, perhaps further communicative play is possible.  In a little musical slapstick 
comedy, I pulled away, he tried to pull away as well, and then we were awkwardly yoked 
back together.  
 Harris continued accompanying me with some shuffling drones that laid nicely 
against the syncopated percussion of my banjo. When he took the melody again, I 
dropped the syncopated banjo rolls and added a chopping backbeat, grabbing at the 
strings on the second and fourth beats, rather than picking 16th-notes individually.  I was 
attending alternately to the sound of my comping, and to Harris’ version of the melody, 
making sure it was appropriate, but also now existing very much in my fretting hand, 
hopping up and down the fretboard as I switched chord inversions.   
  And after our performative misunderstanding, as we both focused and paid closer 
attention to each other, I was newly attuned to his presence.  I balanced the actions of my 
left and right hand, with the sounds Harris and I were creating in a dynamic, hermeneutic 
spiral.  I was achieving a low-level flow, in which I experienced a sort of tunnel vision, 
and a slight feeling of ecstasy.  Time changed its character, a single second remembered 
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as lasting the span of four or five.  I later decided that I had been experiencing the 
autotelic experience of ‘flow’ (Csikszentmihalyi 1991): a state in which the goal of 
discourse is forgotten, and the interactive play of the formal process is an end in its own 
right, the poetic communicative aspect, as articulated by Jakobson (1990) .   
 Back it that moment, as Harris finished his second B-part, I prepared to take the 
melody again, and felt my mind more immediately present.  Facing the fading of the 
ecstasy of flow, but not wanting to lose the coherence, I chose to begin an ascending set 
of patterns which I knew would lead me to a final tag, way up the neck of the banjo.  This 
was large-scale syntax, as I put a formal pattern in play that I knew would lead to a 
formal conclusion.  As my fingers walked slowly up the fretboard, and my break 
ascended into the melodic stratosphere, stronger eye contact between Harris and me 
indicated that the intended drama of the moment was clear; this would be the last time 
through.  Even in the context of my hyperdetermined solo, Harris responded dynamically; 
his accompanying shuffle grew in intensity, in richness of timbre.  As I closed in on the 
final notes, I played the straightforward tag, on the highest notes my banjo can play.  
High drama, a time-honored cliche, rhythmic syncopation resolving to two unsyncopated 




Figure 4.1: A tag added to performance of Salt Creek. 
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Harris took the cue and stopped right with me.  He dropped his arms, and blinked his 
eyes a few times, which I recognized as characteristic tic of Harris; a signature 
microexpression.  He reflected, "I think this is the first time we've played together,” an 
understated affirmation of sociomusical solidarity via my 5-string and his 4-string 
transducer, as though we had sung  together.  
 As the intertextuality is highlighted, in such an obviously dialogic performance 
setting, different kinds of coordination are instantiated.  Here, a gestural, expressive 
polyphony of complementarity was foregrounded, rather than the heterophony of unison 
singing, or the muscular coordination of harmony singing.  
 
Intermusicality in Dialogue 
The waves of performative energy of The Baggot Inn jam often reached a peak after 
midnight.  On those evenings when a certain amount of excitement was generated, the 
back room was thick with body heat, humidity, and the sound of banjos and fiddles — 
too loud to let you realize that your ears were already ringing.  It might finally break up 
after a final burst of enthusiastic picking at 2:00 A.M. or even later.  Sometimes those last 
instrumentals could last fifteen minutes, as one picker tried to outlast another.  Being 
present at such an epic performance could itself be a marker of community participation:  
“How long have you been coming to X?”  “Were you there when Y happened?”   
 On one late evening at the Baggot, as a fiddler and a banjoist fed off of each others’ 
seemingly inexhaustable energy, I hollered at Bob Passante, “This is the longest “Sallie 
Goodin” I have ever heard!”  He one-upped me, good-naturedly: “I have seen some go on 
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for a lot longer than this!”  Bob had adopted an avuncular relationship to me, exhorting 
me to lead tunes, and teasing me when my instrument wasn’t in my hand, so this claim on 
a wider body of expercience was not an atypical reaction, and one worth noting. 
 Some time later, as the fiddle and the banjo kept trading this well worn melody, 
Bob nudged me and leaned over, laughing: “Now this is the longest “Sallie Goodin” I’ve 
ever seen!”  His endorsement validated my observation, our mutual experience was 
reinforced as we shared the moment, and our developing biographies overlapped in a 
moment of copresence.  As Boden and Malotch wrote, specifically on the “trust, 
commitment and detailed understandings made possible in situations of copresence”: 
 
The immediacy and indexicality of all human existence means that the fine, 
fleeting, yet essentially social movements of everyday life anchor and articulate 
the modern macro-order (Boden and Molotch, 277). 
 
Being present—especially being copresent—at such a signal event, can lead to long-
lasting or otherwise significant sociomusical relationships, and can have larger 
sociomusical implications and consequences, as I discuss in Chapter Five.    
 On another late night, as the jam’s energy was exploding rather than petering out, 
with the hottest players feeling their oats, and wanting to be the last picker to fall, I stood 
watching.  Perhaps some high social or aesthetic drama would unfold; one never knew.  
Finally, the last tune of the evening wound down to its completion, and the last of these 
musicians, hoarse and exhausted, were finally packing up their instruments.  As I heard 
my ears start to buzz in the newly available auditory space, I heard Bob Meehan say to 
me:  “Wind Gap is next week! Are you going?”  I was unclear what this might mean, 
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until he explicitly made it plain.  Wind Gap, he said, was a bluegrass festival in 
Pennsylvania, just west of the Delaware Water Gap.  "You should bring your tent and 
sleeping bag to the jam next week, and we can drive out after that!”  I hesitated:  leave for 
Pennsylvania, after the jam?  It was 1:30 A.M., and I didn’t relish the idea of starting a 
long drive at such an hour.  However, aware of my academic interests, Bob said, “If you 
really want to understand the jam, you’ve got to understand festivals!”  I was intrigued by 
this statement, which seemed to connote some kind of dependent tension between the 
“jam” and the “festival”, both significant sites of amateur and semi-professional 
performance.  I accepted Bob’s invitation to a copresent attendance at Wind Gap.   
 The next week, we left the jam at the reasonable time of 11:30 P.M.: I threw my 
minimal amount of gear in his pickup truck, and rather than making the entire drive in the 
middle of the night, we drove to Bob’s home in Clifton, NJ, where I crashed on the 
couch.  In the bright and early morning, we grabbed some groceries—some for us, and 
some to share—and drove the couple of hours south and west toward eastern 
Pennsylvania.  Following Route 80 led us to—and through— the imposing and beautiful 
Delaware Water Gap, a dramatic naturally-formed notch, which splits the mountainside 
in two, allowing the passage of the river and the highway.  I reflected upon the fact that 
Wind Gap, PA, where we were headed, was named after the so-called “Delaware Wind 
Gap”, the original (geomorphologically incorrect) name for the Delaware Water Gap.  
This misnaming demonstrated another gap, one between the dramatic geological feature 
carved between two opposing cliffs on either side, and the name which purported to 
describe its origins: a “wind gap”.  As geological and environmental knowledge changed 
over a century, a change in conceptualization in originary forces resulted in a change in 
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terminology from Wind Gap to Water Gap, while the giant notched ridge stood, resistant 
to the road and river that passed through it. 
We arrived early enough in the morning that, after paying our modest admission, we 
were able to secure a comfortable spot in “Tater’s Hole,” a small glen tucked away from 
the larger campers and trailers. There were only a few tents erected already.  Outside of a 
small dome tent sat a banjo player, a sentry indicating the presence of future picking.  He 
began to warm up, playing long sequences of ascending single notes, fretting every pitch 
on each string, sequentially.  He confidently and deliberately ascended the chromatic 
scale: “Bink! Bink! Bink! Bink! Bink! Bink!” 
 After a while, he began to play a breakdown that I thought I recognized.  Taking 
advantage of this moment to interact with a stranger, I walked over and asked, “Is that… 
‘Shenandoah Breakdown?’” 
“‘Shenandoah Valley Breakdown’, yeah.  Do you play it?  Bring your banjo over!”  I 
did, and as we were tuning to each other, I asked about the practicing pattern that I had 
overheard.  He said that it was intended to warm up his tone and touch, across the entire 
neck, which required varying the amount of fretting pressure from the left hand.  I was 
still gathering practice techniques and adding to my “lexicon of licks”, and this seemed 
like it might be worth practicing. 
I kicked off “Shenandoah Breakdown”F, and he followed along, alternately comping 
in the style of a guitarist (with leading bass runs) and a mandolinist (playing backbeat 
chops).  As he took the melody, I tried to play as he had, softening my timbre, changing 
my chord inversions.  His timing, his level of swing, was unfamiliar to me and it took a 
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few passes through the melody before we seemed to lock into a groove.  After trading the 
melody back and forth a few times, we made eye contact and he extended his foot, 
indicating that this was the last time through.  When we were done, I apologized for 
rushing the tempo, attempting to be modestly self-deprecating, a common social strategy 
in the egalitarian ethos of the genre.   
“No, it was good.  What you should do, is just play with everybody you can, this 
weekend.  Just play with absolutely everyone who will let you.”  Rather than emphasize 
an exercise, or warm-up technique for example, he suggested a diet of performative 
immersion.   
As the day wore on, Bob grew more animated, presenting himself in festival context.  
He introduced me to old friends and “Grillbillies”, folks who were happily reuniting, 
sharing food, recounting old stories, and starting to pick a little bit.  Bob contributed to 
the communal table of food a tray of mini-eclairs, and a pot of venison chili that he had 
made from a deer that had been hit by a car near his house in New Jersey.  “Roadkill 
chili!” he crowed, laughing.  We all ate and talked, late into the night.  Picking together 
seemed to be temporarily subdued, in favor of the sensuous copresence of nostalgic 
storytelling over a shared meal (see also, Adler 1988).  
The next morning, from inside my tent, I heard a car roll slowly by on the dirt road 
that wound its way around and among our campsites.  It slowed to a halt near our spot, 
and I heard a familiar voice call out to Bob.  I emerged from the cocoon of my tent and 
saw Trip Henderson standing there chatting with Bob, our mutual friend.  “Hey! Nice that 
you could make it!” he said to me, and reached out to shake my hand.  It was nice to see 
another familiar face, though it felt unusual to see someone I knew so well from the noisy 
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city, standing here in this quiet, wooded camping area.  I began to see how the tavern 
setting, alternating with this festival setting, could reenergize itself through the process. 
Trip took a seat in one of Bob’s camping chairs.  I started to brew a pot of coffee.  
The style of campside chatter between Bob and Trip was typical, focusing on gear:  Bob 
pulled out his new strobe tuner, and Trip talked about his Brompton folding bike and his 
new tent.  The style of conversation was casual and undirected and allowed for joking 
and improvisation.  
Our banjo-playing neighbor had also awoken, a hundred feet away, and he was 
starting his touch and tone exercise on the banjo.  “Bink! Bink! Bink! Bink! Bink!”  Like 
a bird call, this act of public practicing was not an intentionally “poetic” utterance, but it 
effectively announced the local presence of a banjo player.  Remarking obliquely on the 
practice regime currently on display,  Trip  opined, laconically, “It doesn’t seem that the 
banjo would be very much fun to play alone.” 
"Really?" I replied, surprised.  "I love it: it’s like tap-dancing, all inside your hand,” 
emphasizing the embodied gestures that had been occupying my practice time. 
Nonplussed, Trip continued, emphasizing the social interplay of group performance:  
“It just seems like it would be a lot more fun to play in the context of other instruments."  
“I suppose it depends on your repertoire," I suggested.  I had been spending so much 
time practicing, that I had become quite vested in the concept of “solo banjo”.  Our 
neighbor’s suggestion to aggressively socialize seemed to indicate that perhaps I had 
overemphasized my alone-time.   
Allowing that there was a solo banjo tune or two that he did enjoy, Trip went to his 
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car and got a recording for me to hear.  “Sandy Boys,” he said, as he handed me a worn 
cassette tape.  Media exchange was a common way to acquire new repertoire (as 
discussed in Chapter 2), and I was happy to receive suggestions.  "Also, check out “Sugar 
Babe, version 2”,” he suggested, before wandering off to find some other friends and 
some food.   
There were still plenty of campsites available, as the music wasn’t even scheduled to 
begin until the afternoon.  When Bob also took to wandering, he left me at the campsite, 
watching over his old dachshund, Rusty.  I took the cassette Trip had loaned me, popped 
it in Bob’s car stereo, and spent the rest of the morning learning “Sugar Babe” and 
“Sandy Boys”.  In the sonic context of the breezes and forest birds, car wheels on dirt 
roads, the distant tuning of string instruments, the humming of generators, and the testing 
of the sound-system at the main stage, I sat the cab of the truck, with the door open, and 
one foot on the ground, with one ear on the stereo, and one on my banjo, making my 
hands learn new tricks. 
Later in the day, Trip ambled by, and found me listening to the end of “Sugar Babe”.  
It had turned out to be an old-timey clawhammer tune, not bluegrassy 3-finger style, and 
was structurally “crooked”: full of asymmetric rhythmic groups.  This crookedness had 
made it hard for me to grasp;  so I had been trying to learn it piece by piece, as a linear 
melody, rather than as a pair or quartet of parallel phrases.  As the recording ended, the 
sound of Burt Hammons playing the 6th version of the banjo melody ended with a 
dramatic, conclusory strum. 
“Listen to that final chord!  I just love that sound, it sounds so primitive, you know?” 
Trip exclaimed, referring to the sound of the pitches C against D on the 1st and 2nd banjo 
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strings.  Having played for years in West Virginia, Trip was not under the misconception 
that Appalachian musicians were particularly “primitive”, and yet the language was too 
powerfully evocative for him to resist it as an aesthetic shorthand.  Trip was enjoying the 
dissonance of the major second and assigning it to the aesthetic of the stereotypical 
hillbilly musician. I noted that an pleasurable evocation of ‘the primitive’ might align 
with the desire to drive out to the Pennsylvanian woods to play the tunes one typically 
played on West 3rd Street.   
The tension of that major second was certainly notable and beautiful to me as well; 
but from my perspective as a player, it was also simply a relaxed final strum on the open 
strings of the  “double-C” tuning, not even requiring any fretted strings.  From this 
perspective, these tones could connote physical relaxation, rather than harmonic tension 
(or both, or neither).  In fact, when I played them in the present context, they produced a 
type of tension in me, not due to the major second, but because felt like my performance 
was under an evaluative lens.   
We brought different personal histories to this moment of intermusical co-listening, 
and had formed different, but overlapping conceptual frames around that resistant chord 
from the Hammons Family recording, captured on magnetic tape, running across 
playback heads in a pickup truck in Wind Gap.   
"Do you want to try “Sandy Boys”?  he asked.  “Sandy Boys” was rhythmically 
straightforward, melodically parallel, and in a standard tuning, and had been easier for me 
to pick up.  Trip had said that he liked “Sandy Boys” because the melody laid nicely on 
the harp.  His melody imitated the banjo’s melody closely, and he then accompanied me 
with mandolin-like “chuck”s on the backbeat, playing the tune like a fiddler, and 
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comping like a mandolinist, complementing the banjo. 
It was another clawhammer tune, not my preferred three-finger style, and I had to 
concentrate to make sure I was getting the correct ‘clucky’ timbre.  In this style, the 
physical sensation of the right hand is similar to playing with a child's paddleball.  The 
timbral sweet spot corresponds to a particular kind of bounciness, that dissapates as you 
move your hand toward the bridge, your right hand constantly adrift.  Seeking the proper 
bounce, I reentered my hand-brain, and tried to employ that creative, gestural imaginative 
part of the mind (as opposed to something habitual), removing my ability to make other 
coherent utterances, and leaving me a bit slack-jawed.   
We played “Sandy Boys” for 10 minutes or so, absorbing the plunky, percussive 
timbre of the banjo, the reedy sustained notes of his harmonica, the birds and the breeze, 
the clangs of tent poles and camping gear, and the quiet engines and rolling tires of newly 
arriving vehicles.  As the different significances stabilized for each of us, allowing the 
moment to transform, temporarily, into a feelingful flow of our own performance.  His 
gestural utterances were all happening inside his closely held hands and lips, whereas my 
hands were far apart, one bouncing, one sliding.  This communicative moment happened, 
despite —or even due to— the fact that we were bringing different frames to the music 
we played together.   
 I hadn’t explicitly learned something from Trip during our performance of “Sandy 
Boys”, but our shared sense of the "reality" of our interactive performance allowed us to 
move forward, despite having different concepts of the musical significances in play 
(Feld 1984: 2-3). We triangulated toward a shared complex of meanings through our co-
performance.  The negotiated emergence of musical meaning, through the many modes of 
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musical tuning-in, can augment and even potentially supplant, the significance of 
repertoire or other stylistic genre codes.  These social moments are not unidirectional, 
from a performer to a listener.  They are flexible and dialogic, both coarse- and fine-
grained, improvised to a large degree on the spot, as a communicative moment between 
musicians.  
  Much later, I followed up on some of these ideas in a conversation with Trip.  He 
began by emphasizing the pleasures of the flow of performance, even at the expense of 
the significance of the musical sound that results.   
  
I think of somebody like Tony Trischka, and I think he might be even more fun to 
play with than to listen to.  When he takes a solo—say on “Cherokee Shuffle”—
he’s able to separate the melody from the harmony, almost like a jazz musician.  
And when you're playing along with him, you're thinking:  ‘He's never going to 
be able to reconnect that,’ and then, boom: he's right on it.  It's a real thrill to play 
with a banjo player like that. 
 
 As he was speaking, I realized that Trip was describing a particular moment when 
they had played together at the Baggot Inn, which I had coincidentally happened to 
videorecord.  “Cherokee Shuffle” is another tune with AABB form, and when Trischka 
moves from the second A part to the first B part, he repeats a melodic fragment as he 
moves up an octave to a higher register, to powerful effect.  Trip describes it as a moment 
of improvisatory play, but the fingering of Trischka’s solo was quite convoluted, and 
requires careful working out. Trischka is doubtless able to improvise using these types of 
techniques, but the core of the gesture was not a casual "play"-like variation, but 
something more composerly, or partially preconceived.  After Trischka’s break, Trip 
played the melody close to the vest, expressing himself primarily through variations in 
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his tone, and rhythmic participatory discrepancies (Keil 1987) in his driving bluegrass 
timing.  Because Trip is not a banjo player, he parsed Trischka’s improvisatory move in 
different ways than a typical banjo player would, but was clearly affected by the 
performance.  
 These intertextual gaps, which demand active negotiation, exist even among those 
who "speak" the same instrumental language.  In the monumental anthology of 
interviews, Masters of the 5-String Banjo, Trischka himself recounted an anecdote about 
a conceptual gaps occurring between two virtuosic banjo players.   
 
“I was jamming with John Masters, who plays banjo with Larry Sparks, one night.  
Just the two of us.  And I was playing the way I usually play, rhythmically, and he 
was playing the way he usually plays.  And we played for about 15 minutes, and 
there was some good music being made, but I didn't think we were totally synced 
in, rhythmically.  And then I realized, playing with Larry Sparks, he's probably 
pushing the beat.  And so I started pushing the beat a little bit myself, and I 
instantly synced in with him...it was like a weight was lifted from my right hand, 
and it became totally effortless” (Trischka and Wernick 1988: 344). 
 
  It took a tiny physical shift in the right hand pressure, a tiny shift that he couldn’t 
easily intuit from the performance dynamic, but from an abstract knowledge of Larry 
Sparks' bluegrass performance style.  And the result was a visceral, internally 
transformative sense of pressure-release, a pleasurable flow of experience that worked to 
unite the players, through a coordinated syncing of the physical, the conceptual and the 
social.   
 This linking of the physical, conceptual, and social happened in more chaotic and 
complex ways at the jam, for instance, when players raised their instruments and voices 
together every Wednesday.  The tuned-in, copresence of performance, a powerful context 
for animating richly-textured, subjective musical experiences, may even cognitively mark 
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them with unknown significances acknowledged only in future performances.  As Schütz 
described, “Communicating with one another presupposes, therefore, the simultaneous 
partaking of the partners in various dimensions of outer and inner time- in short in 
growing older together” (1951: 96-7).   
 At the jam and at a festival, my mutual tuning-in with Harris and with Trip allowed 
this “growing older together” to function in unique and specific ways.  With Trip, it 
bound us together for resonances in the future.  Years later, I went to see Trip play a gig 
in Brooklyn with an old time band (led by local polymath Hank Sapoznik), and we said 
the briefest of hellos, before they took the stage.  Mid-set, I was happy to hear the band 
begin to play “Sandy Boys”, and I saw Trip look out over the small, seated crowd, catch 
my eye, and raise his eyebrows, knowingly.  I was surprised and pleased that he 
remembered, so long after the fact, that we’d had a shared the tune, in a significant 
moment. 
 When I played with Harris, we had articulated a bit of our past history as fellow 
students with overlapping interests, and our tuning-in marked our having grown older 
together.  But this was unfortunately not to persist far into the future, as Harris was fatally 
involved in a tragic vehicular accident a few years later.  At a heartbreaking but inspiring 
memorial service, the rewards of Harris’ sociality were on display.  By the time I had 
arrived, there were easily one hundred and fifty people in attendance, representing the 
different modes and phases of Harris’s musical universe: an ecumenical mix of classical, 
bluegrass, klezmer, Greek, old time, and more.  Trip was one of these attendees, and we 
both recalled playing with Harris, though never together.  I mentioned playing “Salt 
Creek” with him, and the brief mention of that mutually tuned-in, copresent moment 
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made Trip reflective.  He asked me, “When was the first time you and I played together?” 
 "Wind Gap," I replied.  He nodded, remembering. 
 “Sandy Boys,” he recalled, and I remembered—still remember— the quality of 
breeze and birdsong on that day at Wind Gap.  The inextricable fusion of “text” and 
“context” in the performative moment can index earlier (social and aesthetic) 
relationships—“Salt Creek” has certainly gained new resonances for me since we played 
it together— or work to tentatively forge new relations, as I examine next.  
 
Intermusicality in Unfamiliar Territory 
Over the course of five years, my ability to interact musically with some of the 
musicians at The Baggot Inn developed and became more consistently dependable.  As 
this occurred, fewer moments jumped out in awkwardly high relief.  As my expressive 
vocabulary standardized, the moments of jarring intertextual gaps subsided.  With other 
players, our syncing remained hit and miss.  Some remained untouchable in their 
virtuosity, and others were overly shy in a way that I found quite familiar.   
By the 2004 festival season, when I took my most expansive tour of summer festivals,  
I wanted to have a different kind of contrast, to test the limits of coherence, imagination 
and chaos.  I wondered if the feeling of flow—certifying a certain level of 
comprehension, cohesion, and competence— would be put in higher relief in a newly 
defamiliarized context.  As mentioned at the end of Chapter 3,  I travelled to unfamiliar 
festivals, in order to put some of my ideas to the test in a radically distinct social context.   
One of these was a well known festival in Bean Blossom, Indiana, originally founded 
by Bill Monroe himself.  Ethnomusicologist Michelle Kisliuk had visited Bean Blossom 
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in 1984.  She described two portraits of parking lot jamming in action, one successful, 
and one dysfunctional.  Kisliuk’s two examples function as conceptual poles of jam 
activity, showing how bluegrass’s crystalline generic structure is maintained or eroded 
through a “special kind of courtesy” (1983: 146).  In a directly analagous situation, albeit 
two decades later, I found specific strategies of genre perfomance, biography, and history 
to be crucial components of Kisliuk’s “courtesy”.   
On the first evening of the festival, I had taken my rented SUV and ventured away 
from the festival grounds, back toward Bloomington, to get some supplies: particularly, a 
styrofoam cooler for ice, and some non-festival food.  My need for “non-festival food” 
stemmed from my desire for something not deep-fried or long-simmered.  The “festival 
circuit”, funded by bluegrass fans’ disposable capital, supported not only musicians, but 
also secondary markets of instrument salesmen, craftspeople, and food vendors.  At the 
larger festivals, there was occasionally some truly delicious fare, both local and exotic, 
but this had not turned out to be the case in Indiana: a desperate trip to the grocery store 
was in order. 
Ice, on the other hand, was a commodity that was always in high demand, so it 
became useful social currency.  I had learned to use it as a friendly point of para-musical 
entry:  You could always make the first steps toward camaraderie with the offer to share.  
“I got one too many.  Do y’all need a bag of ice?”  My campsite neighbor might cock his 
head, look toward his makeshift kitchen area, and, in anticipation of the blazing afternoon 
sun, say, “Yeah!, as a matter of fact.  That would be great.”  After lugging the bag over, 
one could pause and leave a discursive beat open, silently inviting the question “What do 
you play?”  Banjo.  “Oh yeah.  We’ll have to pick a little later on.”  An offer of food 
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could hypothetically work similarly, as an opening salvo; it often seemed to me, though, 
to have more of a desperate resonance, too brash an entry. 
You would then be in a liminal state, awaiting some kind of nod of confirmation.  
You would feel that you made the right move when, an hour later, his son exited his 
camper, saw you rustling about, and waved, saying, “Toby! Thanks for the ice!  Good 
man!”  Some strategic public practicing of “St. Anne’s Reel” or “Red-Haired Boy” would 
indicate the general direction of your repertoire and display your skill level, so that 
expectations were neither too high nor too low.  You would await— or offer— a friendly 
invitation to pick.  This particular tune kicks off with a bag of ice.  (Hence, today’s need 
for a styrofoam cooler.) 
 When I returned, food and ice chest in hand, the sun had already set.  I snaked the 
truck slowly through the darkened camping area, looking to reclaim my camping spot.  
When I found it, I saw there was a new settlement “next door.”  A small community of 
tents and EZ-UP shelters had been erected in my absence.  As I pulled in, I turned off my 
headlights and killed the motor.  My eyes struggled to adjust to the dark, and my ears 
welcomed the lack of the engine’s whine.  Out of the silence, I became aware of the 
sound of a small jam coming from the direction of the newcomers.  I recognized the 
warm glow of a campfire, and a fiddle playing the melody of “Red-Haired Boy”, a tune I 
had been recently practicing.  This well-known tune (known as “The Little Beggar Man” 
in Irish circles), features sets of stepwise melodic lines which, as with “St. Anne’s Reel”, 
belie its origins as a fiddle tune.  
 Without time enough for the slow deliberation of an offer of a bag of ice, I felt the 
need to strike immediately.  I opened the trunk, grabbed my five-string out of its case.  
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Unlike with songs that may need to be adjusted to accommodate a singer’s vocal range, 
the instrumental “Red-Haired Boy” is non-negotiably in the key of A:  I knew to 
immediately pop my capo onto the second fret, so I could play with my mind in the key 
of G, accessing crucial bluegrassy licks.  
I reached into my pocket and felt my two metal fingerpicks and my plastic thumbpick 
gathered together in the deepest corner.  As I strode over through the dark, toward the 
campfire, I worked my fingers into the picks, pressing them together, getting the angles 
right for proper attack.  I had changed my strings this afternoon, so my tone would be 
bright and brilliant.  I tried to internalize the level of swing, so that I could join without 
the jarring effect of double-clutching.  “Deedle-eedle-dee, Deedle-eedle-eedle-dee.”  
 I walked into the radius of the campfire light and was then on the edge of a group 
of pickers, wearing open, but neutral expressions, as they concentrated on the emerging 
tune.  “Do you mind if I pick with you guys?” 
 I was later to become close friends with some of them.  In the future, I would 
eventually share a hotel room at the annual IBMA5 convention, visit and pick with them 
at their own weekly jam in far-off Louisville, Kentucky.  I even desperately called a 
couple of them for help one time when I wrecked my car outside Louisville, on my way 
to Bowling Green.  But tonight, they were anonymous faces, to be read for 
microexpressions which would indicate whether I was welcome.  In response to my 
question, I got a couple raised eyebrows and a nod, which, in this context, seemed a 
warm welcome.   
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
5!IMBA: the International Bluegrass Music Association!
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 I swung my banjo up from its neutral position and began to chuck along with the 
backbeat, mimetic of the mandolin, but with the banjo’s richer, nasal timbre.  As the tune 
passed to the mandolinist, he stopped chopping to play the melody, thereby uncovering 
the sound of my banjo on the two and the four.  I felt integrated in the group’s sound, as I 
carried a vital rhythmic role, and I picked a little louder.  As the guitarist took the 
melody, and the mandolinist returned to chopping, I switched to banjo rolls, the rapid-fire 
16th-notes that give that signature “bluegrass banjo” sound.  This further announced my 
presence, and in modest compensation, I played a little more quietly.  I was carefully 
trying to match the swinginess of the group’s sound.  In a tight group of players, a crack 
banjo player might often play straight eighths against the swing, but I did not want to 
introduce any internal rhythmic tension at this point. 
 The guitar was winding up the second B-part of the melody, and I was next in the 
circle, so I prepared myself mentally, and embarked on the melody of “Red-Haired Boy”.  
The tune, as I play it, depends heavily on Keith technique (described above), to render a 
melody difficult to articulate using classic Scruggs style.  Since it is so distinct from 
Scruggs technique, the technique has dangers in terms of timing.  It often is referred to as 
having a natural “bounce”, as revealed in the titles of some Keith-authored tunes such as 
“Bay State Bounce”.  The oscillating picking motions of the arpa technique, then, may 
need to be altered rhythmically (with the index and middle fingers) to properly swing 
alongside the more idiomatic thumb-driven rhythms of fingerstyle Scruggs picking.  
Shifting the effort in my right hand a bit, getting ready to “lift” a little more than “lean” 
as I picked, I thought I was about to nail it. 
 About  a second and a half into my break, I heard, “Oh!  Here comes that Yankee-
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picking!” accompanied by good-natured laughter.  I looked up, and the mandolinist was 
smiling at me.  I immediately felt my Keith-style playing foregrounded and 
denaturalized, and I became explicitly aware of a reflexive monitoring of my own 
conduct (Giddens 1990) as I played the rest of the tune.  Though the affable tease was a 
gesture of provisional inclusion (for the next four days I became a de-facto member of 
the Louisville campsite), I was clearly marked as being of another place.  Far from my 
originary social element, I felt a wave of solidarity with the New York scene.  When a 
clear awareness of my stylistic lineage was made apparent, I felt some anxiety, worrying 
that I had damaged the flow.   
My fears turned out to be largely misguided, as I was welcomed with only some mild 
teasing.  The mandolinist, Mike Bucayu, who had called out my Yankee-picking, was not 
a stereotypical recalcitrant traditionalist.  He had grown up playing in a local Louisville 
punk band in the 1980s, and often spoke enthusiastically about that period in his life. He 
was not even the only Filipino bluegrass musician I met that summer who played a 
Gibson f-style mandolin, as Bill Monroe had.  (In fact there were at least two, possibly 
three.)  He was, however, passionately committed to creating and maintaining a vibrant 
bluegrass subculture in his community.  President and founding member of Bluegrass 
Anonymous (a Louisville-based bluegrass society), Mike and his wife Michelle were 
particularly proud of the newsletter that BA put out quarterly, the “Pickin’ Post”.  They 
had lobbied publicly against IBMA’s decision to move its annual meeting away from 
Louisville, and they would go on to found their own festival (the “Banks of the Ohio” 
festival), which was an enormous, expensive, and difficult undertaking.  Even on the road 
with his fellow musicians at Bean Blossom in Indiana, this Louisville bluegrass diaspora 
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was actively working to maintain the coherence of this Louisville bluegrass community.   
 Picking with these then-strangers from Kentucky, in Indiana, foregrounded the 
heightened intermusicality of performance—the pragmatics of musical interplay—a 
lesson I took back to my primary field locations in the Northeast.  Generic coherence 
cannot simply be based on patterns of musical fundamentals, nor on rules of acceptable 
sociability.  It must also comprise elements of intuitive, feelingful understanding that link 
the musicological aspects described in Chapter Three, to the historical, biographical, 
social, intuitive, and feelingful understandings coexisting (to different degrees) in the 
texture of the musical moment of copresence.  Chapter 5 will ask what social or other 






Bridging Boundaries with Bluegrass 
 
 In both scholarly and performative bluegrass traditions, there is a robust stylistic 
discourse about the genre already in place which, in the previous chapters, has given me a 
foothold from which to move forward.  Joti Rockwell has considered the WIBA 
phenomenon (“What is bluegrass, anyway?” [2007, 2012]) that has animated many 
discussions at jams and pickin’ parties, around campfires, and online.  Rather than 
attempt an encyclopedic-style definition of the genre (e.g., King 2008) Rockwell  
describes this discursive phenomenon as being productive of the genre, theoretically 
analyzing the interpretation of small musical phrases, similar to my approach in Chapter 
Three.  
 In Chapter Four, I took the performance of these richly multivalent collections of 
microgestures, re-set much of the genre of bluegrass in a discursive social setting, in 
order to demonstrate the significance of  intertextuality/ intermusicality.  In this final 
chapter, I go further to show how the bluegrass genre is maintained, critiqued, and 
transformed in a ritualized performance context, in which generic rules of performance 
are not just cited, referred to, and deferred to, but actually instantiated.  The generative 
activity of felt negotiation described in Chapter Four is thus the very process through 
which the genre is maintained.  Through this instantiation of bluegrass, there is an 
“alchemical” transformation of cultural logic that renders it futile to theorize “as a 
condition of style, as a quality of performance, as a property of texts, as an effect of mass 
production, or as an entailment of mass consumption” (Fox 2004: 59) but as an aesthetic 
meta-argument about self-expression and solidarity through sociability, copresence, and 
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face-to-face liveness, as such.  This liveness responds dynamically to varying 
“subcultural” musical scenes.   
 The performative ideology of bluegrass presents a quasi-utopian authenticity of 
values, which represents a hopeful “imagined alternative.”  This social dynamic sustains 
and maintains the musical performance of bluegrass in and around New York, and 
wherever I encountered it across the eastern U.S..  In foregrounding these values, the 
bluegrass genre ensconces liveness as itself canonical, rather than some purity of 
repertoire, or ideological stance.  
 
Tommy and “Molly” 
 Genre can be used as an interpretive framework—a textured canvas for an imagined 
history— or as an expressive strategy, a way of linking performance to history, and 
microstructures to social life.  As Bauman and Briggs (1990) put it:  
 
genres are far more than isolated and self-contained bundles of formal features. A 
shift of genre evokes contrastive communicative functions, participation 
structures, and modes of interpretation. Moreover, the social capacity of particular 
genres and the relationship between genres are themselves patterned in ways that 
shape and are shaped by gender, social class, ethnicity, age, time, space, and other 
factors… Bakhtin’s pioneering work on this problem has been afforded greater 
depth and precision by several recent studies. The illocutionary force of an 
utterance often emerges not simply form its placement within a particular genre 
and social setting but also from the indexical relations between the performance 
and the speech events that precede and succeed it… (1990: 63-64).   
 
 Guitarist Tommy McWilliams, a local carpenter, had used bluegrass, to a large 
degree, as a way to give his own biography a particular resonance.  We had encountered 
each other for the first time at the Grey Fox festival, though rather obliquely.  My wife 
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and I had been camped in the fields of the newly-mown hillside, where the freshly-cut 
straw grass had uncovered a huge population of coffee-bean-like junebugs, which 
crawled around our shelters and cooking areas.  On Thursday night, there had occurred a 
small late-night trauma during which a particularly exploratory junebug had found its 
way into our tent, crawled into the ear of my soundly-sleeping wife, and lodged solidly in 
her ear canal, scratching and buzzing to her great discomfort.  She had woken up in an 
understandable panic, and we had to make a rapid trip across the nearest state border to 
an emergency room, to have it removed via water-syringe.  Undaunted, we returned to 
the campsite.  The story, of course, spread far and wide across the festival grounds over 
the next couple of days, as shuddering campers stuffed cotton-balls in their ears as they 
went to sleep. 
 Weeks later, returning to the Baggot Inn, we were introduced to a new friend, and 
we soon came to the subject of the Grey Fox festival.  Tommy’s jaw dropped:  “The bug 
in the ear?  That was you?!”  We were immediately bonded in bluegrass solidarity.  For 
years, Tommy would tease my wife, with the expression, ‘Hey, I’ve got an idea.  Let me 
put a little bug in your ear…” 
 Over a diner hamburger and coffee, one early evening, I asked him how he had first 
come to play bluegrass.  He began with a common enough tale, growing up as a city kid 
playing rock music, starting to play more acoustic guitar than electric, and eventually 
considering himself a bluegrass musician.  As he spoke, he described aspects of his life 
that initially seemed to be unrelated to the topic at hand.  His father was a construction 
worker, and his mother a bank employee, a worker in a tax office, and finally, a theater 
usher.  Medical problems limited their career options, and one way Tommy’s father 
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brought in extra money was racing pigeons.   
 
 
He flew them.  He was known all over the world for his birds.  His birds were 
very famous.  Even in Belgium, which is like the pigeon flying capital of the 
world…. There was a garage across the street from us, a taxi garage.  He kept 
them up there…  
 
And they would have big races where they would have thousands of birds.  And 
they would ship them, depending on the length of the race, 500 miles.  800? 
1100?  a 1500 mile...  There was a lot of people involved in it.  So that would be, 
from the point they let them loose, anybody within a perimeter of 1500  miles 
would be involved in this.  So sometimes it was big money.  And that was part of 
our survival in the winter.  Cause he wasn't working, he'd fly these birds.  They'd 
fly through ice storms... incredible.  He had this one bird called Crazy Horse that 
would fly through anything.  That's why he called him Crazy Horse.  He came 
back in a hurricane!  
  
 As Tommy told of a particularly valiant racing pigeon, I thought of the bluegrass 
classic, “Molly and Tenbrooks”, discussed in Chapter One, its with its nostalgic, high 
drama of the horse race.   
 
Women’s all a laughin', children all a cryin',  
Men’s all a hollerin', ol' Tenbrooks a-flyin’. 
 
Tommy continued talking about these racing birds, growing more animated, as he relived 
a dramatic memory.   
 
Oh, he loved the birds.  He had one bird that came back; she got ripped up.  Cause 
they'd get attacked by vultures, hawks, or they would land in places... cause you 
know, an 1100 mile race and it's raining... cause it's rain or snow, they taking off 
at the time they're supposed to go off.   
 
And this one must have landed and got ripped open by barbed wire.  Had this 
jagged rip, and the whole stomach was wide open, when she came in.  And, it 
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ripped through the egg sac.  My father operated on her, sewed up the egg sac, 
sewed her up, took good care of her.  She went out, she had other pigeons, she 
had babies-- so the egg sac was saved-- and she had good babies!  Good birds, 
winning birds… And she flew many more races, and won. 
 
I remember that distinctly: him cuttin' her open, to sew up the sac, 'cause the sac 
was ripped open underneath the muscle, so he had to cut open the muscle around 
it, then sew it up, then sew everything up past it.  He got ether, and put her out... 
It's not like he was trained to do this, it's not like he was a vet, but, he saved her.  
She woulda died.  She was bleeding to death, is what was happening… 
 
I was his assistant.  I handed him everything he needed, and wiped it down with 
the alcohol and everything, to clean 'em.  I helped do it.  My father was good with 
havin' me hold my own.   
  
As Tommy thought out loud, he triangulated between his own autobiography, and the 
current frame of bluegrass jam performance in our conversation, using the aesthetics of 
the country and bluegrass genres to make sense of his own experiences, as he explained 
them to me.  Earlier in the conversation, Tommy had explicitly pointed out that a version 
of animal husbandry, in a working-class context, was not alien to a ‘country music’ 
aesthetic, though he wasn’t shoveling manure: “I know a lot about pigeons, boy! I grew 
up scraping pigeon coops.  So maybe that's where the country [music] thing came from! 
Dealin' with pigeon shit!” 
 I asked him if he learned anything, from this tragic, racing tale of old: 
 
Mm-hm.  I don't fear anything.  I don't fear much of anything…  And one of his 
best things [i.e., that my father taught me] was ... "Always use your common 
sense."… That's why, I've played with all types of people, music-wise.  I could do 
the rock thing, or you know, jazz --not to say that I'm a really good jazz player, 
but I can catch a lot of stuff that people play with me.  So, nothing fazes me that 
way.   
 And you know, bluegrass!  Bluegrass is one of the hardest things to play!  
Without a doubt...  It's as hard as classical: no doubt.  You've got to have the 
whole thing going on.  It's touch, it's feel...and you've got to be right on, you've 
got to be right on.  And if you make a mistake, you can't cover it up.  It's not like 
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electric, where there's distortion to cover up a whole lot.   
 And playing an acoustic guitar as opposed to playing an electric guitar is a 
totally different... If I play an electric now, I slip and slide...  I can't feel it!  I can't 
feel it!  The acoustic, you can feel it.  It's there.  Those strings let you know... 
The'll make your little sausages scream [laughter].   
 
 He described the boldness that he felt he’d acquired from his family, associated it 
with his father’s pasttimes (“it’s an immigrant thing”), and soon linked it explicitly to the 
process of playing socially, and finally, referred specifically to the gestural physicality of 
playing through sore fingertips. He summarized the transformative synthesis of all these 
elements as a kind of “common sense,” his father’s legacy to him: a naturalized habitus 
linking the phenomenological, physical, historical and social aspects of his playing of 
bluegrass.  Tommy’s biographical tale was a framing of his own past in the context of his 
bluegrass performance, but bluegrass also used as a way of expressing a dyanamic 
version of the present as well, as these biographies intersect and affect each other.  
 
San Antonio Rose 
 Bluegrass is used as a strategy for interpersonal dynamic expression, as way of 
articulating coincident or intersecting biographies as well.  On a late evening in June, in 
the rarified atmosphere of a summer Baggot Inn jam, I had an conversation with Tom 
midway down the bar, in the no-man’s land between the old time musicians and the 
bluegrass players that highlighted our intersecting trajectories in an interesting way. 
 Summer would thin out the crowd a bit, as people fled the city for cooler climes.  
This made the flow of the evening pretty unpredictable;  sometimes the jam wouldn’t 
build up steam until later in the evening, sometimes it would peak early.  Maybe the old 
time players wouldn’t show at all, or there’d be a single open-backed banjo player sitting 
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forlornly in the front window.  Come September, the place would be uniformly packed 
again.  Tonight was neither hot nor cold.  There were enough players to keep a continual 
stream of music coming from the bluegrass players in back, and there was a small 
handful of old-timeys in front.   
 I had come early to the jam that night, to get in my licks.  I’d played for a couple of 
hours in the swaying group of players standing and sitting around the island of small 
tables toward the back, dimly lit under the low ceiling.  I’d called a couple of 
straightforward tunes, so that I could get a workout on the melodies I’d been endlessly 
practicing in my living room uptown.  On the tunes I didn’t call, I practiced the “in-
between” behavior of back-up and accompaniment.  
 Around ten-thirty or eleven—later than usual—Tom strode in, unpacked his banjo 
from the reinforced case, circumnavigated the chairs and tables, and found a perch, front 
and center.  After a quick tuning check, he jumped in mid-tune, loosing the brash timbre 
of his Stelling banjo through slightly swung sixteenths, buoying our performative boat 
like a strong tailwind.  It was aesthetic relief, but resulted in a bit of performance anxiety 
for me (being the only other banjo player at the time).  We hadn’t yet spoken, or even 
made eye-contact, but Tom nodded a solo my way, generously assuming I’d confidently 
follow his rapid-fire statements with a similar banjoistic exegesis.  I performed well 
enough to merit another nod during the next tune.   
 After another song or two,  I used the excuse of an empty glass, stood with my 
instrument, and disengaged from the ring of pickers, switching to a different metamusical 
ethnographic mode: talking about music with other musicians, taking a break along the 
perimeter.  I always relished those moments, later in the evenings, when I’d get to talk 
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with players who were taking a few moments away from the jam circle. There, we would 
compliment and tease each other, discuss work and play, and—most commonly— talk 
about playing music: at the jam, or at other jams, at festivals nearby, at each others’ 
apartments, or at local clubs or restaurants.  At their best, these late night conversations 
would comprise a rich dialogue of past experiences, declarations of opinions, social 
alignments, metaphorical musical descriptions, and comparisons of performances.  We 
often used players standing or seated nearby as examples of what, or what not, to do, or 
simply played examples ourselves, to each other. 
 After Tom had established his presence at the center of the circle, he also decided to 
take a break.  He ambled over to where I was standing, leaning with my back against the 
bar, cradling my 5-string, noodling and chatting.  Tom said to the slim bartender, “Could 
I get a Power’s, Ronin?,” ordering his favorite Irish whiskey.  “Of course, Tom,” replied 
Ronin, in his Irish accent, and with the confident bar-tending style characteristic of an 
Irish tavern, he briefly stepped away to pour the drink.   
 The Baggot’s staff included a small but steady stream of young Irish immigrants 
whose first job in New York was through the network of Irish bars like Swifts, Paddy 
Reilly’s, The Baggot Inn, Sláinte, and others.  These bartenders were typically happy to 
be working on the evenings when bluegrass jams were hosted.  One of the regular 
waitresses told me that the bluegrass patrons were considered relatively polite, and 
adequate tippers, even if some of them were more likely to drink water, rather than 
Guinness upon Guinness.  The musical resonances between bluegrass jams and Irish 
seisiúns were reassuring to young Irish bartenders new to cosmopolitan New York.  And 
the Irish history of tavern culture gave an air of solidarity to the bluegrass musicians who 
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gathered in these social spaces.   
 Ronin returned with the drink, saying, “There you are, Tom,” and he rapped his 
knuckles twice on the bar, indicating that this one was on the house.  We still hadn’t yet 
spoken, so as a way of starting a conversation, I began playing “San Antonio Rose”, the 
Bob Wills hit from 1938.  Tom had shown it to me during a lesson I’d taken with him a 
couple of years back.  A classic of Western Swing, the tune is not known to be 
canonically bluegrassy.  As he heard me playing, and as he tasted his whiskey, he looked 
bemused, saying, “Hi, Toby.  Did I teach you that?”   
 “Yeah, totally,”  I replied. “It’s a great arrangement.” 
 “It lies nicely under the fingers, doesn’t it?”  Indeed it did lie nicely: an ornamented 
arpeggiated melody, it is relatively easy to finger on a “chordal” instrument like the banjo 
or guitar, even though it was originally semi-improvised by a fiddle player, Bob Wills. 
Aspects of Bob Wills’ style (such as the twin and triple fiddle harmonizations) had 
affected Bill Monroe and his aesthetic, so it was not a historical stretch to articulate a 
bluegrass version.  It is gesturally comfortable as well.  If, as a banjo player, you start it 
out of a C-position (capoed at the second fret to match the D-major key of the original 
version), the melodic ornaments work as convenient hammer-ons and pull-offs, in 
straightforward “open” chord shapes, and the song nearly plays itself.  A pleasant 
surprise occurs as the song moves into the bridge: during its unexpected harmonic shift to 
the “dominant” key area, the player finds that the more lyrical melody is played out of a 
G-position, the wheelhouse of any bluegrass banjo player.  The smoother bridge melody 
corresponds with some of the most familiar fretting gestures for the left hand, resulting in 
an easy, relaxed performance.  
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 Tom reflected for a moment, and asked me to play the bridge again.  It has a nice 
chromatic descending line, moving from a D to a D7, underneath the lyrics “like petals 
falling apart”.  I did so, and he knitted his brow at the beginning of that chromatic 
moment.  I’d been playing it as a D6 sliding to a D7, because the fingering was 
conceptually similar.  It made gestural sense, and had gotten efficiently encoded in my 
brain that way.  He asked me to play it again, and as I did, he pointed at my hand 
grasping the highest three strings at the third and fourth frets, and suggested: “Do it 
without your middle finger THERE.”   
 “Really?” I said.  I’d really thought I’d had it right.  He suggested that the D6 was 
too dense of a chord for that moment.  “Maybe if you’re playing it alone, and you want to 
add a little something to thicken it up, you could do that, but if you’re playing with a 
guitarist or something, you want to keep it simple there.”    
 Later, when I had a chance to consult the tablature from our lesson, I saw that Tom 
had been consistent: he’d taught me the D, not the D6.  After learning the piece, and 
practicing it in isolation for a year, I had unknowingly substituted a simpler physical 
pattern.  It seemed a subtle point, but Tom had heard it in high relief.  He told what to do 
to make my rearticulation of the Western Swing tune more convincing, more stable.  I 
absorbed the detail for future use. 
 “San Antonio Rose” isn’t one of the songs that came up frequently at the Baggot, so 
my version of Tom’s break got infrequent use.  But Tom liked to consider himself as 
existing in a world a little larger than the bluegrass universe, and as pushing actively to 
expand it.  He couched that impulse in terms that emphasized a centripetal necessity: 
even the idea that such acts of reentextualization may be a characteristic part of the 
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bluegrass genre.   
 
Bill Monroe was not trying to sound like an old time musician. They put together 
all these musical influences-  there's blues in his mandolin playing…He brought 
in gospel, he even brought in some jazz influence.  
 
Even the Texas sound with the fiddles, a couple of fiddles goin', you know, he 
owes something to Bob Wills, a sort of a western swing, instrumentation.  He 
plays tunes that use fiddles, he brought in using more than one fiddle, and it gives 
it a really full, rich sound, and it gives it...some of that music really swings.  And 
the phrasing, what the fiddles are using have as much to do with Western swing 
fiddle as it does with Appalachia fiddle, traditional Mountain fiddling.  But all of 
these people were innovators, to a certain extent.   
 
Hanway describes this historical reentextualization —the rearticulation of gestures from 
Western Swing both as “innovation”, and as an marker of bluegrass “authenticity”, 
revealing that characteristic bluegrass tension between conformity and originality.   
 
I don't like these terms traditional and progressive because I think they're 
misunderstood. When someone tells me that a fiddle tune, or an Irish tune on the 
banjo… says, “Oh, well that's not traditional,” or “That's progressive.”  “Oh… I 
don't play melodic [style]. I only play Scruggs or Stanley! That's progressive!"  I 
say, “Well, no.” It may be that the technique is more sophisticated, but it's a 
misnomer to say it's progressive. I would just say it's more sophisticated 
technique.  I mean it's actually traditional.  And it may be that this tune I'm 
playing is a few hundred years old: [is that] not qualified as traditional music? If 
you're playing a traditional melody, and you're playing that melody, and you're 
getting that melody across...If you're playing that melody, and a fiddler can hear it 
and play along, well, we're playing a traditional tune together.  
 
 The bluegrass banjo player who knows how to effectively emplace a Texas swing 
tune negotiates that tension, performing a particular kind of pragmatic expertise, using 
genre as a rhetorical tool.  These tools can be actively drawn upon during different 
expressive moments.  Bauman and Briggs helpfully elaborate: 
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Even when the content of the discourse lacks a clear textual precedent, generic 
intertextuality points to the role of recontextualization at the level of discourse 
production and reception. Genre thus pertains crucially to negotiation of identity 
and power—by invoking a particular genre, producers of discourse assert (tacitly 
or explicitly) that they possess the authority needed to decontextualize discourse 
that bears these historical and social connections and to recontextualize it in the 
current discursive setting. When great authority is invested in texts associated 
with elders or ancestors, traditionalizing discourse by creating links with 
traditional genres is often the most powerful strategy for creating textual 
authority… We can say, thus, that generic intertextuality affords great power for 
naturalizing both texts and the cultural reality that they represent. (1992: 148) 
 
 I soon had the opportunity to bring my own emergent biography to a new context, 
with a new entextualization of “San Antonio Rose” at the Grey Fox bluegrass festival.  
I’d joined a group of players who were, on the whole, friendly and welcoming, though I 
felt a bit awkward intruding into their social universe.  One of the pickers was Jonah 
Bruno, who worked as a spokesman for the Brooklyn District Attorney in New York 
City, but who had grown up in Woodstock, NY; so he existed in both worlds articulated 
by our festival campsite: Woodstock “locals,” and New York City “commuters”.  He had 
brought his sister to the festival and was trying to make her feel comfortable in this sea of 
overly-familiar friends and musicians.  Her boyfriend sat with a guitar, but didn’t 
volunteer to play, instead quietly fingering jazzy barred 6ths, 7ths and 9ths which stood 
out in high relief, sounding out of place in this performance context. (On the final 
morning of the festival, Jonah described his sister’s boyfriend.  “He’s a jazz player, so he 
doesn’t really understand what  to play over this bluegrass stuff, but when we played “All 
of Me”, he was tearing it up!” ) 
 “Why don’t you sing one?” Jonah suggested, loudly and publicly, to his sister.  
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“How about a Texas swing tune?  Do you guys know ‘San Antonio Rose?’”  Since the 
song changes key in the middle, it’s not a convenient one to teach “on the fly”.  Most of 
the group demurred.  “I know it,” I said. “What key do you sing it in?”  “F,” she replied. 
Quickly, I rehearsed the tune in my mind, thinking, “Capo on the 5th fret, if I am going to 
play the break I know.  Well, my fingers will be a little crowded, but it wouldn’t be the 
first time!”   
 Jonah kicked it off, and his sister sang a sweet, croony version of the melody, and 
when Jonah gave me the nod, I increased my right hand pressure and played the old 
Hanway break, making sure to play a D, not a D6 under the bridge, and then faded away 
to let the voice back in.  As the song ended, Jonah looked over at me, and said, “Nice, 
Toby!  All right! Yeah!”  I came to realize that that was not uncommon behavior for 
Jonah: he was quite frequently welcoming and complimentary toward newcomers, but he 
seemed legitimately grateful that I’d been able to assist his sister in feeling comfortable.  
I’d reentextualized the tune in a convincing manner, and indeed, that was the moment 
that I felt myself considered a “proper” member of that group by Jonah and the other 
pickers, for the duration of the festival, and annually, into the future.  
 
 As that particular community coalesced, year after year, we interacted on a number 
of different chaotic and creative levels, playing ourselves into a mutual relation.  On one 
Thursday morning at Grey Fox festival, a couple years later, our site well established and 
set up, I sat in a foldable camping chair in the middle of our campsite, picking with 
Jonah.  We had been playing a harmonized version of “Over the Waterfall”, a tune once 
so common in the New York bluegrass scene that Tom Hanway told me it had been 
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banned at Matt Umanov’s (a well-known guitar shop in Greenwich Village) in the 1970s.  
Jonah played the melody straight, and I superimposed a higher line, creating a pleasant, 
resonant harmony of parallel thirds.  This experience of musical copresence was fun and 
assuring, and a couple of our other campsite friends were enjoying casually playing 
rhythm behind these tightly controlled harmonies.   
 Since the upper harmony part required a certain amount of careful refingering on 
my part, I told Jonah I would practice it, while he wandered to the main stage to watch 
some of the headlining acts.  By the time he returned, I had played many other tunes with 
other people, and had placed the capo on the neck of my banjo in an unusual place, where 
it sat, forgotten.  When we jumped right back into “Over the Waterfall”, I was playing the 
harmony transposed by a semitone.   
 Of course, we immediately noticed the dissonance, but with a laugh of mutual 
recognition, we continued to play.  It required a certain amount of concentration to 
maintain this sustained tension.  When we reached the end, I felt the thrill of completion 
of some coherent thing, anyway, and I laughed aloud.  Jonah said, “That was amazing!”  
and we immediately replicated the performance.  The density of timbre, of two banjos 
playing tightly coordinated, but dissonantly “harmonized” melodies, created an intimate 
performance for us, though I couldn’t help but notice that the supportive crowd of 
backing musicians was nowhere to be seen.  The place was ours. 
 Eric, a guitarist from the local Catskills band “No Brakes”, wandered over, asking 
if we had seen their mandolinist Frank deCaro around.  “No, I haven’t seen him,” said 
Jonah, “but Eric, Eric: we have something to play you!”  Jonah and I proudly played our 
dissonant “Over the Waterfall”.  At the conclusion, Eric paused, and said, in a neutral 
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tone, “That’s really great, you guys.  Really great,” and headed back across the grass 
“street” to his own camping site across the way.  “Eric doesn’t appreciate true 
musicianship,” Jonah said, deadpan, followed by another break into laughter.  In the 
present case, this extremely common jam standard worked both as completely canonical 
(reinforcing some genre standards), and as a focal point of an absurdist performance (a 
performance which strengthened some social ties at the expense of others).   Silverstein 
and Urban have described how these processes of entextualization may work 
centripetally and centrifugally with each performance:  
 
We see here not only how the text as authoritative (and representative of tradition 
and shared culture) is faithfully reenacted, but also how the performers mock and 
fight against the text, creating in part a Bakhtinian carnivalesque spirit of 
irreverence, even as they celebrate textual fixity, authority, and the continuity of 
culture (1996, 13-14). 
 
Ours had been a “mocking” small performance: Eric and our other accompanists had 
rejected it, outright.  However, that same performance, harmonically absurd but 
dialogically successful, reinforced the musical relationship Jonah and I shared here, in 
our campsite, as well as back home in the City. 
 The central focus for this dissertation, in Greenwich Village, had connections to 
other jams on the Lower East Side, and Brooklyn.  However, players re-energized and 
decontextualized themselves by attending these different, less routine jams, re-seating 
themselves in other social contexts.  Most dramatically, players spent long weekends (and 
longer) in the context of nearby festivals such as Grey Fox and Wind Gap.  Upon 
returning, players commonly expressed a feeling of renewed sociality, and of aesthetic 
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confidence and certainty.  Through the practice of learning how to play bluegrass 
effectively in different places, and deploying that knowledge in performance— in 
“copresent” dialogue with others—musicians acted dynamically to create and recreate the 
musical genre.   
 
 
“My Old Kentucky Home” 
 Generating new intermusical relationships through a genre’s intermusical 
framework can lead to complications and misunderstandings as well.  Testing out my 
own “common sense”, I once tried another “pre-bluegrass” tune, as I played banjo with 
Jonah Bruno at the Grey Fox festival.  Recalling that Jonah had earlier responded 
positively to “San Antonio Rose”,  I proposed “My Old Kentucky Home”, by Stephen 
Foster, a tune I’d also learned from Tom Hanway.  Jonah knew it well enough to agree to 
give it a try, and we traded the melody back and forth.  Jonah improvised up the neck of 
the banjo, artfully playing parallel 6ths on the 1st and 3rd strings, while the anchoring high 
tonic on the unfretted 5th kept that reassuring banjo drone ringing.  Despite his 
overflowing instrumental creativity, he said, over the top of his instrument, “You know 
the words?”  I knew the chorus and a verse.  I also knew enough to know that you could 
usually repeat the first verse once before it caused any noticeable damage.   
  
The sun shines bright o’er my old Kentucky home; ’tis summer, the people are 
gay.   
The corn top's ripe and the meadow is in bloom; the birds make music all the day.   
  
Jonah jumped in and sang most of the chorus in unison with me.  I may have tried to 
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improvise a harmony vocal line.   
 
Weep, no more, my ladies, o weep, no more, today.   
We’ll sing one more for the old Kentucky home, the old Kentucky home far away.  
 
Without needing to hear a repeat of the first verse, we played a duet of the melody and 
tagged it with a clichéd lick.  “Niiiice,” said Jonah, his typically friendly catchall coda.   
 The chorus is a little too arpeggiated to facilitate instinctual bluegrass vocal 
harmonizing, but the melody fits the fretboard of the banjo nicely, and the nostalgic bent 
of the lyrics drops right into the bluegrass aesthetic.  “Such a fun melody to play.  It just 
lays so nicely under the fingers” I said, echoing an expression of my mentor, Tom.  “But 
I should learn all the words.  Though the original verse is a little problematic,” I 
prompted.  I was referring to a racially-inflected detail of the Fosterian nostalgia: ’Tis 
summer, the darkies are gay.  The desirable “antiquated” aesthetic of the tune 
unfortunately included an “antiquated” racist term that gave me pause, to say the least.   
 When I had been at the Bean Blossom festival in Indiana, with a collection of 
pickers actually from an old Kentucky home (i.e., from Louisville), they had had an 
entertaining late-evening teasing my status as a Yankee, by telling a volley of jokes on 
the topic of race.  The jokes that had been told around the fire had depended upon tired 
clichés, occasionally partially redeemed by some subtlety of comic timing, but I couldn’t 
get myself to chuckle gamely.  My inability to slap my thigh and guffaw had been the 
point, of course.  Though clearly offensive, the jokes had seemed specifically aimed at 
teasing the particularity of the present social hierarchy.  The next morning, I had been 
teased for my studied lack-of-response.  The jokes were easily jettisoned, but my 
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awkward inability to respond was joyously highlighted.  Over an afternoon snack, 
another picker had approached me and said, “What was with all the jokes last night?  
Doesn’t he realize that our generation’s not like that?”  I found this comment to be a hand 
offered generously in friendship; however, the “generational” assignment seemed to elide 
the main outsider/insider thrust of the public teasing.  My own position as an outsider was 
being juxtaposed among and inside posited ideological frames, reminding everyone, 
through improvisatory performance who knew how to play what, and who was hosting 
whom.   
 The performed process of triangulation—of local sociomusical discourse against 
both performative norms and less-explicitly concrete cultural assumptions also motivated 
the present Grey Fox discussion of “My Old Kentucky Home” and the offensive lyric at 
hand.  Jonah asked me: “You’re a musicologist.  How do you feel about that kind of 
thing?  I have a friend who’ll sing lyrics like that.  He says, ‘You have to sing in the way 
it was written!  Otherwise it’s not [properly] the song.’”   My curatorial role (and partial 
insider status) was being foregrounded, here, with a serious query about what constituted 
proper tradition.   
 I gave my opinion: “I think it’s good to know the history, but not necessarily to sing 
the history.”  I was bothered by the re-embodiment of the slur, and what it might 
inculcate in even a well-meaning historian.  I would now add, upon reflection, “Not, at 
least without some detailed explanatory preamble,” but did not think to utter that at the 
time.  Primed to deflect teasing, I paused.  But I needn’t have worried: Jonah uttered in 
agreement, “Yeah, yeah, me too.  You can’t sing that kind of thing now!  I don’t care 
who wrote it.” 
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 So it worked for us, in this present context. As Tommy, at the outset of this chapter, 
had told a version of his past, Jonah was articulating an understanding of our present, 
through an assessment and re-edition of the racist lyrics.  But in talking through it with 
Jonah, there existed another (imagined) context in which the performance might have 
been unsuccessful, or would have had to be differently negotiated.  
 In my experience, African-Americans who would come to the jams were warmly 
welcomed, though their presence never went unnoticed.  The racial homogeneity of the 
New York crowd’s typical make-up tended to make players sensitive to accusations of 
prejudice, and regulars would go out of their way to be welcoming to non-white players.   
 When Norris Bennet, a seasoned traveling performer (a member of the increasingly 
well-known Ebony Hillbillies, and an African-American) came to the Baggot Inn jam, he 
would typically play his guitar unassumingly, but would occasionally step forward sing 
an idiosyncratic version of a canonical bluegrass song like “Angel Band”, or “Are You 
Afraid to Die?” in a characteristic, woody vocal timbre, at which point, jam-leaders 
would step aside, as he would “hold court” for a few songs.   
 In a discussion with visiting jammer Mazz Swift, a Juilliard trained, African-
American fiddler who felt equally comfortable playing classical, rock, and Celtic musics, 
told me about her experience sitting in at the Baggot, in which she felt both accepted and 
apart:  
 
A friend of mine [fiddler Tom Bailey]… told me about the Baggot Inn sessions… 
I met him in the subway—I was playing in the subway; actually I was going to go 
play in the subway; it was my very first day, and he was in the spot I wanted to be 
in.  And he was like, ‘Oh, I’m leaving, it’ll be cool.” So we just had a 
conversation.  He’s a good guy… 
 People that play traditional music are very funny.  For the most part they’re 
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cool, and the more into it they are, the cooler they are, usually; but everybody’s 
so… such a stickler about certain things.  Like that guy…what do they call him?  
The Doctor? Or the Uncle? Sheriff Uncle Bob.  He’s like “Absolutely no drums, 
ever, in bluegrass.”   
  
Though Mazz’s welcome was sincerely offered, the lines of insider/outsider were clearly 
drawn, by this statement of instrumental proscription.   
 When explaining the genre to Mazz, Bob had described an aesthetic with absolutely 
no flexibility: “No drums, ever.”  However, as we have seen, the production of the genre 
is dynamic and flexible in practice.  Back at Grey Fox, Jonah’s immediate willingness to 
adapt “My Old Kentucky Home” for contemporary use reminded me of an event that had 
occurred the previous evening.  We had heard a group playing a relatively current pop 
radio hit on their mandolins and guitars, the groove wafting across from a nearby 
campsite.   
 This was not unusual, for teenage tagalongs with their parents frequently played 
their own versions of their favorite tunes on the acoustic instruments available to them at 
their campsites.  “Hey Ya” by Outkast was a particular favorite in 20046, and I should not 
mind if I never heard another acoustic guitar and mandolin version again.  But tonight’s 
youthful rearticulation was different, and we all noticed immediately.  Through the 
darkness, we heard the sound of a well-played hand drum, perhaps a conga or a djembe, 
accompanied the otherwise bluegrassy melodies, harmonies, and rhythms.  
 “What is that?,” Bryan asked, incredulously.  “Who brings a drum to a bluegrass 
festival?”  He was chuckling, but the surprised condemnation was honest.  Another time, 





included a saxophone, he had scowled knowingly at me, and then laughingly admitted 
that “If we weren’t at a bluegrass festival, I’d probably love this.” 
 The hand drum continued into the next song.  After about 10 minutes, Jonah stood.  
“I’m going to say something.  I mean, come on!”  And he disappeared into the dark.  
When Jonah returned, the drum accompaniment had not abated.   
 “What happened?” asked Bryan.  “It was a black guy,” Jonah said, simply.  Bryan 
laughed, “Ah.”   
 Jonah: “I’m not going to be that guy, saying [gruffly] ‘That’s not the way we do 
things around here.’” 
 I asked, “Kids?  Young guys?” 
 “Yeah, young guys.”   
 When negotiating the politics of custodial curation, the porousness of the generic 
boundaries may alter dynamically and dramatically.  In this instance, the contingent 
desire for face-to-face social coherence in this case had trumped the generically-
mandated prohibition of drums.  Players negotiate their performances against a shifting, 
emergent set of socially-negotiated criteria, over which they often had opinions and 
aesthetic stances, but limited control.  As with his newer edition of “My Old Kentucky 
Home”,  it seemed to Jonah better to let a little hand drum slide.  In more formally 
organized contexts, the porousness of the boundaries may be harder to gauge, as I 
consider next.   
 
Intergeneric Maintenance 
 Who determines what is acceptable in a potentially delicate situation?  In a jam 
context—rather than a simple and naïve democratic understanding that “everybody is 
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equal”—there is a kind of “meritocratic egalitarianism” achieved via virtuosity, tradition, 
and performative charisma that generates a social confidence.  A kind of “charismatic 
authority” (Weber 1947) is maintained and critiqued in a ritualized performance context, 
and through it, a non-explicit tradition of deference to that authority is casually, but 
actively, maintained in continually shifting performance contexts.   
 The appropriateness of a performance in changing contexts could shift even in the 
same jam space, as bluegrass was performed vis-a-vis other related rootsy genres.  The 
bluegrass jam occurs cheek-by-jowl with the old time players, in an Irish bar, commonly 
featuring musicians who also have played at blues jams or Balkan festivals.  Within 
bluegrass performance, and among the performance of related rootsy genres, there is a 
negotiation of generic interrelation.   
 All of these roots music communities effect the work of sustaining and maintaining 
genre differently.  Within the context of a seemingly distant roots tradition— the 
Brazilian “country music” serteneja—Alex Dent has described:   
 
Performativity therefore requires a metacritical faculty whereby participants 
continually monitor "what is going on here" for its suitability, or lack of 
suitability, for inclusion in a transforming set of co-occurrent features.  And in 
this monitoring, genres change.  They are therefore not fixed entities that 
participants bring out from some cognitive toolbox in order to apply them, 
returning them to the box once the work is done… [T]hrough their inter-relation, 
genres are continually being worked out, worked upon, and worked through 
(2009, 114-5). 
 
 This performed “working out” of genre often occurs without explicit explanation or 
understanding.  For instance, when I had asked Tom if he’d noticed any increased post-
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9/11, post-O Brother7 enthusiasm for the bluegrass scene, he answered, “Absolutely.”  
When I reported that some pickers I had asked hadn’t noticed the change, he grumbled, 
 
Because they don’t know.  They can just show up and play, and play their one 
break on “Blackberry Blossom” and pose, and throw shapes, and go home.  But 
ask somebody like [bluegrass radio DJ] Bill Knowlton, who has seen and 
promoted bluegrass for decades: he knows what a difference that made. 
 
 Sometimes the “working out” of a genre is effected by contradistinction, by 
demonstrating what something wasn’t.  The following three examples demonstrate this 
articulation through contradistinction.  Trip Henderson used both old time music, and his 
use of “improper” instrumentation as points of contrast to acceptable bluegrass practice, 
as he experienced it:   
 
[M]ediocre old time music: is there anything worse to listen to than mediocre old 
time music?  Playing mediocre old time music is kind of fun, because once you’re 
in it, it’s much more likable.  What’s the expression? “Old time music: better than 
it sounds” ? 
 
But…bluegrass, it’s a daunting challenge.  And there are so many great players 
around.  I mean, that’s one reason I picked up the harmonica.  Because I would be 
the only harmonica player! … And that’s a large reason I got into it.  If I could go 
back and do it again, I wouldn’t play the harmonica, much as I love the 
harmonica.  I’d play the fiddle.  I’d be a fiddle player.  Cause it’s small, versatile,  
and unlike the harmonica,  it’s a welcome addition to any session!  [Laughter].    
 
 During a different conversation, fiddler Katy Cox drew a distinction about the 
different styles of musical socializing.  The groove-oriented old time players never 






“That's the thing about old time music, I feel like I need to stop and say, ‘Okay, 
what are you doing exactly?  Can you explain a little bit to me?’  Bluegrassers 
will stop and say, ‘Okay, these are the chords.’  People will look at you in the eye, 
and communicate.   Old time music, at least in the scene here, people will like, put 
their head down, they'll close their eyes and they'll just play the tune.  They don't 
care if you play, they don't care if you don't play.  Nobody explains to you how 
the tune goes, or what the chords are, or what the key is, or what kind of tuning it 
is.  At least nobody has with me.  And it just hasn't made me feel very welcome. 
Even if they know I love the music.  I love it.  A lot of the people I like, too.  I 
don't get it, I don't understand.  It makes it frustrating!”  
 
 This social distance can be frustrating, but it can also be alluring.  Comparing the 
bluegrass players and the old time players, Harris had described the inscription of 
strategic distance quite clearly, even articulating his own complicity in the process: 
 
Oh yeah, Thomas is always playing his weird versions [of tunes with that] 
deliberate obscurity.  He was asking me, 'Why do you do that, hesitate and then 
pull that bow like that?"   He says, 'All you Yankee fiddlers do that.'  And he puts 
himself in this position of authority...  At the same time, he's teaching me some 
legitimacy.   I mean, it's really in his ear: he's played with these people, he's 
traveled.  You know, it's like bluegrass has done violence to the old time tradition 
by homogenizing all the differences all of the regionalizations.  Thomas knows 
these things.  Or at least he does a good job of pretending that he knows." 
 
[But] I totally buy into the idea that he is the “keeper of the flame.” [adding scare 
quotes with his fingers].  It's a narrative that really appeals to me.  It did even 
back then [when I was young]!   Now [laughs], I realize what a fallacy I wove for 
myself.  I mean, I used to put on country radio and think, this is so superficial and 
shallow and capitalistic.  And when I was learning bluegrass, I really said to 
myself that I was learning a more unadulterated tradition.  So when I ran into old 
time players, and I realized that they thought the same thing about bluegrass... 
And so my immediate reaction was...I have to get on THAT side!  So I will be 
irreproachable! 
 
 Despite being aware of the constructed nature of these concepts of legitimacy and 
authority, Harris laughed at the end of this statement, a reminder that these distinctions 
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and hierarchies, articulated by Trip Henderson, and complained about by Katy Cox, need 
not be an aggressive struggle or contestation.  The distinction between serious and playful 
discourse is not absolute.  The pleasure of creativity is often the dominant driving force, 
even when other hierarchies are being enforced or reinforced.  
 Another richly complex example of the pragmatic tending of an intergeneric 
boundary may be found in the Tom’s heavy emphasis on his own Irish and Celtic 
leanings.  Celtic banjo traditions are known for using a 4-string banjo, not the 5-string 
instrument common to bluegrass; players of each instrument are generally somewhat 
dismissive of the other.  As the author of an instructional book on Celtic 5-string banjo, 
Hanway was deliberately stepping outside the “proper” genre boundaries.  The 
publication of his book, a deliberate schematic overlay of styles, is a fine example of the 
articulation of Hanway’s own activity at the periphery of what are commonly considered 
relatively fluid genre boundaries between “bluegrass” and “Celtic music”.   
 However, for Tom, this lively boundary was highly significant.  Having traveled to 
Ireland, attended many seisiúns (or jams), and researched the project in detail, Tom felt 
confident in publishing this book and establishing himself as an authority on the new 
subject (and has published three books on the subject since).  Even his beloved 
Swallowtail banjo, which he had helped Geoff Stelling design, was meant to embody this 
intergeneric tension.  As some of the promotional material for the banjo states: 
  
Hanway gave luthier Geoff Stelling the inspiration to design the Tom Hanway 
SwallowTail, named also for the jig, reel, and the 1832 book, Swallow Barn… 
Every SwallowTail features an inlaid abalone and mother-of-pearl swallow in the 
center of the resonator that matches the swallow on the peghead. The swallow, 
oakleaf, acorn and closed knot inlays relate to the Druidic and Celtic traditions of 
the past. Celtic tunes are as abundant as acorns, which fall from the mighty Oak 
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and represent "seeds of knowledge" (Hanway, 1998).   
 
 Tom’s musical performances often include Celtic ornaments, and Celtic style 
medleys, even when the setting is “strictly bluegrass”. There are, for example, tunes such 
as “Soldier’s Joy” for which I saw Tom retune his banjo mid-song in order to give his 
Celtic interpretation of it.  Tom explained his improvisatory approach to me in terms of 
how it was particularly Irish, using a vocabulary of microexpressions: 
 
“[H]aving written Mel Bay's Complete book of Irish and Celtic 5-string Banjo, 
and done a lot of research I met a lot of musicians across the country and in New 
York and in Ireland and in Australia… Irish musicians will improvise, but they 
improvise in a very small musical space.  That variation that [fiddlers] play could 
be moving the bow...playing a quick triplet, or doing an ornament a certain way, 
with the fretting hand on the fiddle, [or the fingering hand (since there are no 
frets)], or a whistle player might play a certain kind of rhythmic ornamentation, or 
melodic ornamentation, a kind of a ...well anyway, improvisation in that music is 
limited to a few kinds of variations. They’re either intervalic- maybe instead of 
hitting the low note, you go up to a high note, or you go up to the fifth, or you 
play some other note than the note that would commonly be heard in the spot, or 
there's a rhythmic ornamentation, you might omit something, or you might hold a 
note longer- instead of hitting two eighth notes, you hit one note.  Or you might 
just play a kind of roll, like a turn. This is sort of a sort of melodic kind of 
variation.  Bluegrass players don’t think that way.”   
 
 Hanway was not claiming that Irish players use variations, while bluegrass players 
do not, but that the signature microexpressions happen on a very subtle level, and are 
differently socially-constrained.  His attempts at notating some of these ornaments in his 
book are instructive, as he entextualizes (literally, here, in his own “textbook” [1998]) 
distinctly Irish ornamental gestures in a fusion of picking gesture,  fiddle-technique, and 
terminology (e.g., the “birlin” fiddle ornament”). 
 Tom took pride in what he felt to be a creative transformation of both bluegrass and 
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Irish  genres, even as he criticized others at the bluegrass jam for not conforming.  Tom 
wanted to act as a stabilizing, centripetal, force through his policing and maintenance of 
the jam at the Baggot, but he also had earned the pragmatic freedom from the genre rules, 
casting himself as “outside” the tradition when he felt it appropriate.  He was deliberately 
working the bluegrass genre boundary, articulating the presence of the genre, setting 
himself apart, and performing his identity. 
  Tom employed an alternate strategy for intergeneric maintenance, toward the end 
of 2002.  He had decided to establish a “proper” Irish seisiún on another night, ensconced 
in that same front window that the old time musicians typically inhabited.  Preparing the 
venue, he made an explicit attempt to design the performance “space”, through the 
placement of a tabletop microphone, which was intended to broadcast the music 
throughout the rest of the bar, as the players sat cozily facing each other, as the old time 
players did.  This was designed to allow the appealing aspects of both casual camaraderie 
offered by that front room space and the dignity of a more formal performance.  The 
sonic result was quite nice, displaying Tom’s close attention to the aesthetic atmosphere.  
The music was clear and beautiful, throughout the rooms of The Baggot Inn, even in the 
now-quiet main room, far from the actual players.  But there had been some social 
dissonance conflicting with the musical resonance.   
 Talented musicians had attended, but Tom had had difficulty sustaining 
momentum.  For example, he had been overbearing with a particularly talented 
fingerstyle guitarist, Paul Clements.  Tom’s custodial politics did not function in the same 
way at the seisiún as at the bluegrass jam, as he tried to negotiate a mix of folk, bluegrass, 
and Irish musicians—despite the many aesthetic overlaps between the rootsy genres.  His 
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vigorous attempts at generating an Irish session at the Baggot Inn then began to fall apart 
on him.   Tom had initially invited Clements to be a house “backer” on guitar, subtly 
supporting the melodies of the other instruments.  A very creative and melodic player 
who typically played solo shows, Paul didn’t submit to his role as a “backer” properly, 
for Tom’s tastes, and he was soon told, in no uncertain terms, to hit the road.  Some of 
these organizational difficulties may have stemmed from Tom’s determination to control 
the musical dynamic at the expense of the social. 
  At the same time,  Tom was becoming quite frustrated with the inability of some of 
his musical efforts to come to successful fruition.  His “Big Apple Bluegrass Festival,” 
(in which he and his wife, the driven Kathleen Low Hanway, had invested much time and 
capital) had ground to a halt after somewhat disappointing ticket sales in 2003.  Many 
administratorial aspects of the festival had suffered, sadly, due to Kathleen’s unfortunate 
and untimely death from cancer.  
 Tom’s seisiún woes were adding insult to this greater injury.  Tom had closed the 
last seisiún by willfully refusing to speak to anyone but the bartender, and admitted his 
embarrassment at the moment in a phone call to me, the next day: 
 
Tom Hanway: I had a breakdown, and I’ve been up all night.  I fell apart last 
night. 
TK: What do you mean? 
T.H. I walked out on the musicians.  I said to the bartender, “Pay Lana what you 
owe her.  How much do I owe you for two drinks?” and I packed up my stuff and 
wouldn’t talk to anybody… 
T.K. Jesus. Why? 
T.H: The Irish session is winding down.  It’s winding down.  I just feel bad for the 
musicians.  Because they were trying to talk to me, and [when I was refusing to 




 That unfortunate night was the last of the seisiúns, and after the new year passed, 
the seisiún slot was filled alternately by a trivia night and an open mic.  I asked Sheriff 
Uncle Bob about it, in January, and he sympathetically took the long view: “Tom’s a 
great musician.  He doesn’t need to be running a jam!  If I’m in a band, I want the best 
musicians I can find around me.  If I am running a jam, that’s different.  There are lots of 
reasons to come to a jam.  To meet pretty women for example! [Laughter].  You’re not 
necessarily looking for the best musicians in that context.”  This well-meaning comment 
was, of course, anathema to Tom’s approach towards the Baggot jam.  But Tom had 
come up against socially-determined limitations to this charismatic authority, and had 
been stymied by the asymmetric intergeneric maintenance dynamics: what had worked 
for bluegrass wasn’t working in a present Irish context.   
 Those frustrating events triggered some quick decisions on Tom’s part.  The most 
significant of these was the decision, made in February of 2004, to happily re-marry, to 
leave New York entirely, and to move to Longford, Ireland.  Working as an active 
musician there put him in an inverse position regarding the Irish/bluegrass genre 
boundary, bringing his banjoistic authority to Ireland, rather than vice versa.  The 
combination in this context seemed to work more successfully, as Tom immediately 
joined an Irish bluegrass group (The Bluegrass Ravens), who were soon voted “Best 
European Bluegrass Band” by the European Bluegrass Music Association.  
 
“Get Your Own Jam” 
 Hanway’s charismatic authority had not been solely responsible for the success or 
failure of a jam, but his active attempt to maintain standards at the bluegrass jam had 
added some conceptual gravity to the legitimacy of the place.  After Tom’s move to 
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Ireland, his sudden absence created a palpable uncertainty about the permanence of such 
a place for bluegrass performance.  Katy Cox told me, with some nostalgia:  
 
Hanway was really, really strict, and exclusive, too. He made certain people feel 
not welcome.  Sheriff Bob always makes people—most people—feel welcome, 
unless they're not doing the etiquette thing right.   
 
But, I have to say, when Hanway was running the jam, I had a lot more fun 
playing.  Just because the musicians that were attracted to coming and playing 
were usually on the more professional end.  And now, the professional people 
don't show up at the jam at the Baggot Inn until at least eleven o'clock, twelve 
o'clock, if that. 
  
 Whereas most casual pickers were able to naturalize or normalize the scene as 
being “the-same-as-it-ever-was”, people with administrative stakes in the scene were 
more attuned to the ebbs and flows of attendance and interest.  During a period in which 
the struggling jam had been relatively underpopulated and fallow, I overheard the 
Baggot’s host Sheriff Bob aggressively teasing the host of a different Brooklyn jam one 
evening:  “I’ve been coming to your jam;  why haven’t you been coming to mine?” 
 At the moment of Tom’s departure, there arose a bit of uncertainty as to whether 
anyone else would rise to the official role of cohost.  Thomas Bailey, an excellent old 
time fiddler who had always been quite friendly and generous to me, had fallen victim to 
a miscommunication from Hanway suggesting that he might take the reins and co-lead 
the jam in his stead.  There had been brief power struggle between Bailey and Sheriff 
Bob as to what would happen.  At a funny, but rather sad and uncomfortable moment, 
someone had posted a sticky-note on the bathroom mirror that said, rather aggressively, 
“OLD TIMEYS - GET YOUR OWN JAM”.  Bailey had rapidly and gamely acquiesced, 
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though I was not privy to the details of these exchanges.  
 Bailey had been attempting to perform the role of jam leader, and any perceived 
abrasiveness in Bailey’s style wasn’t necessarily a great contrast to Hanway’s strong 
personality.  But the complex social alchemy that Tom had achieved hadn’t come to 
fruition for Bailey.  I asked Bailey what he thought had gone wrong.  “I really put my 
foot in it,” he replied.  “I sent out emails too early.  I acted too fast, and assumed too 
much.”  Simply announcing a “changing of the guard” was different than successfully 
performing such a change.  
 After that struggle over the jam leadership occurred, a cadre of the old time players 
had found an alternate venue at at Swift’s, a bar that more typically hosted Irish jams, and 
they had tried to start their own Old Time jam on Tuesday nights.  This left the intimate 
front area strangely vacant.  The space underneath the Baggot’s front window had been 
left ambiguous and uncertain.  Occasional spin-off groups from the bluegrass players in 
back would gather there, often playing a bit more quietly and intimately, as befit the 
space.   
 Unaware of the backstory at that point, I had been asking Lou Giampetruzzi about 
the whereabouts of the old time players.  Lou was playing mandolin, mostly just 
chopping on the backbeat without taking bluegrassy leads, since he didn’t consider 
himself a ‘hot picker.’  He was primarily a rootsy accordionist, and the author of an 
instructional textbook on that instrument that had remained in print for decades 
(Giampetruzzi 1981).  Lou was a community staple, and an excellent musician.  
 He told me about the old time jam at Swift’s: “I went down there for a while.  But I 
just can’t do it any more.”  Lou had great ecumenical appreciation for the many types of 
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musicians who overlapped in the many scenes in New York, but remained resistant to 
people who adhered to an aesthetic he considered too orthodox.  True to their reputation, 
the old time players had tried to run the new old time jam according to their high 
aesthetic standards, thereby appearing a bit overbearing.  “Bailey’s just terrible,” Lou 
said to me, to my surprise.  “It’s always got to be his way, you know?”  I had known 
Bailey, in more formal performances, to upbraid his audience for socializing and audibly 
chatting through his set, but I had assumed that musicians appreciated this performative 
pride.   
 Lou continued explaining.  Recently, while playing up front, Lou had been playing 
chordally, as opposed to melodically and heterophonically, as befits the old time 
aesthetic.  After the tune, Bailey had told him that he should play melodically, if he was 
going to play with the old time musicians.   “I’ve been playing in this scene for nearly 
forty years.  I’m sitting in back.  I’m not trying to upstage anyone.   I’m not trying to take 
over.  Why are you going to go after a guy like me?” 
 Meanwhile, the bluegrass jam at the Baggot was left in the Sheriff’s hands.  As his 
administrative role grew and Bob came to feel responsible for the success of the jam, he 
became explicitly aware of the social effort needed to maintain a coherence of place, and 
he stepped up his game.  He rechristened it “The Sheriff’s Bluegrass and Good Times 
Jam”, and he began hosting an annual “Sheriff Sessions,” in the wake of the Big Apple 
Bluegrass festival.  The jam continued to roll on.  As a testament to Bob’s custodial 
success, when the Baggot Inn was sold, closed, and reopened again as Zinc Bar (a club 
featuring jazz and “world music”) the jam, reblossomed immediately, this time just 
around the corner at the Grizzly Pear, with the old time guys in front, the bluegrass 
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players in back, the familiar patterns maintaining the sense of the place, in their new 




 Bluegrass has been understood through a number of different cultural filters over 
the past three-quarters of a century.  When I first encountered its strident harmonies and 
rapid tempos as a young man, I considered it an abrasive form of folk music.  When I 
came upon it again, in graduate school, my experience with fingerstyle guitar prompted 
me to reassess the banjo picking technique, in particular, and I was able to perceive some 
amazing technical effects.  I was nominally a music theorist at the time, and this journey 
began, for me, through the lens of technique and theory.  My newly-altered interpretive 
frame changed the essential nature of the intentional object—music—for me, and I was 
able to hear and feel more deeply, though so much about the music still remained opaque.   
 The technical/theoretical approach was satisfying, but seemed to have diminishing 
explanatory returns.  I have heard an anecdote repeated many times, in which an 
“unconverted” attendee at a bluegrass festival declares that although he didn’t enjoy the 
music, he was envious of the relationship that the attendees had with the music.  When I 
began attending the jam regularly, and saw both the serious conviction, and the 
commitment to the pleasure of social interaction that the players of all ages brought, I 
was inspired to try to explain what was happening from an interactional standpoint.   
 In some of the most influential ethnomusicological writing of the past few decades 
(e.g., Fox 2004; Meintjes 2003; Samuels 2004), ethnographies begin with stories that 
seemingly start outside the purview of social music production, in order to demonstrate 
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explicitly that music is not simply an object of aesthetic beauty, not even an aesthetic 
mirror of society, a dependent reflection.  These works instead present music as a 
profoundly significant and unique instantiation of emergent, social, human culture itself.   
 However, impressed with the interactive and creative aspects of the musical jam 
scene itself, I wanted to foreground this musically-performative scene as a primary site of 
practice and performance.  This approach is more typical of earlier ethnomusicological 
work (e.g. Berliner 1981; Waterman 1990) which likewise privileged the point of musical 
performance as the first site of analysis, in which a “genre” emerges out of musical 
performance.  I thus began with a sociomusical and historical description (Chapter One), 
I then established my approach to the performance of aesthetics (Chapter Two) through 
concepts of poetics and intertextuality.  In Chapter Three, I zoomed in, with a close 
musicological elaboration of style. 
 The dramatic sea-change in the anthropological approach to “genre” over the past 
two decades—begun and exemplified in the work of Silverstein and his University of 
Chicago colleagues, and in the work of Bauman and Briggs—was particularly inspiring 
to me as a way of linking a formal and historical approach with the playful, seriously 
imaginative, social interaction I observed, and participated in, at the bluegrass jam.  
 More specifically relevant to this project, in some of the best recent work on 
country-music related genres (e.g., Fox 2004; Huber 2008; Jensen 1998; Pecknold 2007), 
“genre” is seen to emerge from the class relation, the corporate, the history, the 
biography, and the commercial.  These approaches have shown unequivocally that genre 
can be a result of all these things.  Once this is acknowledged, however, one can’t omit 
the experiential, social aspects of “actual” musical performance, especially when analysis 
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of the music extends, as it does in my conception, into the phenomenological.  This 
insight justifies my zooming back out from an analytical to a locally social history in 
Chapters Four and Five, demonstrating that local, social history is, in fact, the history of 
music, not the context for it.  
 I do not thereby dismiss the more-traditionally musicological approach—in which 
the formal and historically traceable aspects of a music genre are highly valued and 
closely examined—but rather seek to extend it via a technical, social, and institutional 
approach (Chapters Three, Four, and Five, respectively).  This is obviously not 
incompatible with a more traditionally musicological approach.  In fact, it is a move 
exemplified in the best musicological scholarship (e.g., the ‘musicking’ process described 
by Christopter Small [1994]). 
 Pianist and scholar Charles Rosen, to take a prominent figure, makes a version of 
this very point discussing the Classical sonata— that genre includes form, creative 
expression, and social function— as he quotes a contemporary critic of none other than 
Franz Joseph Haydn: 
 
[T]here in an irremediable ambiguity about the term sonata, as its meaning 
vacillates among genre, form, texture, and style…. Perhaps it is neither useful nor 
feasible to purge the term of these confusions, but they must be exploited 
prudently…. The ambiguity had already appeared in the eighteenth century in the 
famous description of the classical sonata by J. A. P. Schulz around 1775… [in 
which the] confusion among style, character, fruition, form, and genre is implicit.  
…Schulz is mixing form and genre, social function and expressive tendency. 
(1980: 13-14).   
 
 My approach argues that the so-called musicological argument gains power as it is 
associated with micro and macro social dynamics, and that these micro and macro 
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discourses performed in a ritualized space reflect— and produce— what we think of as a 
musical genre.   What is really at the core of contemporary discussions about the nature 
of any genre is the fact that the practice and performance thereof is not just re-creative, 
not just reflective, but truly productive of contemporary human culture, and humanity.  
And my emphasis on the significance of bluegrass’s liveness, it’s face-to-face co-
presence as a crucial defining feature, presents bluegrass performance practice as truly 
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